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Publisher’s note

At the time of publication, industry training advisory bodies (ITABs) are in the process of being replaced by industry skills councils. For this publication we have used the term ITAB.

Additional information relating to this research is available in Effective measures for school-to-work transition in the vocational system: Lessons from Australia and Korea – Support document. It can be accessed from NCVER’s website <http://www.ncver.edu.au>.

Background

The Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training (KRIVET) was established in 1997 as a research institute funded by the South Korean Government. KRIVET carries out a variety of projects aimed at promoting the development of policies and programs in the fields of human resource development, and vocational education and training through lifelong learning.

The National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER) is Australia’s primary research and development organisation in the field of vocational education and training. NCVER undertakes and manages research programs and monitors the performance of Australia’s training system. NCVER also provides a range of information aimed at improving the quality of training at all levels.

KRIVET and NCVER have been designated Regional Centres of Excellence in Technical and Vocational Education and Training for the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). NCVER holds this title jointly with the Adelaide Institute of TAFE.
Foreword

This study is about the school-to-work transition arrangements in place in South Korea and South Australia, and the improvements that are required to enable students to better make this transition. It represents the work of researchers from the Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training (KRIVET) and the National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER) and is one of a series of joint projects between the two centres.

This study is based on questionnaire surveys of secondary school teachers and lecturers and professors in post-secondary institutions involved in the provision of vocational education and/or training. Questions were focused on the approaches used to prepare students for entry into the workforce, problems and issues raised by the implementation of these approaches, and suggestions for improvement. The findings have confirmed for both countries the need for sound information about industry demands for skills and workers, and student access to relevant teacher expertise, sufficient time for skills acquisition and practice, and adequate facilities and equipment.

The value in undertaking comparative studies such as these is what we can learn from each other. At times this learning can relate to successful implementation of specific strategies; at other times this can relate to the application of certain concepts to suit to local requirements.

From Australia’s perspective the Korean experience can provide some useful lessons. This especially relates to improving Year 12 retention rates, and the literacy and numeracy of secondary school graduates. It also refers to implementing formal training pathways between secondary schools and specific vocational colleges (2+2 articulation programs) and secondary schools and industry (2+1 programs) for students who are not on definite routes to employment through apprenticeships or traineeships. The Korean experience also supports the need to ensure that there is adequate communication between industry and education sectors, and between different educational institutions.

From the Korean perspective there are also lessons from the Australian experience. These relate to improving linkages between industry and education, increasing the flexibility of training to suit individual student interests and needs, and implementing a national qualifications framework. It also includes implementing apprenticeship-type arrangements, and increasing the valuing of practical and work-based education by parents, students and teachers.
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Managing Director
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Executive summary

1. Background

This study has been conducted jointly by the National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER) and Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training (KRIVET). It explores how school-to-work transition processes can be improved to provide better outcomes for students in vocational education (VE) institutions in Korea and vocational education and training (VET) institutions in Australia. It originates from the need, for both countries, to respond to increased demands for a skilled and flexible workforce to meet the requirements of increasingly globalised and knowledge-based economies. It is also focused on the need to strengthen the accountability of VE and VET providers, and to provide suggestions for improving the training of students for the modern workplace.

2. Aims of the study

The process of school-to-work transition can be divided into three separate but inter-linking stages: preparation through education, actual transition, and outcomes in the labour market. This study is focused on the preparation stage of the process and has sought to identify viable methods for providing in-kind and financial support to programs designed to facilitate school-to-work transition for students, and for upgrading the competencies of existing workers.

For this purpose, the study attempted to answer the following research questions:

a) How is research being conducted on school-to-work transition?

b) What are the measures being implemented in Korean and Australian VE institutions to foster school-to-work transition and what are the critical issues and problems raised?

c) What measures do teachers and professors in VE institutions want implemented for effective school-to-work transition of students from these institutions?

d) What lessons can be learned from research findings from the Korean and Australian experience?

Data in Korea were collected through questionnaires administered to teachers in vocational high schools and professors in vocational colleges. Vocational high schools comprised those schools operating the 2+1 system or the 2+2 articulation program and specialised high schools. Vocational colleges included those conducting special programs, such as 2+2 articulation programs and customised educational programs. Data in Australia were collected through questionnaires administered to lecturers in technical and further education (TAFE) institutes, and teachers and vocational coordinators in secondary schools. Telephone interviews were used to gather information from representatives of group training companies. A review of literature and policy frameworks provided information on the implementation of reforms in the two countries.
3. Findings from the literature

Findings from the review of previous studies confirmed the need to implement in Korea national and institution-based policy frameworks and structures to improve the school-to-work transition of students. They also highlighted the need to strengthen the relationship between vocational education and the needs of the labour market. An examination of strategies and policy frameworks adopted in Korea and other countries to reform their systems of vocational education has identified the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches, and has provided some direction for further investigation.

The review of Korean studies has focused on the implementation of reforms in specialised vocational high schools, the 2+1 program in technical high schools, the articulation programs between vocational high schools and vocational colleges, and the customised education programs in vocational colleges. The review of Australian research has focused on school-based and post-school vocational education (and training). It has focused on reforms to the apprenticeship and traineeship system, the identification of competencies, and the methods of delivery. It has also made comment on the effectiveness of some pathways to deliver labour market outcomes.

It is clear from the literature that there are a variety of approaches to the study of school-to-work transition, and that many of the studies have tended to ignore the preparation stage. It is also clear that more studies are required to examine the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders in government, industry, and vocational education institutions, and to make recommendations for reform. It is also essential that any process for reforming policies, structures, and strategies for enabling students to make an effective transition to work in Korea and Australia (and indeed in any country) must take account of the needs of industry, and changing labour market and workplace demands. In view of the ageing population in Korea and Australia there is also a need to take into account demographic changes in the labour force. In both countries there is also a need for inter-ministry cooperation, in terms of employment and education and training portfolios.

4. Implementation of policy reforms in the vocational education system

1) Australia

The Australian system for vocational education and training has undergone substantial reform since the mid-1980s. This has been to respond to the demands of an increasingly globalised economy and the realisation that industry needed to be restructured if it were to become internationally competitive. This study has examined four major pathways to work. These include (a) post-school and (b) school-based apprenticeships and traineeships which combine paid employment with training and (c) industry-specific vocational education and training programs in senior secondary schools which enable students to complete vocational qualifications and general senior secondary certificates. It also includes (d) post-school institution-based vocational education and training programs which are not tied to employment.

In the year ending 31 March 2003, there were 391 700 apprentices and trainees in training, an increase of 15% from the previous year. Of these, 44.3% were over the age of 25 years. Just over a third were in trades and trade-related occupations. In the year ending 31 March 2003 there were 10 900 commencements in school-based apprenticeships, representing 4% of all apprenticeship commencements for that year. In 2002 there were 200 group training companies nationwide. They employed a total of 38 000 apprentices and trainees and this was more than double the number employed in 1995. In 2002 a total of 40.6% of VET students were over the age of 25 years. Another 20.5% were over the age of 40 years.
In 2002 there were 185,520 students in a VET in Schools program compared with 60,000 students in 1996. In 2002 there were 2,083 secondary schools delivering VET in the senior secondary programs. In 2002 a total of 112,403 students had undertaken a structured work placement, representing 61% of students in these programs, compared with 55% in 2001. Students were enrolled in subjects covered by the following industry groupings: tourism and hospitality; business and clerical; computing, arts, and entertainment; sport; engineering and mining; building and construction; textile, clothing, footwear, and furnishings; community services, health and education; sales and personal services; primary industry; automotive; communications; science and technical; process manufacturing; utilities; food processing; finance, banking and insurance; and transport and storage. They were also enrolled in what are called general education and training programs, which include job-seeking, workplace communications, occupational health and safety and personal development.

In 2003 there were 85 TAFE institutes or other government providers (including agricultural colleges providing VET programs). They deliver training in 1460 separate locations.

A major feature of the Australian system which supports the preparation of students for the workplace is the system of competency-based training encompassed by national training packages developed by industry and endorsed by government. They comprise competency standards, linked qualifications, and guidelines for assessment. In 2002 there were 716,600 or 43% of students enrolled in training package qualifications. By 2003 there were 102 training packages endorsed by government. This included 20 training packages which had been superseded and modified after a review process.

A national system of qualifications, represented by the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) enables qualifications to be transported across state boundaries, and the operation of flexible interlinking pathways between educational sectors. In 2002 there were 68.4% of students undertaking an AQF qualification, continuing the trend for the previous years.

A national system for quality assurance in the VET sector (the Australian Quality Training Framework) has recently been implemented to ensure that accredited training providers, and those bodies responsible for providing the accreditation, comply with defined standards.

2) Korea

During the last decade there have also been reforms implemented in the Korean VE system. These reforms have similarly been aimed at improving the ability of schools and colleges to provide the relevant knowledge and skills required by students for effective participation in the workforce, and required by industry to compete effectively in domestic and global markets.

The specialised high school program was introduced in 1998 to provide diversified and specialised education within the existing high school framework. It was aimed at broadening the scope of the standardised curriculum to meet the diverse needs of high school students and to develop skills and knowledge required by industry. By 2002 there were 48 schools offering these programs. These accounted for a total enrolment of 9,217 students. They provided programs in electrical and electronic engineering; information technology; media and film; design arts; tourism and linguistics; cooking and food sciences; fashion and skincare; horticulture and environment; footwear design and production; and animation.

The 2+1 system in technical high schools was introduced to enable students to undertake training to acquire skills for industry and to help students make a smooth transition to work. It requires students to undertake one year of on-the-job training and work in industry. In 1994 there were 20 such technical high schools providing the 2+1 program and accounting for 3,169 student enrolments. Three years later these numbers had more than quadrupled. However, they fell dramatically in 1998 (signalling the effect of the economic crisis) and have been falling steadily since. Today there are just 30 schools delivering the 2+1 program.
Articulation pathways programs between vocational high schools and vocational colleges were introduced in 1996 to enable students to acquire both professional knowledge and skills, and to provide students with a smooth transition from secondary school to tertiary studies. There were four vocational colleges and three vocational high schools trialling the program in 1996. By 2002 there were 127 colleges and 405 vocational high schools with articulation programs in place.

Customised education programs are offered in vocational colleges to provide skills and knowledge required by industry, and to enable students to compete effectively in the labour market. In 1999 these were 80 vocational colleges delivering these programs; by 2001 this figure had increased to 121 colleges.

5. Needs assessment is the key to effective school-to-work transition

1) Australia

Responses to questionnaires were received from 172 lecturers involved in post-school apprenticeship and traineeship programs, and institution-based programs in TAFE institutes, and 49 VET coordinators and teachers in secondary schools. The survey was conducted in South Australia and collected information on the post-school and school-based apprenticeship and traineeship pathways, institutionally based post-school pathways, and VET in Schools pathways.

The findings of the survey in Australia revealed that all these pathways are perceived by teachers and lecturers to provide students with the initial skills and knowledge they will require to make the transition from school to work or to further training and to work. The findings also reveal that, in the main, teachers and lecturers agree that students enrol in these programs because they want to get a headstart in the world of work. Notwithstanding the success of these programs in enabling the majority of students who undertake them to make a successful initial transition to work by teaching them industry-specific skills and knowledge, there are still problems encountered in their practical application. These are reported below.

a) In terms of post-school apprenticeships and traineeships there is a need to ensure adequate time for apprentices and trainees to practise skills, and for providers to provide adequate assistance when students may be falling behind in their work. There is also a need to make more specific the language in training packages, and to implement strategies to improve the literacy and numeracy skills of apprentices and trainees, and to instil in them appropriate work and study habits.

b) There are major logistical problems which have limited the take-up by some industries of school-based part-time apprenticeships or traineeships. These concern the length of time students have to participate in work-based projects, availability of students when they are required in industry, and student access to appropriate equipment and materials and teachers with relevant industry experience and expertise. There is a need for schools to increase the flexibility of school timetables to enable students to better meet all their commitments, and for teachers to be provided with the professional development and industry experience required to enable them to provide adequate training.

c) If students are to move along flexible and inter-linked pathways to further education and then to work, there is a need to ensure that providers of post-school institution-based programs recognise prior learning and qualifications already acquired. One way to ensure confidence in the quality of the prior learning is to establish partnerships with feeder schools to develop appropriate programs of training and to share equipment and expertise. This includes paying attention to developing the literacy and numeracy skills of students, and to instilling in them appropriate study habits. There is also a concern that the competency standards in the training packages are too broad and allow for too much individual interpretation.
d) In terms of VET in Schools programs there is a need to improve the flexibility of school timetables to enable students to attend workplacements without having to miss out on favorite subjects or having to sacrifice school holidays. In addition, there is a need to ensure that students have the literacy and numeracy skills and the relevant study skills to enable them to participate effectively in post-school training programs. In addition, it is important for them to instil appropriate work habits in students. The establishment of strong linkages with employers, and with post-school training providers can help schools to locate appropriate placements, and can identify for schools the necessary underpinning knowledge required for further studies.

e) Although the issue of adequacy of resources and financial support will affect the ability of all sectors to provide appropriate training, there is a need to ensure that best use of existing facilities and resources is made. This means improved collaboration between all sectors.

2) Korea

The survey in Korea was conducted between 25 June and 17 July in 2002 for vocational high schools, and between 26 August and 13 September in 2002 for vocational colleges. Completed questionnaires were received from 504 vocational high school teachers, and 381 vocational college professors, representing response rates of 60.72% and 44.82% respectively. The results revealed a number of obstacles to the effective implementation of the different VE programs. These also highlighted some major priorities for government action.

a) In terms of the specialised education program, there is a need to increase its focus on preparing students for employment and for further education as the primary goals of this program. Effective delivery of this program also requires government to remove any practical obstacles to implementation and an identification of industry and workforce skill needs.

b) There is also a need to improve teacher knowledge about the original goals of the 2+1 program in technical high schools. The survey found that, while the original intentions of the 2+1 system were to equip students with practical knowledge and skills, teachers generally believed that the major goal was to enable students to advance to institutions of higher education. If this system is to work as it was originally intended, then it is important for the program to reflect existing industry demands. To do this the government should allocate substantial funds for improving the facilities and equipment required for appropriate training.

c) The findings of the study indicate that there are strengths and weaknesses in the operation of articulation programs between vocational high schools and vocational colleges. The strengths are observed in terms of opportunities provided to students to engage in continuing or further vocational education after completion of secondary school. The weaknesses are observed in the reality that some vocational colleges use the program to fill student quotas. If this program is to be successful in providing a smooth transition from secondary school to further education, and then to work, then curricula need to reflect industry needs, and be monitored and revised in a timely manner to continue to keep abreast of changes. In addition, there should be adequate and timely provision of equipment and facilities, and increased collaboration between the partner institutions to ensure that faculties from each contribute to the development of curriculum and delivery of courses in both components of the program.

d) The results also indicate that there is a lot of room for improvement for customised education programs in vocational colleges. To enhance the program’s effectiveness, the curriculum should be revamped to be relevant to the National Technical Qualifications framework. Also the government and/or the colleges need to allocate more financial resources to foster the further development and availability of practical education in customised programs.

e) It is clear that the issue of budgetary constraint is related to almost every vocational education program run in Korea.
6. Implications

1) Australia

There are also a number of implications to be derived from the findings to improve school-to-work transition practices for Australian students.

a) These implications have more to do with ensuring the effectiveness and efficiency of processes already in place, than introducing any major new reforms. This is because, in a sense, the Australian vocational education and training system has already attempted to deal with the disjunction between the vocational curriculum and industry needs currently being experienced in VE institutions in Korea. It has had more than a decade to develop a system responsive to industry needs, and changes in labour market and workplace demands. Substantial funding has been devoted to the development of national industry training packages based on industry competency standards linked to qualifications, and to ensuring incentives for employers to take on apprentices and trainees.

b) The recent implementation of the Australian Quality Training Framework for quality assurance is indication that the system has required the further elaboration and definition of specific standards for the operation of registered training organisations and accrediting bodies.

c) In the Australian context, issues of inadequate literacy and numeracy skills and work and study habits of students in apprenticeship and traineeship pathways and other VET programs have been raised by lecturers in TAFE colleges and representatives of certain trade-specific group training companies. No such concerns have been raised about the literacy or numeracy skills or work and study habits of Korean students. Cultural norms of respect for authority, and doing what one is told by superiors without argument, may certainly contribute to increased time spent on tasks in Korean schools, and this may be reflected in higher levels of literacy and numeracy and respectful and appropriate work habits. There may be lessons to be learnt from the Korean approach to instilling respect and diligence in students.

d) The Korean system of having defined pathways for substantial numbers of VE students (for example, the 2+1 programs) may help to develop more effective pathways to work for Australian students who are not in formal apprenticeships and traineeships. However, these programs must be structured so that they provide industry-relevant and appropriate off-the-job and on-the-job training. In addition, these pathways should provide opportunities for students to pursue further education and training once they are in work.

e) The formal articulation programs between vocational high schools and vocational colleges, if appropriately managed, can also provide good examples of seamless pathways between school and further education. These formal articulation pathways between different educational sectors can also ensure the effective operation of the AQF, and define for students a specific route to follow to acquire advanced qualifications and skills and knowledge. The existence of these formal arrangements will also increase the level of confidence in industry about the ability of the vocational education and training system to enable students to become the highly skilled technicians and associate professionals required in many of today’s workplaces. However, such programs, whether they are based in Korea or Australia, require clear dialogue between partner institutions in the development of objectives, curriculum and assessment procedures.

f) Improving retention rates to Year 12 is also another area in which Australia can learn from the Korean experience.

2) Korea

There are a number of implications to be derived findings from the Korean and Australian experience. We begin with what the findings mean for VE in Korea.

a) First, if Korean students are to make a smooth transition to work, there is a need to consider alternative models of training. There should be an increased focus on both school-based vocational pathways and apprenticeship-type vocational pathways.
b) Second, there is a need to change negative parental attitudes about the importance of work-based learning. Parents need to recognise that this type of learning not only helps students to acquire valuable hands-on knowledge and skills, but also enables them to have increased access to higher education.

c) Third, even though the school-to-work transition policy currently operating in Korean high schools depends on students taking the initiative to shape their own transition pathways, more structured support from stakeholders is required. This support includes better information on changes in the labour market, specialised advice, and better counseling on suitable career paths. It also includes better guidance on job-seeking skills and occupational selection.

d) Fourth, vocational high schools should give their students a variety of choices of subjects, especially vocational education and training subjects. This will help to keep them motivated in learning and help them to develop skills and knowledge suitable for their interests and aptitudes.

e) Fifth, there is a need to increase the number and type of vocational education and training subjects available to students in general high schools in Korea. While more diverse choices and options related to work are available in Australia, this is not the case in Korea.

f) Sixth, vocational education and training and vocational qualifications should be linked in Korea, as is the case of the Australian Qualifications Framework in Australia.

g) Seventh, there is a need to increase and strengthen the linkages between schools and employers. This will help to diversify and increase opportunities for students to combine learning with workplace experience and to improve career guidance.

h) Lastly, vocational colleges in Korea should consider increasing the flexibility of training delivery, providing increased access to students from different backgrounds, and implementing institutionalised support networks for students. In that sense, the Australian TAFE model is a most useful, exemplary model for Korea.

7. Concluding remarks

Ensuring that there is a close connection between the vocational education and training system and industry has been shown to be as important in Korea as in Australia as both countries try to meet the demands of globalisation and the knowledge or information economy. However, any system of entry-level training which aims to help students make a successful transition to the world of work in any country must have in place supporting mechanisms and frameworks to enable accurate assessment of industry and labour market needs, and the reflection of these needs into curriculum. With the ageing of the population in both countries, both systems will have to adapt to the needs of a constantly changing workplace, and to the needs of adults in transition or preparing to make the transition from existing jobs to new jobs or higher-level jobs.

Support documents comprising questionnaires and detailed reports on findings are available at <http://www.ncver.edu.au>.
I. Introduction

1. Background to study

This project is a joint venture between the National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER) of Australia and Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training (KRIVET) with an aim to explore effective measures for school-to-work transition of VE students in the two countries.

School-to-work transition is a concept which is often approached differently according to the varying national contexts or to the particular perspective of the researcher. In its broadest meaning, school-to-work transition includes the students’ preparation for transition, subsequent transition to the world of work, and the act of receiving the necessary education and training once they have entered the workplace (Smith & Rojewski 1993; Hoerner & Wehrley 1995). Applying this comprehensive approach to the Korean context, the school-to-work transition process includes searching for career paths in primary and junior high schools, preparing for employment while in high school and colleges/universities, achieving employment after completion of schooling and participating in continuing education and/or training as a worker.

There are various approaches which may be taken into consideration when analysing the transition from school to work. The Organization of Economic and Cultural Development (OECD), for example, focuses on:

- the context of transition, which includes the labour market and the education and training system
- the duration of transition
- the process of transition, which concerns the pathways of education and training accessible in the school and the labour market
- the outcomes of transition (Petersson 1998).

In other words, the OECD emphasises what students and workers experience at each stage of the transition and the outcome achieved at the end of the transition process.

In the United States’ School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994, the emphasis is on preparation for transition and on strengthening the linkage between school and the world of work. The act is primarily concerned with:

- school-based learning
- work-based learning
- activities connecting the classroom and the workplace, the student and the worker, and the school and the enterprise.

Summing up the recent trends, Jang et al. (1999, 2000) concluded that school-to-work transition comprises preparation which occurs mainly through education, the process of making the actual transition, and the results of transition observed in the world of work. This framework is useful in deciding what objectives and interests should be the focus of their analysis.
Currently in Korea there are increasing demands by the national government for developing human resources. One way to meet these demands is to provide strong support for school-to-work transition strategies which will help to enhance the quality and workplace adaptability of the labour force, upgrade existing workers’ competency, and reinforce the accountability of vocational education and training institutions. Therefore, the need for an in-depth study of school-to-work transition, with a special focus on the preparation stage, will have special significance.

It is important to note that many countries are beginning to include students in general and vocational education paths in their consideration of school-to-work transition (National School-to-Work Office 1997). This tendency is especially notable in countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom, which have high school systems built around the concept of the general or comprehensive high school. Such an approach is inappropriate for an examination of school-to-work transition in Korea where a substantial percentage of all high school students are enrolled in vocational high schools and where most students in general high schools pursue tertiary education directly after completion of secondary education rather than seek employment. Considering the distinct characteristics of the high school system in Korea, it is more meaningful to focus the research on school-to-work transition of students in vocational high schools. Similarly, research on tertiary-level students should concentrate on vocational colleges, where various programs supporting school-to-work transition are provided, rather than on four-year universities. This research aims to identify viable measures to support students from vocational high schools and vocational colleges to make a smooth transition from school to the world of work.

Assisting students in VE institutions to move easily into the world of work has significance for the state, the VE institutions themselves, and for students. Recently, the Korean Government has renamed its education ministry the Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development and has established the Human Resource Development (HRD) Committee to highlight the importance of pursuing HRD and developing national policies for its implementation. This has led to increased expectations for VE institutions to supply skilled workers capable of meeting the demands of industry. To help these institutions carry out this role, it necessary to implement policies which will help students in these institutions to adapt to workplace change and other demands of the world of work.

When the transition from vocational education to the world of work is hindered, it may have serious consequences for the national management of human resources. Implementing effective policies to raise productive manpower and to foster placement of workers in occupations according to their individual aptitude and capacity is material to the development of the society at large (Jang et al. 1999, p.2).

As for the VE institutions, there are a number of reasons why developing measures to facilitate school-to-work transition of students is important. First, these institutions play a decisive role in the transition process, and whether or not they are effectively helping their students make the transition is a criterion used to evaluate their performance. Secondly, they distinguish themselves from institutions of general education in that their policies are geared to meeting the demands of industry, increasing employability of their students, and strengthening linkages between school and the world of work. The extent to which they are able to meet these challenges, and to smooth the transition-to-work process for students will in part be used to measure their success. Implementing policies to enable them to carry out these tasks will also help to determine their productivity, productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness.

Finally, effective measures for school-to-work transition have important consequences for VE students, who generally move into employment earlier than those in the general education track. Preparing these students to enter the world of work with minimum psychological shock will help their initial adaptation to work. Moreover, when students successfully complete effective school-to-work transition programs, they will have developed the skills to enable them to adapt to the workplace. This will in turn help them once they have entered the world of work, where they will
participate in various occupational tasks. Assisting VE students to make the transition to work will also substantially raise their capacity to respond to the demands of the workplace.

Worldwide, much attention has been given to the transition of young people from school to work (Jang et al. 1999, pp.2–3). Alleviating youth unemployment and employment instability, re-shaping vocational education to meet real workplace needs, and facilitating school-to-work transition by enhancing skills and work competency of young people are major tasks recognised by OECD member countries (1994, 1996, 1998a, 1998b). Efforts are ongoing to create diverse programs to ease the transition process and to install legal mechanisms to foster it. The School-to-Work Opportunities Act legislated in the United States of America is one prominent example. In Australia in 1999 the Prime Minister established the Youth Action Plan Taskforce with specific responsibilities for examining school-to-work transition processes for Australian students.

Prompted by the attention given to school-to-work transition in other countries, researchers in Korea have recently begun to delve into this subject. Initial research effort has focused on national cases of OECD countries, including strategies for introducing the concept and related programs (Jang 1997; Lee 1998; Oh 1998; Shin 1998).

The conceptual and theoretical framework for the study of school-to-work transition in Korea was established by Jang et al. (1999, 2000). These researchers undertook a comprehensive observation of the transition of students from high school and vocational colleges to the world of work, and suggested policies for systematising school-to-work transition processes. Their study overcame the narrow scope of previous research on the subject. They divided the transition process into preparation, transition, and outcome phases and collected data to observe their actual occurrence in Korea. Comparisons were made with western countries and used to identify school-to-work transition processes that were distinctively Korean.

Jung (1998, pp.98–102) sought lessons from the American experience with the various transition programs described in the School-to-Work Opportunities Act. He categorised these programs into school-centered and workplace-centered programs, and selectively discussed programs which might be adopted by VE institutions in Korea. Although these achievements are not insubstantial per se, more work needs to be done, particularly because the whole question of transition to work has become a critical issue for Korean society. In 1996, the government published The education reform for new education system (II), which outlined problems in vocational education and strategies for their solution. Since that time a variety of VE reform policies have been implemented. These reforms are aimed at enhancing the relevance of vocational education to existing workplace conditions, strengthening school–industry collaboration, promoting articulation of curricula among VE institutions, reinforcing linkages between academic achievement and vocational qualifications, and establishing a solid foundation for lifelong VE. Assessing whether these measures are being effectively implemented in VE institutes is an important task for researchers concerned with school-to-work transition.

Such is the context in which this project was conceived. Through collaboration with Australia’s NCVER, the researchers sought to identify viable ways of supporting programs designed to facilitate school-to-work transition for VE students. In achieving this aim, the preparatory stage of the transition process was given special attention. Findings of our Australian counterparts were also carefully studied for any lessons with relevance and significance to the Korean situation.

2. Objectives of the study

The aim of this study was to compare and evaluate the success of transition-to-work strategies currently being implemented in Korea and Australia, for students in VE pathways. A secondary aim was to provide guidelines for action for governments, students, industry groups, and vocational education providers.
A. Research questions

The research attempted to answer the following questions:

a. What are the approaches being implemented in institutions providing vocational education (generally referred to as VET institutions in Australia) to foster school-to-work transition? What are the critical issues and problems raised?

b. What are the strategies identified by teachers and professors (lecturers) in VE institutions required for effective school-to-work transition for VE students?

c. What lessons can each country (Korea and Australia) learn from the research findings of each study.

The Korean research also examined the type of research approaches currently being used to examine school-to-work transition processes.

3. Research methodology

A. Australia

The study was conducted in five main phases. Phase 1 comprised a literature review of domestic and international research studies conducted on school-to-work transition. Phase 2 was focused on the preparation of a brief overview of the formal systemic arrangements typically used to prepare students for entry into the workforce. The main interest was entry-level training focusing on 15 to 21-year-olds.

In phase 3 researchers conducted a questionnaire survey of teachers and vocational education coordinators in secondary schools and lecturers in VE institutions about what their institution was doing to facilitate school-to-work transition, the problems being experienced in this process, and suggestions for improvement. In addition, field officers and managers of apprenticeship and traineeship programs in group training companies were also interviewed. Information was especially sought about the operation of full-time and part-time (post-school) apprenticeship and traineeship pathways, part-time school-based apprenticeship and traineeship pathways, and institution-based post-school pathways. Also examined was the operation of VET in Schools industry-specific programs. (Questionnaires are available in support documents for this report, at <http://www.ncver.edu.au>.)

Information was collected from TAFE institutes, secondary schools, and group training companies in South Australia. In addition, interviews were conducted with four group training programs in other states to provide a comparative perspective.

The analysis in phase 3 was used to generate some key conclusions and to develop guidelines for action by governments, vocational education institutions, and industry.

B. Korea

This Korean study was conducted in five major phases. First, there was an analysis of findings from a selection of research studies conducted in different countries. Each study was closely studied to determine the research approach and perspective adopted by the author(s). Second, a comprehensive picture of school-to-work transition of students in Korean VE institutions was derived from studies of transition trends for students of vocational high schools and vocational colleges. Third, the importance of implementing mechanisms to support school-to-work transition processes was evaluated in terms of its significance for the state, the VE institutions, the students in the VE institutions, and for linkages between education and the labour market. Fourth, information from vocational high schools and vocational colleges was analysed to discover how these institutions are dealing with the issue of school-to-work transition. The relevant institutional
and legal mechanisms were also analysed. Fifth, the role of each stakeholder, that is, the government, the VE institutes, and industry was identified. Finally, the findings from research on school-to-work transition in Australia were compared with the findings from the Korean study. The comparative analysis was used to derive conclusions to further inform the debate about the role of the government, the VE institutions and industry in the school-to-work transition process.

The review of the literature comprised an examination of documents from Korea and other countries, including research papers on transition-to-work processes, promotional materials and VE policies. Experts in the field were invited to provide advice on the content and plan of the study, the adequacy of methodologies for data collection and analysis, and the relevance and validity of research outcomes.

To get a better picture of how school-to-work transition is being promoted in the vocational schools, questionnaires were distributed to teachers in high schools and professors in vocational colleges. Sample high schools included schools operating the 2+1 system or the 2+2 articulation programs and specialised high schools. Sample vocational colleges included those which conducted special programs, such as 2+2 articulation programs and customised educational programs. Recognising that surveys are a useful but an imperfect way of investigation, the research team tried to complement them by personally interviewing teachers and professors in institutions of vocational education. Discussion revolved around the problems they faced in the field and how they believed the problems could be solved.

4. Definition of key terms

A. Australia

1) VET

   This term is a short form of the term vocational education and training. It generally refers to post-compulsory education and training which excludes degree and higher-level programs delivered by universities. When we are talking about the Australian system we will generally use the term VET.

2) Registered training organisation (RTO)

   This refers to a public or private training provider or enterprise which has been registered under the Australian Qualifications Framework to deliver training and/or conduct assessments leading to VET qualifications (within a certain scope) in accordance with the Australian Qualifications Framework. Registered training organisations include TAFE colleges and institutes, adult and community education providers, private providers, community organisations, schools, higher education institutions (delivering VET qualifications), commercial and enterprise training providers, industry bodies and other organisations which meet registration requirements.

3) The Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF)

   This refers to a nationally agreed quality framework for the Australian VET system. It comprises standards for registered training organisations, and standards for state and territory registering and course accreditation bodies. In order to maintain their registration status, RTOs must be audited and found compliant by state and territory registering and course accreditation bodies according to specific standards.

4) Australian Qualifications Framework

   This refers to a nationally consistent set of qualifications for all post-compulsory education and training. It comprises titles and guidelines defining the qualifications, together with the
principles and protocols covering articulation and issuing of qualifications and statements of attainment.

5) Training package

A training package is a set of nationally endorsed competency standards, assessment guidelines and AQF qualifications for a specific industry, industry sector, or enterprise.

6) Assessment guidelines

These guidelines refer to the endorsed component of training packages which describes what is required to ensure that assessments are valid, reliable, flexible and fair.

7) Post-school apprenticeships and traineeships

This refers to an arrangement whereby school-leavers enter into a contract of training or its equivalent with an employer. In this contract of training the employer commits to providing paid employment and on-the-job training and experience for the apprentice or trainee. The employer also commits to ensuring that the apprentice or trainee is able to attend any off-the-job training required. The apprentice or trainee commits to undertaking workplace obligations and the on- and off-the-job training required. Where apprentices and trainees are under the age of compulsory schooling, these contracts are signed by their parents or guardians.

8) School-based part-time apprenticeships

This refers to arrangements which allow secondary students to undertake a part-time apprenticeship or traineeship while still at school.

9) Post-school institution-based pathways

This refers to training pathways available to individuals which do not require them to be in paid employment and in a contract of training to undertake the qualification. It is a pathway which enables students to attain qualifications which may lead to jobs during the course of or on completion of the program.

B. Korea

1) VE students

These students refer to students enrolled in vocational high schools and colleges.

2) Measures

Measures refer to policies and practices which could be implemented to foster school-to-work transition of VE students.

3) Specialised vocational high school

This refers to vocational high schools which are trying to adapt labour market changes by incorporating specialised courses throughout or in some departments.

4) 2+1 program in technical high schools

This program is similar to the dual system in Germany. Usually implemented in the technical high schools, the 2+1 system allows students to study 2 years in the school and spend their last year of high school in industry, where the student can work and learn under a contract for OJT (on-the-job training).
5) Articulation program

The articulation program is a modified version of the Tech-Prep program launched in the United States. It is essentially a 2+2 system, linking the last two years of the vocational high school curriculum with the two-year curriculum of the vocational colleges.

6) Customised educational program

This program was adapted from the customised training implemented in the western world. In Korea, it is provided by the vocational colleges seeking to reflect the real demands of the industry in their curriculum.

5. Limitations of the study

A. Australia

This study aims to gain a better insight into the preparation stage of the transition from school-to-work process. In so doing it makes sense to gather information from those who are directly involved in training and educating students. However, there are also some limitations in depending too much on the perceptions of trainers and educators, and not enough on more objective measures of success. However, these would also incur added time and resource costs. Such considerations could, of course, be included in any further study of transition.

In terms of the Australian study, resource and time issues have limited the study to South Australia. In one sense this can be considered a limitation. In another sense it means this controls for the impact on training and education of the variations in education and training policies of the separate state systems. Nevertheless, the issues of concern here are likely to affect TAFE providers, schools, and group training companies in similar ways.

B. Korea

This study has some limitations which need to be considered. One such limitation is that it focuses specifically on the preparation phase of the school-to-work transition process for students in vocational pathways. By so doing it fails to address the entire transition process, comprising preparation, actual transition and outcomes stages and thus fails to make comprehensive suggestions for supporting the school-to-work transition process. Future studies addressing these different studies should address this limitation.

Another limitation pertains to the study of transition in Korea, which exclusively deals with students in vocational high schools and vocational colleges. The Australian study, on the other hand, includes learners in TAFE institutes, a group not dealt with in the Korean study.

The third limitation relates to the significance of the findings from the questionnaire survey, which was administered only to instructors, and left out students who are critical key players in the transition. This may raise questions about whether the survey results accurately reflect the overall picture.
II. Literature review

1. Australia

A. Achieving adulthood through work

School-to-work transition processes for Australian students need to be understood in terms of the changing needs of an Australian labour market, and increased importance of knowledge-based activities for economic success in global markets. It is also important to note that, increasingly, the concept of a specific transition period where students are dedicated to preparing themselves for the world of work is becoming less meaningful. Today school and work for many students co-exist and students often have casual and part-time jobs while they are still in secondary schools and post-secondary school institutions of education and training. These jobs enable them to achieve some independence from their parents by allowing them to earn extra money while they are studying to complete their studies before they either move on to more advanced study or into the full-time employment. Sometimes these casual jobs may lead onto further employment with the same company once students have left the education and training system.

In examining school-to-work transition it is also important to keep in mind that at the same time that students are preparing themselves for work, they are also undergoing emotional and physiological changes as they move from childhood to early adolescence, and then into late adolescence and adulthood. Obtaining financial independence from parents, often only possible through moving into full-time paid work, has always been a major mechanism for achieving adulthood in modern industrialised economies like Australia. However, increasingly this transition from adolescence to adulthood is being deferred as young people are denied opportunities to move straight into employment either by lack of suitable jobs, or lack of skills to take up the opportunities that are available.

In 1999 the Prime Minister set up a taskforce (Prime Minister's Youth Action Plan Taskforce) to deal with better ways of supporting young people and their families as young people made the transition from school to work and thus to independence. This task force conducted consultations with the public, surveys of young people and their parents, examined written submissions, and commissioned a set of special research projects.

The findings showed that the term ‘transition to independence’ was somewhat misleading, because as has been already noted, young people do not make a single transition but make a multitude of changes in their interaction with families, society at large, work experiences, and learning. The report also explained that the success of and rate at which transition occurred in one area would affect transition in other areas. It was for this reason that the task force suggested a comprehensive and broadly based strategy to help young people in their transition to work and independence. It was important then to understand that independence ‘entails having the means, capacity, confidence and orientation to interact with others on an equal footing. Independence is about sustainable livelihood and citizenship’ (p.4).
B. Pathways for Australian students

Keeping in mind that individuals will follow unique pathways to the world of work, there are a number of major pathways followed by Australian students. In Australia the vocational education and training system is focused on providing the industry skills students will require to enter the workplace. Its main features are an open training market, competency-based training and assessment, a national framework for qualifications and training, close linkages with industry, and flexible inter-linking pathways. This means that secondary school students may select units of competency to meet their skill needs while they still in school and have these recognised nationally. It also means that they are able to move in and out of the training system as their skill needs alter once they have left school. These arrangements facilitate the operation of a training system that enables individuals to engage in lifelong learning.

When school-to-work transition operates successfully for students, they may follow a number of mainstream pathways. These include:

- moving directly into jobs once they have reached compulsory age
- moving directly into a full-time apprenticeship or traineeship which includes paid employment and combines on-the-job and formal training, on achieving compulsory age
- staying on at school and undertaking a part-time school-based apprenticeship or traineeship
- following a purely academic pathway and then moving either into work and/or into further education and training on completion of Year 11 and/or Year 12
- undertaking a VET in Schools program during Years 11 and 12 and then moving either into work or further training. There are also some instances where these programs are being made available to Year 10 and Year 9 students.

Increasingly, there are opportunities for students to follow interlinking and flexible pathways which allow them to combine academic and vocational learning and work and study.

C. Pathways to the world of work

In 1996 the Education Committee of the OECD launched the OECD’s thematic review of transitions (OECD 1997). It set out the principal components of an effective transition system. These included: ‘a healthy economy; well-organised pathways between initial education, work and further study; tightly knit safety nets for those at risk; good information and guidance; and, effective institutions and processes (p.12)’. In 1999 the OECD published a report on the experience of OECD countries in providing young people with a ‘good start’ (Bowers, Sonnet & Bardone 1999). This report found that countries (for example, Norway and Austria) which had made available ‘broad pathways with multiple exit points’ had been able to increase the ‘attractiveness’ of vocational training and participation. However, the report also highlighted the difficulties being experienced by other countries (United States, Finland) in attracting students and their parents to such integrated pathways.

Although there are multiple and individual routes and time-frames which Australian students take as they make the transition from school to full-time work, these can be grouped into four major pathways. These are described below.

1) The school-to-labour market pathway

In Australia students may leave school on achieving compulsory age (that is, 15 years of age in all states apart from Tasmania where it is 16 years of age) and move directly into the labour market. They may also leave school at any time during or on completion of their senior secondary schooling and go directly into the labour market. Once in the labour market they may either go directly into jobs which have no formal requirements for further training, or enter a traineeship or
apprenticeship which requires them to be in employment. They may also enter jobs which require substantial amounts of enterprise training. It must also be kept in mind that, increasingly, for many young people (especially those between 15 years and 19 years), the route from school to work is accompanied by spells of unemployment as they move in and out of casual or part-time jobs.

In addition, there is also one group of school leavers (often early school leavers) who may opt to leave school before or just on compulsory age and remain out of the labour market altogether. The transition from school to work for these groups is often filled with upheaval as they try to balance their needs for independence from school and parental authority, with a dependency on the social welfare system for financial support. In schools, students who are in danger of falling into this group are often described as ‘at risk’ students. There are special government programs which have been devised to help these ‘at risk’ students to either remain in, or re-engage with the school system once they have left it. These programs aim to assist these students to complete secondary high school or VET qualifications, and develop life and work skills and knowledge that will help them to compete more effectively in the labour market.

2) *The post-school apprenticeship or traineeship pathway*

Students may complete compulsory age schooling and enter a traineeship or apprenticeship if they are also able to find employment and enter into a contract of training with their employer. They may also decide to complete Year 11 and/or Year 12 of their senior secondary schooling and then follow this pathway. Alternatively, they may enter into a contract of training with an employer once they have left school and have been engaged in other activities. Individuals may also be taken on as an apprentice or trainee well after the time they have left school. Apprenticeships and traineeships are available to students who have undertaken purely academic studies, and to those who have combined academic studies and vocational education and training. Apprenticeships and traineeships are also available to those who are not school leavers and are taken on as mature apprentices. Increasingly, students are opting to undertake what are called pre-vocational qualifications in the hope that they will be able to secure a traineeship or apprenticeship either during or on completion of this program.

On entering a traineeship or apprenticeship, individuals sign a contract of training with an employer. This allows the individual to combine paid work with on-the-job and off-the-job training. In the main, on-the-job training and experience are provided by the employer, off-the-job training is provided by a registered training organisation (RTO). This RTO is registered under the Australian Quality Training Framework (ANTA 2002) to provide the training in particular trade or industry areas. If the employer is an enterprise RTO, then the off-the-job training can be provided at the work site. Generally employers who have their own training departments or skill centres may also opt to become RTOs.

Once the apprentice has completed the off-the-job and on-the-job training, and completed the three, four or five years specified in the contract of training, then the apprentice will be awarded the full qualification (trade certificate), and the contract of training will be signed off. In some industries the apprentice will have also completed requirements for special licences by completing the apprenticeship program. In other industries the licence is awarded on satisfaction of separate requirements for the licence. In Australia licences are required for occupations, including among others, electricians, builders, and plumbers.

(1) *Pathway success*

The success of this training pathway in helping students to make the transition-to-work is captured by a report by the National Centre for Vocational Education Research (NCVER 2001a) which examined all facets of the Australian apprenticeship system. The report highlighted the important contributions this system had made in terms of raising the Australian skills base and facilitating the transition of students to the world of work. The report also noted the use of the term ‘New
Apprenticeships’ as an umbrella term for apprenticeships and traineeships which was generally more frequently used in national forums rather than in the states and territories.

Citing figures from the then Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs (now Department of Education, Science and Training), and the Department of Employment, Workplace Relations and Small Business (now the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations), the report described the high employment outcomes from these arrangements. It noted that, in the year ending June 1997, the overwhelming majority (80%) of apprentices who completed their apprenticeship were retained as tradespersons by their employer, or had found a job with a new employer three months after completing their apprenticeship. In addition, 85% of trainees who completed their traineeships (typically one-year traineeships at certificate II level or equivalent) had also found an ‘unsubsidised’ job three months after completing their traineeship. By 2000 these figures had climbed to 90% for apprentices and 93% for trainees. The employment outcomes for those who did not complete the apprenticeship or traineeship were also reported to be good. In 1997 almost 40% of these had found employment. The report also noted that, in line with improved conditions in the Australian labour market, some 70% had found employment in 2000.

The NCVER study also noted that, although those with a university undergraduate or higher-level qualifications have the highest probability of being in a job, the probability is almost as high for those with a skilled vocational qualification, which includes apprentices and trainees. The report concluded that ‘the importance of new apprenticeships as a pathway for young people in making the transition from school to work has not only remained intact, but its relative importance in entry to full-time employment is increasing’.

However, the picture is not all rosy and there are instances where the quality of the training available to trainees has been found wanting (Cully & Curtain 2001).

(2) Mature-age apprentices

One might argue that in discussing school-to-work transition there is no need to refer to the experiences of mature-age apprentices. Keeping in mind that these apprentices are also making a transition from life as an apprentice (that is someone in training) to life as a tradesperson, there is some justification for examining how they fare in training. Saunders and Saunders (2002) conducted a study of adult apprentices which involved examining national training statistics, and conducting a set of case studies with companies in three Australian states. They noted that, since 1995, the apprenticeship and traineeship system had more than doubled in size from 136,000 contracts of training in mid-1995 to 295,000 in 2000. In 1995 traineeships represented about 10% of the system, in 2000 they represented 50%. In addition, women in 2000 comprised almost a third compared to 5% in 1995.

Researchers found that in the traditional trades this age group comprised just 12% of the training places and for the trades and trade-related occupations it comprised 14%. Women comprised over 30% of all training places at the end of 2000, but only 13% of ‘trades and related training’ and 1% of the traditional trades.

According to Saunders and Saunders the current emphasis on getting adults into the trades is more related to the general ageing of the population and labour force and to issues of supply and demand, than to major policy directives. In their case studies of 16 companies employing adult apprentices in the traditional trades they found that, in the main, companies had introduced ‘adult-friendly’ approaches to training. They also found a variety of recruitment approaches. A small number of the companies still used annual school leaver intakes, others apprenticed existing employees, while others used a group training company to take over the recruitment process. Half of the companies still tended to use TAFE as the major provider for the off-the-job training, some maintained their own skill centres which provided accredited training, while others used the services of group training company providers.
In terms of wages, companies tended to make local adjustments to the wages they offered adult apprentices. That is, they might keep the adult apprentices who were existing employees on regular wages, or may offer them increased overtime. In general, adult apprentices are valued for their maturity and their self-discipline. Training providers appreciate their input as a way of ‘stabilising’ classroom environments and providing effective role models for younger apprentices.

(3) Non-completions of training contracts

Apprentices and trainees who do not complete a contract of training are often referred to in the literature as non-completers. A study by Grey et al. (1999 cited in NCVER 2001a) indicated that employment outcomes were better for those non-completers who stayed longer in their contracts of training before seeking a new job. Although the aim of this study is not to look at employment outcomes, the fact that students in these programs do achieve successful outcomes also indicates that there are aspects of the apprenticeship and traineeship experience which facilitate the transition from school to work.

Cully and Curtain (2002) conducted an analysis of why apprentices and trainees did not complete their contracts of training. Their questionnaire survey of 797 apprentices and trainees and 462 of their employers, and focus groups of new apprentices, employers and training providers, found that most non-completers were young (under 21 years of age). However, there was a substantial group (25%) who were over the age of 25 years. Almost all of these were trainees (that is, those who were not in traditional four-year apprenticeships). Non-completers were evenly divided between those who had taken on a traineeship as an existing employee and those who were new employees when they took on a traineeship.

Cully and Curtain report that most of the trainees (62%) and apprentices (54%) had entered a contract of training because they wanted to be in work. There were few new employees who had entered a traineeship because they had wanted the qualification that could be derived from completion of the program. However, the prime objective of 23% of existing workers entering such contracts was to get a qualification. In addition, there was a small group of trainees who had entered the contract because their employer had suggested it or because it was a condition of their employment.

In the majority of cases (86%) the contract was stopped when the trainee also left the job. Cully and Curtain found that, in the main, trainees left their jobs because of what they call the ‘employment relationship’ rather than the training itself. These included transfers to other employers for apprenticeship or traineeship contracts, redundancy, dismissals, dissatisfaction with the job. Employers confirmed these findings. For 44% of apprentices and 11% of trainees, the non-completion, however, was due to their transferring of contracts to another employer.

A major job-related reason accounting for 50% of the non-completions was related to individuals perceiving that they were being treated as cheap labour. There were also 29% of these non-completers who felt they weren’t learning anything, while 23% reported that they had been bullied at work.

Cully and Curtain (2002) asked these non-completers to specify what they were currently doing nine months and 21 months after they had left their jobs. Almost 75% of these had changed jobs, with two-thirds of this group reporting that they were in a job with better pay and working conditions. Of these, 9% had remained with their same employers. Nevertheless, 14% were unemployed at the time of the survey, and 5% had left the labour force altogether. Those who were unemployed had generally been dismissed by employers, and those who had left the labour force (that is, they were unemployed and no longer looking for work) had often cancelled their contracts because of personal or other reasons. Although 12% of the non-completers had gone on to full-time or part-time studies, just under half (49%) of non-completing apprentices and just over three-quarters (76%) of non-completing trainees were not undertaking any studies or training.
Cully and Curtain (2002) concluded that there was a need to improve the match between employers and trainees by better selection procedures, including pre-employment assessments, and more explicit specifications of employer expectations. There was also a need to improve the on-the-job experience, through better support, requirements for employers to adhere to a fair standard of employment, and improving mechanisms to resolve disputes. There was also a need to improve the assistance available to older trainees. Cully and Curtain also suggested that, in view of the fact that non-completion is a performance measure for the VET system, it was important to ensure that administrative data collection adequately covered this information.

3) The school-based part-time apprenticeships and traineeships pathway (SBNAs)

Individuals may also be engaged in apprenticeship or traineeship programs when they are still in school. These are called part-time school-based apprenticeships or traineeships and allow the secondary school student to engage in paid work, complete secondary school qualifications, and commence the required training for the particular trade or industry in which the apprenticeship or traineeship is being offered.

A study of 641 students in school-based part-time apprentices and trainees from South Australia, Victoria and Queensland by Smith and Wilson (2003) indicated that students have positive learning outcomes from their involvement in these programs, especially from their on-the-job training. The findings indicate that the majority of those undertaking SBNAs were trainees in training contracts aimed at achieving a certificate II qualification. There were few in traditional apprenticeships aimed at achieving certificate III qualifications. SBNAs generally worked an average of about 10 hours. In comparison with other students, SBNAs were more likely to be female, white Australian-born, live outside capital cities, and less motivated to seek direct university entrance on completion of secondary schooling. They were also more likely to be of lower socio-economic background and to have previous experience of work. About half were employed in retail and fast food enterprises.

In addition, to acquiring qualifications, SBNAs also used this experience to provide affirmation for their career choice or to decide that the career was not for them. A small number were undertaking a traineeship to give them a headstart in a certificate III or apprenticeship program, or as a part-time job for extra money either to support them through future university studies, or to provide them with extra spending money in general. About a fifth had worked for their employers before obtaining a traineeship with them. In the main SBNAs in new industries were given more autonomy by employers than were SBNAs in the traditional trades.

SBNAs ‘overwhelmingly enjoyed their work’ with just over two-thirds of all trainees reporting substantial enjoyment. However, there were differences across the industry sectors, with all the trainees in cultural/recreation and sporting industries, and almost 90% of those in building and construction reporting high enjoyment. As a group those working in the retail and fast-food sector were the least satisfied.

SBNAs were also generally able to fit in studies with their work obligations. However, there were students who had timetabling difficulties which meant they had to catch up on work missed at school, or increase their hours with weekend or after-school work. About a quarter were undertaking their off-the-job training at work.

By and large the majority of SBNAs had positive work experiences. They also developed a diverse set of skills, knowledge, and other attributes. These included industry-specific skills and knowledge, appropriate work habits, maturity, confidence and ease. SBNAs indicated also that their work had also helped them to develop the generic skills in substantial ways, especially skills in ‘verbal communication’, ‘how to behave at work’, ‘working in teams’ and ‘using [their] initiative’. This was more the case for SBNAs who had a genuine love of the career than those undertaking the traineeship for ‘instrumental’ reasons like getting part-time work for university studies. Those who reported negative experiences often related these to the lack of training at their workplace.
SBNAs also reported a number of learning benefits for their school studies from being involved in these forms of training and employment arrangements. Students undertaking studies in accounting, information technology (IT), horticulture, business management, English, hospitality, retailing, industry studies and marine biology believed that their experience at work also improved their learning in these areas.

Although the study provides support for the concept of SBNAs, it identifies a set of five major issues. The first relates to the adequacy of the number of hours worked by SBNAs by comparison with the total number of hours required to complete their traineeships or apprenticeships. The second is concerned with the ‘well-being of the student’ who may need to spend vacations at work or in training. The third raises questions about the wisdom of having a concentration of SBNAs in industries typically providing part-time work for ordinary students and non-students. The fourth issue concerns the adequacy of training provision by RTOs. The fifth issue relates to the inflexibility of school timetabling processes.

4) The purely academic pathway

Secondary school students may also stay on at school on reaching compulsory age and continue into a purely academic pathway where they may concentrate on general academic studies in preparation for university entrance, or entrance into a particular VET qualification which requires knowledge and capacity in a specific academic area. As already noted, these students may also go directly into employment once they have left school (either on completion of Year 11 or Year 12) or enter a vocational education and training institution. Students who are admitted to universities may choose to move into university programs either directly after schooling is over, or to defer their university studies for a year or two. University studies may prepare them specifically for professional jobs requiring the higher skills, knowledge and credentials imparted by universities (for example, scientists, accountants, lawyers, dentists, doctors, engineers, teachers, psychologists, social workers, architects, computer professionals and so on), and for academic occupations (for example, lecturers and researchers in certain discipline areas).

Even though students on academic pathways may access vocational training while they are preparing for professional occupations requiring higher education qualifications, in this study we are mainly interested in those students who move into work primarily via vocational education and training pathways.

In examining the post-school outcomes of Australian students, Lamb and Ball (1999) examined data on course selections of students in the Longitudinal Surveys of Australian Youth and examined the consequences on their education training and work experiences to age 19. They found that students from the same social background, of the same sex, attending the same type of school, and the same levels of achievement at age 14 (measured by literacy and numeracy achievement tests) had different post-school education experiences according to their choices of subjects at school. Young people from higher socio-economic backgrounds, those from private schools, high school achievers and students from non-English speaking backgrounds, tended to select courses that would give them the best advantage in further higher education and the professions. They generally undertook courses associated with the academic streams. By age 19 less than 30% of students who had undertaken courses comprising maths, economics, chemistry, biology and computing or physical sciences and maths in Year 12 were not studying or engaged in training. Many of these were also in jobs.

The subject groups which tended to be associated with the lowest length of time in unemployment were reported by Ball and Lamb to be science and mathematics courses, with over 50% not experiencing any time in unemployment. Between 40% and 50% of those in business studies and humanities courses also experienced no time in unemployment. In addition, those from science and humanities courses also had low duration of unemployment, with 59% experiencing no time in unemployment.
5) **The VET in Schools pathway**

The VET in Schools pathway comprises programs (in addition to, school-based part-time traineeships and apprenticeships already mentioned) which allow students to commence a purely vocational qualification while they are still in school, or to combine vocational and general studies to complete dual qualifications. The VET in Schools programs comprise a large number of VET programs, with secondary schools being responsive to the needs of their students by considering the school’s specific geographical, labour market, and commercial and industrial environments.

The most common form of VET in Schools program comprises VET which is ‘embedded’ into the already existing curriculum. ‘Embedded VET’ studies lead to a wide range of VET certificates, modules or units of competency. Typical VET in Schools programs require students to spend some structured time in a workplace or its equivalent. For example, hospitality students may spend time in a commercial kitchen attached to a school or other VET institution. In general, teachers of VET programs must have industry experience before they are allowed to provide vocational programs.

Secondary school students are able to undertake VET modules from industry-endorsed national training packages. These pathways provide opportunities for students to complete AQF qualifications, generally at the certificate I, II or III levels. These programs can be delivered by a TAFE or other non-school RTO or by the school itself if it is registered to provide those programs.

Although not all school-based VET programs require students to obtain specific workplace experience if skills can be acquired within the school setting, a significant number of students are involved in industry workplacements. Schools have evolved cluster arrangements which enable them to combine with other schools to provide programs or to pay for the services of a coordinator responsible for locating and negotiating workplacements with industry.

Typically VET in Schools programs apply to students in their senior years (that is, Years 11 and 12). However, concerns have been raised about the ability of the school system to retain certain groups in school to enable them to take advantage of these VET in Schools programs. For example, ‘early school leavers’ do not get to participate in specific vocational learning because they have left school before these programs are offered. This especially applies to Indigenous students who have left school before they get to Year 11 and 12. It is important therefore to re-think the strategy of offering VET in Schools programs only in the senior secondary years. This also applies to part-time school-based apprenticeships and traineeships.

The Ministerial Council for Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs Taskforce on Indigenous Education noted that the best way to make sure that Indigenous youth participated in apprenticeships or traineeships was to introduce a pre-apprenticeship program which commenced at around Year 9 (that is, the middle years of secondary schooling). This program should then articulate with post-compulsory VET in Schools programs, and lead on to school-based apprenticeship and traineeship programs.

(1) **How teachers and students view initial VET**

A study conducted by the New South Wales Department of Employment and Training (Anderson 1996) in three Australian states of the initial VET experiences of 15 to 19-year-olds aimed to study how students and teachers viewed initial VET training experience. It found that 95% of the 163 students in the study strongly approved of their vocational courses. In particular they approved of these vocational courses because they were able to develop their work skills and engage in practical training. They enjoyed the environment of the vocational classroom and the variety of the courses available. Females were more likely to say that they saw gaining vocational skills as a future investment. Almost half (49%) of the students had also been involved in workplacements. These students reported that they derived a wide range of benefits from these placements, including people skills, vocational skills, confidence and self-esteem.
Although there were 28% who indicated that they preferred to learn through hands-on activities, the great majority (67%) learnt best through hands-on and cognitive-based approaches. Students (29%) also reported that they learnt best when they were taught by teachers who treated them as equals, were prepared to be friendly (27%) and had good communication skills in terms of fairness, patience, and tolerance (18%). They also wanted teachers to treat them as adults and with respect. When teachers were asked how they perceived students to learn best in initial training, just over half (52%) replied that they believed students learnt best through practical hands-on training. Well over a third of teachers indicated that students tended to be highly motivated in these courses. However, a sizeable group (8%) believed motivation to be low. The researcher also conducted practical observations of their activities in classrooms and showed that teachers tended to use a variety of practical work, lecture, demonstration, group work and individual self-paced learning. Students were more likely to give higher levels of satisfactory ratings to teachers who used informal or non-authoritarian approaches to teaching. Just over half of the students in the study were also in paid part-time employment.

When asked to specify the types of problems encountered in designing courses or subjects, teachers indicated problems which related to the lack of information on desired outcomes, theory on occupational health and safety, difficulties in devising suitable activities to meet specified learning outcomes, and lack of time or physical resources.

Anderson concluded that there was a need to improve the practical components of vocational courses, and the availability of resources. There was also a need to ensure that teachers had the necessary technical competency and appropriate industry experience to deliver these vocational programs. Moreover, teachers could benefit from initial or in-service training which developed their skills in delivering practical training, and their ability to be flexible in customising education to student needs. They could also benefit from adopting a less formal approach in the classroom. This would help develop classroom relationships based on respect.

(2) Varied delivery approaches

In reviewing the extent to which there was effective inter-sectoral cooperation between, schools, TAFE and universities, Robinson and Misko (2001) examined the VET in Schools programs offered in a sample of public and private senior secondary schools in one state in Australia. They found that schools provided students with a wide array of vocational training options, and adopted a wide variety of approaches to helping students prepare for their eventual entry into the workforce. In some schools there was a focus on making all students (including those in academic streams) undertake a VET program, in others there was a focus on offering only those VET programs that the school had the capacity to deliver. In addition, some schools had implemented a four-day timetable which allowed them the flexibility to enable students to undertake workplacements, part-time school-based apprenticeships and traineeships without major disruption to their school programs. In the main, schools had an established relationship with an RTO, generally the local TAFE institute, a group training company, or private training organisation. In these cases RTOs had a key role in drawing up the training plan, and monitoring the workplace training and assessment of students.

In all cases the negotiations between schools and TAFE were done at the local level. Because TAFE expected schools to pay for programs, there was general dissatisfaction among schools about the excessive costs of programs, and the opinion was that this cost often limited school access to TAFE facilities and equipment. This was especially so for those schools who were short of funds and were in areas where they were not able to ask parents to meet the costs. Similarly TAFE institutes also cite the costs of running programs for school students as limiting their involvement.

Robinson and Misko also found that the funding policies in place to prevent ‘double-dipping’ by schools had actually contributed to a duplication of VET provision and an ‘inefficient and wasteful use of resources’. It had also limited the role of TAFE to increase involvement in VET provision for schools. Double-dipping is generally acknowledged to occur when public schools that have
already been funded to provide a full education, use the resources of another public institution (for example, TAFE) to augment the education facilities or training available to their students. Since that time reforms have been put in place to deal with this issue.

D. Coping with an uncertain labour market

Studies into the effectiveness of school-to-work transition processes in Australia have been plentiful. In general they have focused on what happens to young people when they enter the labour market. In 1998 the Dusseldorp Skills Forum published a suite of papers which dealt with the experiences of Australian 15 to 19-year-olds as they entered the labour market. Commenting on the transition-to-work difficulties faced by young Australians, Sweet (1998) noted the major problem was ‘not only to find work but to be able to escape from a cycle of insecure, casual, temporary and part-time work after they leave school’ (Sweet 1998, p.6). In reviewing the labour market prospects for students in the state of Victoria, Kirby (2000) also came to the conclusion that those young people who do not go on to tertiary education and enter the labour market as part-time workers are in an ‘economically precarious position’ (p.65).

The increased tendency for non-student young people to find part-time rather than full-time employment was also identified by Wooden (1998). This often meant poor wages, seasonal or casual work and lack of access to benefits of employment like training, superannuation, annual leave and sick leave. Sweet (1998) reported that there was a tendency for these Australian youngsters to move between casual, low-paid work and unemployment. These problems were further exacerbated for those young people (often early school-leavers) who fell out of the labour market altogether (McLelland, MacDonald & MacDonald 1998). These researchers also found that early school-leavers were more than three times as likely to be engaged in marginalised activities for longer periods of time than were those who had completed Year 12. Ainley (1998) examined the relationship between Year 12 completion and unemployment and found that early school leavers were more likely to enter part-time work that was not related to study than those who had completed Year 12.

In 1999 the Dusseldorp Skills Forum commissioned and published another suite of papers, this time, tracing the labour market fortunes of 20 to 24-year-olds (Dusseldorp Skills Forum 1999). In reviewing the findings Spierings (1999) noted that labour force participation in this age group was greater than at any point in the life cycle.

In 2003 the Dusseldorp Skills Forum published another paper looking at how young people were faring. They found that although 85% of 15 to 19-year-olds were in full-time study or full-time work, there were 14.9% of these 206,000 teenagers who were not in full-time education or full-time employment in May 2003. This was similar to trends for the last decade. For Indigenous Australians the figure was 49% not in full-time education or full-time work. For those in rural and remote Australia the problems were exacerbated.

Effective school-to-work transition is particularly difficult for those students who leave school without any formal or recognised qualification. Kirby (2000) found that most of these students in Victoria left school after they attempted the first year of their secondary school certificate (Victorian Certificate of Education). They entered a labour market where more than 50% of all full-time jobs held by males, and 66% of all full-time jobs held by females have vanished. Kirby reported that, along with the wish to seek employment, lack of interest in school activities was a major reason for young people leaving school without a recognisable qualification. However, a third of these students had also left because of their inability to cope with school work.

Although there is diversity between the employment, education and training opportunities available to young people in different remote and rural communities, transition to work and independence is often more difficult for these young people than those in metropolitan Australia. For example, young people living in small communities in geographically inaccessible towns were much more likely not to have access to schools, TAFE and universities. Golding (2001) found that transition-
to-work difficulties for students in remote and rural Australia are derived from the limited pathways available in these locations. Long-term unemployment, few jobs and high competition for these jobs also affected the transition from school to work for Indigenous students, 60% of whom live in remote and rural Australia. This was the case even when they have similar qualifications to their non-Indigenous peers. (Ministerial Council for Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs Taskforce on Indigenous Education 2001).

E. Comparing outcomes

Watson (2000) compared the employment outcomes of graduates of higher education and VET sectors, and found that over 70% of graduates from both sectors were in employment after their courses. She also found that prior qualifications and amount of experience in work also influenced the employment outcomes of graduates of both sectors. Those who were in full-time employment prior to their course had better employment outcomes after their course than those who had part-time employment prior to their courses. In addition, graduates who had undertaken a substantial amount of structured workplace experience component as part of their training also had better employment outcomes.

Although employment outcomes for male graduates from higher education and VET are similar, TAFE graduates are in different occupational sectors, and higher education graduates are more highly paid. In addition, female higher education graduates have similar outcomes to their male counterparts but earn less, while female VET graduates have lower employment outcomes than their male counterparts. However, they are also more likely to be in lower performing courses and have lower rates of employment prior to commencing their courses and during their courses.

F. Australian solutions

Kirby (2000) believes that the employability of individuals is dependent on their ‘self-belief and ability to secure and retain employment’ as well as their ability to improve their ‘productivity and income-earning prospects, [to compete] effectively in the job market and to ‘move between occupations if necessary’. It is also dependent on their ability to learn to learn for new job opportunities in an advanced knowledge, communications and technological society’ (Kirby 2000, p.37). However, he also concedes that the greatest influence on the ability of young people (especially younger youths and those not in education) to find work was related to a nation’s ‘overall economic growth’.

Kirby (2000) concluded that the challenge for the education and training system in Victoria was to develop a highly skilled workforce for the interests of global competition. Another major challenge was to provide for the ‘economic and social inclusion of those most at risk’ from this new economy. These at ‘risk groups’ included young people moving from full-time schooling to full-time employment.

This would require:

- education, training and employment programs and services which were flexible and responsive to the needs of young people and supported by adequate financial arrangements
- seamless pathways which allow young people to pursue multiple training options and have access to continuous guidance and support
- education and training providers to assume greater responsibility and accountability for an increased range of outcomes of their students
- cooperative planning networks of education and training providers and other stakeholders
- greater systemic understanding of the labour market, industry and regional development conditions
- better guidance and support services for students.
G. Conclusions and implications

This review has provided a snapshot of the experiences of Australian young people as they enter the labour market after they leave school. It has also provided a brief description of the major transition pathways and some research findings on the effectiveness or otherwise of these pathways. These arrangements have been developed to assist secondary school students to make effective transitions to work. However, the extent of their success will depend on the human, technical, and financial resources available in schools themselves to provide the guidance and training students will require. In addition, successful transition to work for most students will also depend on the health of the economy and the availability of jobs for them to move into once they complete school. The support of local industries to provide workplaces for students while they are still in school will also be critical if Australian students are going to make a successful transition to the world of work.

2. Korea

A. General trends in school-to-work transition

Two studies conducted over a two-year span offer critical insight into the general trends of school-to-work transition in Korea. These are: *A study on the transition from high school to the world of work* by Chang et al. (1999) and *A study on the transition from college to the world of work* also by Chang et al. (2000).

School-to-work transition in this study is defined as activities in which students take part in order to enter the world of work after graduation or to extend related education and training. It consists of three elements: preparation at school for the world of work, the process of transition, and the outcome of transition, which becomes tangible in the labour market. Theoretical models on school-to-work transition include the deficit model, the opportunity structure model, and the social network model.

Chang et al. derived a number of major findings. One of them concerns the fate of youth after graduation from high school. It was discovered that young people whose highest qualification was a high school diploma occupied an unstable place in the overall process of school-to-work transition. They took longer to complete the transition process, and were less likely than higher education graduates to find employment. This was felt to be in part due to the expansion of opportunities for students to move into higher education and increased availability of places in general high schools. It was also found that, although most high school students wanted to engage in workplace learning, there were few programs in Korean high schools that offered them this opportunity. In addition, high schools were found to play a limited and unsatisfactory role in assisting students to make the transition to work. For one thing, the institutional networks between schools and employers tended to vary according to different economic conditions, and for another, the career counselling programs available in schools were of not much help to students searching for jobs. However, factors other than school education and work experiences, such as gender, were also found to have a greater influence on school-to-work transition outcomes.

In order to solve these current problems and to establish an effective school-to-work transition system, Chang et al. proposed a number of improvements. First, they suggested that students in the general high school track and vocational high schools should engage in work-based learning to prepare them for the workplace. Second, career education programs should place a higher priority on work-based learning in the workplace or various institutions external to the school. Third, high schools should implement comprehensive and flexible pathways to enable students to pursue both employment and higher education. Fourth, an alternative college admission pathway should be established to enable high school graduates to enter higher education after an initial time in the workplace. Fifth, rules and regulations needed to be put in place to enhance school–industry cooperation and describe the division of roles between them. Sixth, community-based school-to-
work transition networks should be developed to enable the community to take responsibility for helping high school students make the transition to the world of work. Lastly, continuous research and development is required to examine and evaluate the transition from school-to-work process, to improve the system for the long-term.

In the following year, Chang et al. (2000) conducted another study which examined the transition of students from college to the world of work. The researchers found that the college student’s need for vocational education had increased due to changed labour market demands and requirements for lifelong education and training. They found a mismatch between supply and demand in the labour market for college graduates, with many of these entering the labour market without a systematic preparation for the world of work, and many school institutions neglecting their roles in these transition-to-work processes. Meanwhile, changes in recruitment patterns of employers had also affected the college-to-work transition process for students. Many employers, for example, were found to use the internet and informal networks for recruiting college graduates, and to use study major, qualifications, work experiences, attitude and personality as important criteria for choosing new workers. Finally, where most junior colleges and many of the four-year colleges had practice-oriented programs in place to prepare students for the world of work (for example, ‘customised training’ and ‘sandwich’ programs), most institutions of higher education had not developed systematic curricula for preparing students for work.

Although these studies conducted by Chang et al. were focused on general high school and college/university students rather than VE students, they offer some meaningful insights into the school-to-work transition experiences of Korean students. They identified a number of problems experienced by high school students in making the transition to work and suggested some possible solutions. To begin with, high schools were found to be inadequate in preparing their students for the world of work. Many high school graduates, and especially those from general high schools, many of whom want to move into employment directly on completion of high school rather than pursue higher education, were unprepared to begin their professional careers. Despite the predominant student preference for practical education as a form of pre-employment training, there were limited opportunities for them to learn workplace skills and knowledge. There were, however, what are called ‘on-the-job training’ (OJT) programs. Unfortunately for students, these OJT programs often turned out to be another form of early employment for school students and failed to fulfill the initial intent of the program, which was to provide practical training. In addition, the part-time work experience that many students, especially those in the vocational pathway, acquire while still in school is not gained in a systematically structured manner nor is it relevant to the student’s study specialisation. As a result, it provides limited assistance in employment after graduation. The lack of practical training in school curricula also forces students to seek training in private external training institutions, and many invest their own money to acquire the skills and knowledge required for vocational qualifications. To alleviate these problems, Chang et al. suggested that schools needed to develop a variety of programs to enable students to gain more practical experience in the workplace. The continuing and increased demand by high school students for higher education means that less attention is paid to the development of programs to improve practical knowledge and skills for secondary school students. This also serves to intensify the oversupply of highly educated personnel. However, it is impossible, if not inappropriate, to prevent this from happening. It is more advisable to accept this occurrence and to assist the highly educated to develop their vocational competencies.

As has already been noted, the role of schools in the transition-to-work experience of their students is limited. There are mainly two ways by which transition from high school to the world of work takes place. One way is for students to gain employment as a result of recommendations to employers made by the school; the other way is for students to gain employment through informal networks. Most students who seemed to be inadequately prepared for the world of work during their school enrolment were more likely to have found job market information and employment opportunities outside the school. On the other hand, students who seemed to be well prepared for work were more likely to have been given better school assistance in finding employment. These
findings suggest that schools should play a central role in networks providing high school students with information on career development and labour market opportunities.

The present school–industry network is unstable and informal, and as a result, the role of schools in promoting student employment varies according to the shifting employment policies of enterprises. The often unsystematic career counselling system used in schools also limits what schools can do for students. Another problem that makes it difficult for schools to proceed with the regular curriculum is that many students find work while still in school. On the other hand, there are students who embark on their job search only after their school graduation. These late entries into the labour market fail to improve and enhance their vocational competency during the term of their unemployment. These problems cannot be solved by schools alone and require formal and systematic mechanisms based on schools, industry and communities working together to assist students to make the transition from school to work.

Workers with high school diplomas also faced difficulties in adapting to the world of work. There is a tendency among them to leave their first job shortly after commencement and to search for another. This is primarily due to the fact that job seekers with only a high school diploma are usually employed in enterprises and occupations demanding hard physical work, often in unfavourable working conditions. Military duty obligations provide another reason for early job transfers among males. Keeping this in mind, it is necessary to improve the working conditions for these workers so that they can settle into the world of work and develop their professional experience.

Assisting these workers to find a stable place for themselves in the world of work can be achieved in a number of ways. For one, it is important to guarantee these workers the opportunity to engage in continuing education. Exemption from military duties or delay of enlistment could help those workers who have undertaken or completed high school education. If the total term of military duty cannot be exempted, an alternative solution could be to provide practical training during military service so that workers can acquire skills they may use upon their return to general world of work.

The work of Chang et al. also offers insight and lessons on the transition of students from higher education to the world of work. As is the case for high school students, students in colleges and universities also lack effective preparation for the world of work. Furthermore, most students do not make a systematic effort to get themselves ready for this competitive world. Their experience of work mainly consists of part-time jobs, and few take care to earn vocational qualifications or to participate in vocational programs before graduation. With advances in information technology and the expansion of industrial structures, there is a need for the highly educated as much as their less-educated counterparts to prepare for transition to work in an organised fashion. Although there is room for much improvement, junior colleges and some of the four-year universities have been compelled to strengthen their vocational programs. Better information on current labour market demands and conditions can be used to provide direction for how higher education institutions can proceed to provide this training.

As employment of the highly educated becomes increasingly unstable, it behoves tertiary-level institutions to focus on strengthening the general and specialised skills of their students. This means that higher education should aim to enhance the basic competencies of students while at the same time reinforcing their vocational education. Higher education institutions need also to provide career guidance and workplace education for their students. Moreover, it is necessary to strengthen the school’s role in informing students about labour market conditions, and promoting greater information exchange and collaboration between school and industry.

Chang et al. reported statistical data which indicated that only half of the newly recruited college graduates were assigned to a job relevant to their study major, while 20% reported being given a job that was completely irrelevant to their specialisation at school. Almost half of these workers were assigned to tasks that did not correspond to their completed educational level. In addition, the increased concentration of tertiary students in the liberal arts disciplines was found to increase the
imbalance of supply and demand for skills. This mismatch between study major and educational level and job assignment and allocated workplace tasks poses a serious problem. It inhibits the operation of a smooth transition-to-work-process, promotes increased job transfers among the highly educated, and stands in the way of improving technological competitiveness.

Comparisons may be made between the transition results for different groups of highly educated workers. In general, mismatch of job assignment and study major is more commonly found among graduates of two-year junior colleges than among graduates of four-year colleges/universities. Likewise, humanities majors were more likely than natural sciences/engineering majors to be assigned to jobs which were irrelevant to their study majors. Furthermore, junior college graduates were employed under inferior working conditions and assigned to tasks of lower level of specialisation when compared to four-year college/university graduates. A similar relationship is found between humanities majors and natural sciences/engineering majors, with the former being employed under inferior working conditions and assigned to tasks of lower-level specialisation. These trends are due in part to the common practice of using educational background as a selection criterion rather than employing and assigning people to jobs according to their vocational competencies and qualifications. They also indicate that there is more demand for workers with expertise in natural sciences and engineering than for those from humanities backgrounds. Mismatch between work assignment and study major, unsatisfactory working conditions, and assignment of tasks requiring a low level of specialisation are factors which raise job transfer rate and shorten retention in initial employment. Effective school-to-work transition strategies should include efforts to train students in the skills and workplace competencies relevant to their study major. In the long term, gradual changes may be attempted to reshape those faculties delivering academic programs for which there is little labour market demand.

B. Approaches to the study of school-to-work transition

The study of school-to-work transition can adopt a variety of approaches. The School-to-Work Opportunities Act of 1994 (revised in 2001) of the United States of America, specified three ‘core’ components of school-to-work transition. These included school-based learning, work-based learning, and an integration of liberal arts education and vocational education. According to Rosenbaum (1996) school-to-work transition also comprises three elements. These refer to the role of schools in supplying skills, the role played by enterprises in demanding skills, and joint partnerships between schools and enterprises.

Meanwhile, ‘Network B’, an OECD project charged with developing educational indicators, has identified four components of school-to-work transitions. They are:

✧ the context of transition including the labour market and education and training systems
✧ the duration of transition which spans from commencing the transition process to employment
✧ the process of transition that describes the nature of education and training pathways in high schools and the labour market
✧ the outcomes of training that evaluates the success of working life (Petersson 1998).

Keeping these in mind, Chang et al. (1999, pp.15–16) are of the opinion that school-to-work transition involves the inter-linking phases of school-based preparation for transition, the actual process of making the transition to working life, and the outcomes gained in the workplace. According to these researchers, the preparation phase involves various preparatory activities undertaken prior to entry into the workforce. This includes education and training in schools and workplaces and ongoing education and training via articulation programs. These education and training arrangements aim to help individuals bridge the gap between school and work environments. The process phase includes various employment-support activities aimed at helping students to find jobs and to cope with limited school-to-work opportunities. Career guidance, recruitment information and education as well as training in the labour market, are offered through these supporting activities. The preparation and process phases are evaluated in terms of labour
market outcomes, including income, productivity, and job satisfaction among others. In this context, any research on school-to-work transition may adopt a comprehensive or selective approach to these three phases of preparation, process and outcome. The Chang et al. study adopts an approach which includes all the three phases of transition.

In an attempt to set up a conceptual framework for the study of school-to-work transition, the Chang et al. (1999, 2000) research tried to provide a comprehensive description of school-to-work transition processes for high schools and college students. The framework was based on existing policy studies for the establishment of effective school-to-work transition systems. Meanwhile, the study by Jung (1998, pp.98–102) focused on the importance of the preparation phase. He identified school-to-work opportunities programs implemented mostly in the United States of America, and classified these into school-oriented and field-oriented programs. Jung also presented model programs which could be applied to the Korean context so that local vocational education becomes more field-oriented. According to Jung, the school-oriented programs applicable to Korean schools are school-based enterprises (SBEs), job-simulation labs, and senior and class projects. As for field-oriented programs, mentoring arrangements, aligned work-study programs and school-linked summer employment were also found to be relevant.

In a similar vein, a group of Korean scholars (Chang 1997; Lee 1998; Oh 1998; Shin 1998) analysed various concepts and programs related to school-to-work transition in foreign nations, and discussed their applicability to the Korean situation. These researchers also identified a range of problems that might arise if such programs were applied.

Furthermore, Stern et al. (1995) studied the situation in the United States and suggested that the Tech-Prep program be considered as one of the major transition programs. The Tech-Prep program provides curriculum linked with tertiary schools (mostly community colleges) for graduates from high schools who choose not to move directly into the labour market.

C. Reforming the VE system to improve school-to-work transition for VE students

1) Specialised vocational high schools

Ok (1999, pp.50–2) conducted a study on the conditions and future tasks of specialised vocational high schools. His survey of officials from local education offices and teachers on problems related to operation of these specialised schools identified five major problems. First, the specialised schools did not want to change their curriculum organisation, and the operation of specialised curriculums differed from those of existing schools. Second, the entrance system based on middle school grades was found out to be inappropriate. Third, the specialised school system lacked effective measures to develop teachers’ expertise and meet their needs. Fourth, the cooperation between the schools, local communities and industry was inadequate. Finally, the financial support available to specialised schools was neither solid nor stable.

Ok recommended six improvement measures to solve these problems. First, there was a need to establish new specialised high schools for vocational education, and to reform the curriculum of existing schools to increase their focus on subjects that were highly demanded by the labour market. It was also important to implement programs which allowed students to develop their potential, and to undertake interesting and popular subjects. Second, there was a need to improve curriculum development and implementation of various specialised curriculums, and to introduce more innovative teaching methods. Third, there was a need to strengthen teachers’ expertise through professional development. Fourth, there was a need to understand that students and parents needed proper guidance. Fifth, it was important to secure stronger financial support for ‘specialised’ schools and finally, there was a need to specify a variety of support measures for the successful operation of ‘specialised’ high schools.
Meanwhile, the study on the development of specialised high schools conducted by Kang and Ok (2000, pp.60–2) discovered six operational problems. First, there are too many specialised schools whose curriculums and teaching methods are not differentiated from those of existing schools. Second, the entrance system based on grades in middle school gives rise to a variety of problems. Third, textbooks for specialised schools had not been developed. Fourth, teachers did not have the appropriate expertise and needed to be given opportunities for development. Fifth, there was no collaboration between local communities and industries. Finally, specialised schools needed more financial support.

To deal with these problems, Kang and Ok suggested six measures that needed to be implemented (pp.131–52). First, they suggested that the number of specialised schools should be gradually increased, by focusing on the fields in high demand by industry and are popular among students. Second, the objective of education in specialised schools should be to help students to build basic expertise in order to become the best in their own fields, rather than to provide practical training in certain fields. This would allow school dropouts to move into employment and advance into higher education. Third, innovative curriculums and teaching methods focusing on work experience should be employed. Fourth, experts who believe in and are devoted to specialised education should teach at specialised high schools. This means that teaching positions at these schools should be open to experienced experts from industry. Fifth, all schools should be given autonomy in programming curriculums, using textbooks, and setting standards of qualifications and teaching terms and conditions for principals and teachers. In addition, all the specialised schools deemed to have the capacity for self-management should be allowed to do so. Sixth, in order for specialised high schools to run small classes and offer a variety of specialised courses, they require sound financial support.

The study mentioned above shows that specialised high schools have not operated according to their original objectives. It is also clear that they require a variety of support mechanisms. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that an increasing number of vocational high schools are adopting the specialised high school system and more importantly, recognising it as the best existing system available. In this context, further research and development needs to occur so that the system is able to facilitate transitions from schools to the labour market.

2) The 2+1 system in technical high schools

Lee (1995) conducted a study, ‘Views of industries on the demonstrative operation of the technical high school’, when the system was first implemented on a trial basis 1995. She recognised the necessity for objective and practical study of the trial operation of the 2+1 system before it was formally introduced. She, therefore, surveyed personnel in the firms participating in the system.

Lee reported three operational problems of the system. First, without government support measures or incentives, small- and medium-sized firms were not able to narrow the gap between the education and training that could be provided in their firms and that provided by larger firms. This meant that there was an urgent need to develop the institutional framework for providing such assistance to small- and medium-sized companies. Second, the government did not have a strong commitment to the process of implementing the pilot system and this had resulted in a lack of national consensus. Third, even though the potential for producing better educational outcomes was superior to that for existing educational arrangements, it was important to take into account any problems that may arise in any formal implementation of the system.

Shin et al. (1997) conducted a comprehensive evaluation study of the 2+1 program for technical schools. He reported that there was a need to improve the operational arrangements. First, there were difficulties in selecting firms to participate in the program. Second, the conditions for industrial on-site training were poor, especially in terms of joint practice education and financial support for vocational training. Third, students were not provided with appropriate benefits in relation to their military duty, and skills developed during military duty are not deployed effectively in the labour market. Fourth, the qualification screening process did not reflect the basic structure
of the system. Fifth, industrial field education is not adequate. In particular, teachers were not providing adequate on-site instruction, and not conducting appropriate evaluations of on-site training. Sixth, students in industrial on-site training complained of expensive tuition fees. Seventh, students advancing into colleges did not benefit from the system. Finally, relevant government agencies have failed to offer full administrative and financial support for the program.

To solve these problems, Shin proposed the following measures. First, there should be a systematic process for the selection of firms. Second, the overall conditions for industrial on-site training should be improved. This can be achieved by enriching the contents of joint practical training and by easing the requirements for obtaining financial support for vocational training. Third, benefits related to military service should be given or military duty should be deferred. Fourth, relevant certificates should be automatically awarded to students who finish the 2+1 program in technical schools. Fifth, in order to enrich the contents of industrial on-site training, teachers’ on-site instruction should be strengthened and relevant evaluation systems should be improved. Sixth, students participating in the 2+1 program should be provided with a scholarship. Seventh, college applicants from the 2+1 program should be given incentives to undertake further education. Eighth, administrative and financial supporting mechanisms should be established by relevant government agencies.

Lee et al. (1998, pp.3–4) examined the issue from a different perspective. They had discovered that the existing textbooks in ordinary technical schools had failed to cover content required by the industrial workplaces because they were based on theory rather than on a practical analysis of actual workplace practice. They believed that it was necessary to undertake a thorough analysis of the work responsibilities of skilled workers who had graduated from technical high schools, and for these findings to be reflected in the development of curriculums and textbooks.

The findings of these studies demonstrate continuing challenges for the successful development of the 2+1 program. They also indicate the need for evaluations of the extent to which the system is fulfilling its original purpose for preparing students to make an effective transition to the labour market.

It is also important to understand the reasons for the recent decline in uptake of this system by existing schools.

3) Articulation program between vocational high school and vocational colleges

Ryu (1997, pp.1–13) analysed the outcomes from the articulation program (also known as the 2+2 system) and identified benefits for students, industry, vocational high schools and vocational colleges. Students were able to acquire general skills and knowledge through the liberal arts curriculum, and technological skills and knowledge acquired in technical studies. This allowed them to develop a capacity to deal with a rapidly changing technological environment. Meanwhile, employers were provided with access to well-trained applicants for jobs. For vocational high schools, the system provided students with the motivation to complete high school courses, while for vocational colleges, it allowed them to do away with those courses that were also taught in the high school. In addition, the system laid the groundwork for further education and career development. There were, however, a number of obstacles to the smooth operation of the system. These related to difficulties in systematic implementation of the system, meeting the objectives of all the students, and to joint inter-disciplinary administration. Ryu also found that strategies for providing better linkages between work-based education and theory-based education had failed to meet expectations.

In a study titled Current status and problems of management of 2+2 articulation educational program, Ahn et al. (1998, pp.71–84) conducted interviews in 16 vocational colleges undertaking trials of articulation programs between vocational high schools and vocational colleges between 1996 and 1997. They suggested a range of solutions to these problems.
First, there was a need to re-organise existing uniform curriculum aimed at getting students to pass the college entrance exam, into curriculum which was focused on preparing students for their specific major in college. This required the development of appropriate texts, and the professional training of teachers. Second, there should be an expansion of the numbers of participants training for specific professions and fields of study. Third, the system should not be administered independently by vocational colleges. Instead, it should be the responsibility of a consultative body comprising representatives from the Ministry of Education and Human Resource Development (the former Ministry of Education), the Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training, local education institutes, participating vocational high schools and vocational colleges, and industry. Fourth, there is a need to develop standard curriculums and guidelines applicable to all vocational colleges based on a systematic needs assessments of each geographic region, field of study, and academic department. Fifth, there is a need for increased administrative and financial support.

Jang et al., (1999, pp.9–13) conducted a study of effective implementation of the 2+2 curriculum in vocational high schools and vocational colleges. They conducted interviews in 12 vocational colleges with financial support from the Ministry of Education. In addition, surveys were conducted with teachers in 225 vocational high schools. The findings indicated that in implementing the articulation programs, both vocational high schools and colleges aimed to secure the resources required to best prepare students for entrance into college. While vocational high school teachers placed a higher priority on meeting increased student demands for college entrance, professors in vocational colleges placed a higher priority on improving the quality of vocational education through curriculum coordination. Although it was found that departments in charge of school affairs were supportive of the articulation system, there was no department with specific responsibility for implementing related courses and handling workload issues. Although the reorganisation of classes for specialised learning was considered to be essential, there was no evidence that this was being implemented. The study also found that a variety of training courses were required if participating teachers and professors were to improve their knowledge about the needs of industrial society and the labour market, and to develop a mutual understanding of partner institutions. Improved knowledge of curriculum development strategies and methods was also required. Based on the findings of their study, Jang et al. suggested that an effective articulation program between vocational high schools and vocational colleges required:

- an improved understanding of the initial patterns of behaviour of vocational high school students
- basic course-oriented education in vocational high schools and relevant and in-depth course-oriented education in vocational colleges
- the introduction of formal course selection arrangements in each school
- incorporation of specialised programs and articulation programs into regular curriculums and application of developed curriculums to regular courses
- detailed implementation guidelines for schools
- a reduction in the number of subjects offered to enhance succession and integration of education
- the establishment of a government financial support system and operational support system for both vocational high schools and vocational colleges
- establishment of administrative support systems to deal with the supply and demand for teachers, scholarships in participating schools, and grading of students in specialised classes.

The studies mentioned above shed light on the operational status of the program from its inception and identify challenges for its further development from a variety of perspectives. However, there are still not enough studies dealing with reasons for and consequences of the decrease in vocational high schools and vocational colleges participating in the program. Meanwhile, there is an emerging need for studies on the development of measures which focus on
efficient school-to-labour market transitions, rather than on high school students advancing into vocational colleges.

4) Customised education programs in vocational colleges

Kang et al. (2000, p.34–48) carried out a study on measures for the development of customised education in vocational colleges. The study was conducted through data analysis, interviews and surveys. An analysis was carried out on information on vocational colleges from the Customized Education Promotion Association and applications submitted to the Financial Aid Program for Vocational Colleges headed by the Ministry of Education and Human Resource Development in 1999 and 2000. The results of the analysis indicated that the major objective of customised education in vocational schools was to strengthen educational foundations, while the primary objective of training in enterprises was to develop the work responsibilities and capacities of existing workers. The participation of enterprises in these programs was also found to be extremely low. Enterprises were found to have a negative perception of vocational college education because it did not accurately reflect conditions in workplaces. Because current customised education programs have focused on program expansion rather than on strengthening educational fundamentals, there has been no analysis of the positive and negative impacts of the program on general school operations. This has led to internal conflicts.

The problems of customised education were identified through intensive interviews. These concerned:

- the absence of specialised studies in past curriculum and objectives for program implementation
- the lack of a creative strategy for selecting the fields of study in which to implement customised education
- disparities in the organisation and stated objectives for pursuing customised education
- the overall lack of direction and objectives for the development and operation of a standardised curriculum, and method of delivery.

Kang et al. (2000, pp.106–110) suggested that customised education programs could be improved by increasing their focus on:

- adult education
- providing specialised education programs and curriculum for employed workers
- work-based education
- flexible course hours
- diversification of cooperative industries
- sound financial support.

Jung (2000, p.184) also noted a variety of reasons why current customised education in vocational colleges was not achieving substantial success. These included: a lack of understanding of customised education on the part of the officials, insufficient operational systems within the schools, and the inability of schools to accommodate the diverse demands of industry. Additional obstacles to success included difficulties in obtaining funds, developing curriculum and procuring competent teachers.

Lee et al. (2001) authored a research report titled Strategies for providing customised education in junior colleges. They concluded that, from the perspective of students and parents, customised education enabled students to obtain the knowledge and technology needed in the workplace and guaranteed the student a job in the participating enterprise on completion of schooling. This in turn allowed students to better concentrate on their school studies. From the perspective of teachers and the school, customised education maximised educational outcomes, enabled efficient delivery of vocational training, promoted college development and upgraded the status of the college.
Customised education was also felt to enhance understanding, facilitate the exchange of information and technology between the sectors, and strengthen school–industry cooperation through joint research.

From a societal and national perspective, customised education was believed to promote the national economy and international competitiveness, contribute to the development of the industrial society, provide a framework for advancement in the era of technological competitiveness, render service to the local community, and provide enhanced opportunities for lifelong education.

However, a number of operational problem areas needed also to be addressed. These concerned the lack of awareness and understanding of customised education programs in general, and among students, and adequate cooperation from industry. There was also a need to address problems related to the overall administration and implementation of the system, and shortages of qualified teachers, and adequate facilities and materials. Suggestions were made for the re-organisation of current administrative structures, increasing student awareness, and developing closer linkages with industry. The researchers also recommended the strengthening of vocational technical education through the development of specialised courses, curricula, and textbooks, hiring of qualified teachers, construction of high-tech facilities, and increased promotion and support from industry.

Although these studies provide an adequate description of the current operational status of the system as well as the challenges for its future development, there are a limited number of studies that examine industry participation, identify related problems, or seek ways for solving these problems. In particular, there is a need for more studies that explore future developmental plans for customised education in terms of supporting effective school-to-work transition processes.

D. Conclusions and implications

The following conclusions are derived from the analysis presented thus far.

First, in view of the various research perspectives that have been adopted in the study of school-to-work transition, an important task for the present study is to select the most appropriate perspective for studying the process.

Second, keeping in mind that the school-to-work transition process is a three-stage process comprising preparation, process and outcome stages, and that it would be difficult to provide a comprehensive treatment of all these stages in one study, there is a need to select one of these stages for closer examination. Because to date there are few pilot studies of the first of these transition stages, and because the development of appropriate workplace skills and knowledge is considered to be essential for a smooth transition to the workplace, the preparation stage has been selected as the main focus for this research. However, it must also be kept in mind that the lack of substantial research on this preparation stage may also indicate a lack of acceptance among other researchers of the importance of this stage in the transition process.

Third, it is important to specify the roles of government, industry, and vocational education institutes in developing measures for better processes for school-to-work transition. However, the lack of available research supporting the importance of this topic makes it timely to conduct studies which examine appropriate roles and responsibilities for each of these bodies.

Fourth, the pilot studies reviewed here have focused mainly on internal problems of system implementation at the school level, and have failed to take account of the need for a comprehensive approach to the development of vocational education policy based on an analysis of changing labour market and workplace demands. They have also not dealt with the need for revisions of existing qualification arrangements. These issues were considered to be central to the development of appropriate policies and processes for school-to-work transition, and were included as major elements for investigation.
Fifth, in examining suggestions for reforms to vocational education which would assist school-to-work transition, it was found that researchers generally focused on policies and statutes of the Ministry of Education and Human Resource Development. As a result they failed to acknowledge the fact that problems being experienced in vocational education were also related to educational policies of various government departments and agencies. Taking this into consideration, there is a need for all ministries of the government to adopt a cooperative approach in the development and implementation of reform.
III. Implementation of VE policy reforms

1. Australia

A. Overview

Australian school-to-work transition policies and programs, as elsewhere, currently seem to be attempting to construct an effective partnership between school and work, each of which sometimes operate together. That is, education sometimes merges with work; work experience takes place in school; and schooling, during paid employment. Certainly, this partnership is crucial to effective and successful school-to-work transition and is a goal many countries attempt to achieve in their youth pathway policies.

The traditional Australian model of school-to-work transition is basically the same as that existing until recently in Britain, New Zealand and Ireland (Davis & Woodburne 1983). Traditionally, the majority of young people have left school early, with a significant proportion of early school leavers being males entering apprenticeships. A smaller proportion continues through school into higher education to enter semi-professional, professional, and executive and bureaucratic occupations. The majority of school leavers, however, have made their transition into full-time employment by exploring the job market and acquiring on-the-job skills in the first three to five years after completing compulsory schooling.

However, there has been a major change in school-to-work pathway policy, as well as in the composition of the youth labour market in Australia since the 1980s. For instance, the proportion of students remaining in the school education system beyond their compulsory years has increased substantially over the last two decades. In 1986 the apparent retention rate from initial secondary schooling (Year 7 or 8 depending on location) to Year 12, was 48.7%; by 2001 it had increased to 73.4%. Apparent retention rates from Year 10 to Year 12 were 51.9% in 1986, increasing to 78.6% in 1992 (reflecting the downturn in the economy), and then dropping slightly to 75.4% in 2001 (ABS 2002). This increase has important implications for the senior secondary years of school. Previously, Australia focused on the school-to-university linkage as senior secondary schooling was directed towards university entrance. However, other destinations such as vocational education and training are now important for high school graduates (Robinson, Ball & Misko 2001).

High schools are now becoming involved in new youth apprenticeship initiatives, which link high school with a structured work experience. The vocational education and training system is more focused on increasing access to training for all groups, allowing students to access training in their preferred locations (at home, on campus, online) and to use self-paced or traditional classroom learning.

The Australian youth labour market is also changing. Full-time employment has largely disappeared as a choice for most teenagers, while part-time employment has become the dominant form of employment (Robinson, Ball & Misko 2001). The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) reports that, between 1991 and 2001, the proportion of 15 to 19-year-old males and females who were either in full-time work, or full-time study, or in part-time work and part-time study remained
stable. In 2001 it was 87% for males and 86% for females. Within this group most 15 to 19-year-olds were studying full-time (males 76%, females 85%). Between 1991 and 2001 the proportion of those studying full-time had mainly increased for females from 76% to 85%. Of all 15 to 19-year-olds who were not studying, less than half were employed full-time.

In view of these developments, school-to-work transition pathways, as Robinson, Ball & Misko (2001) indicated, are becoming more complex and diversified, as nations, including Australia, attempt to adjust to these challenges.

This section is mainly concerned with examining the school-to-work transition practices and policies for effective youth pathways in Australia. The youth school-to-work transition pathway may be broadly classified in two main categories: ‘school-for-work programs’ and ‘school-and-work’ programs (Stern et al. 1995).

It should be noted that the distinction between the two may not be absolute and clear. For example, the apprenticeship and traineeship (also known as New Apprenticeships) system is basically focused on preparing students for occupations by combining training and paid employment (that is, school-for-work) after they have left secondary schooling. Alternatively, they can undertake a part-time new apprenticeship (SBNA) while still in school, or undertake a VET in Schools industry-specific program (that is, school-and-work) while still in school. Although the distinction between school-and-work and school-for-work is not clear-cut, this artificial classification will be adopted for ease of discussion.

Before we examine the system from these two perspectives, it is important to understand the major features of the Australian VET system. What follows is a brief examination of the major features of the Australian system. Summaries and implications for Korean school-to-work transition pathways will be discussed in the final section.

B. Reforming VET in Australia

The Australian system for vocational education and training has undergone considerable reforms since the mid-1980s. The impetus for these changes was provided by the adoption of a training reform agenda aimed at developing a more skilled workforce to improve economic competitiveness in global markets. From the 1980s, foreign debt, trade imbalances, and balance-of-payment problems were providing difficulties for the Australian economy and limiting economic competition for Australian business. The traditional reliance on primary exports, slowness in upgrading manufacturing plants and processes, and the lack of attention to improving the skills of existing workers, provided the backdrop for industry restructuring and major reforms to the system of training which provided skills to industry. A number of reforms were implemented to shift the emphasis away from traditional primary exports to value-added goods (for example, education, pharmaceuticals, defence and communications technology). The reforms also led to the restructuring of industry awards, removed obsolete occupational classifications, and eliminated many of the traditional trade demarcations. They also established skill-related career paths linking training to wages (Field 1990). These changes also announced the gradual disappearance of many of the routine low-skilled jobs generally occupied by those with limited training or aptitude. The reform of the training system and especially the system for entry-level training was an attempt to enable industry to acquire the skills required to become economically competitive at home and abroad.

1) A national system

Major reforms to the entry-level system of training (especially the training of apprentices and trainees) were implemented to make the system more responsive to industry needs. This included the creation of a national training system. The role of this training system was to train workers who were able to adapt to, and use, new technologies, and were able to work independently as well as collaboratively, in autonomous work groups to achieve business outcomes. The reforms then were
an attempt to enable students to make a smooth transition to the workplace and to develop the skills required by industry. The creation of a national system for VET also aimed to overcome the obstacles presented by separate but similar vocational education and training systems of the different Australian states, and also to improve the ability of students to transport their qualifications between the states. The adoption of competency-based training was central to these reforms.

2) Competency-based training (CBT)

The new VET system was based on national industry competency standards, and national curricula developed by industry bodies. Here competency was generally defined as ‘the specification of knowledge and skill and the application of that knowledge and skill to the standard of performance expected in the workplace’. The main features of a CBT system are focused on what learners can do and not on the courses they have done. In addition, the performance of students in a CBT system is judged by comparison with pre-determined and objective industry standards rather than by comparison with the results achieved by other students. Today these competency standards are incorporated into national industry training packages developed by industry and must be endorsed by government. The concept of national curriculum has, in the main, been superseded by these packages.

National training packages are sets of endorsed competency standards and guidelines for assessment for a particular industry. They identify the competencies required to achieve specified qualifications. These training packages also allow employers to package together a group of units of competency that will deliver the skills they see as suitable for their enterprises. These employer preferences are then translated into a training plan for the apprentice or trainee.

3) An open training market

In view of the need to ensure that training met the needs of industry, it was felt that the training market should be opened up so that employers could select the training provider they believed could best meet their needs. This opening-up of the training market enabled private training providers (with accreditation) and not just the public provider (TAFE) to deliver apprenticeship and traineeship training. It also meant increased competition for government funds. This open training market was supported by a funding policy (‘user choice’ funding) where government funds flowed to providers who had been selected by employers to deliver the training. Incentives were also made available or increased for employers, and employment brokers (New Apprenticeship Centres), to encourage the employment of apprentices or trainees.

An open training market meant that TAFE needed itself to become more competitive to remain viable in order to compete for clients and funds. TAFE then adopted increased usage of ‘fee-for-service’ courses and other services to acquire extra profits to enable them to remain viable. In most states TAFE institutes also opened up branches which operated the business side of the enterprise. In the largest state (New South Wales) there was a centralised approach to TAFE entrepreneurial activity. Fee-for-service courses also included specific or customised training for enterprises delivered on campus or on-site. This focus on competition also introduced other major reforms to the TAFE system concerning the flexible delivery of training.

4) Flexible delivery of training

Flexible delivery of training was aimed at increasing access to training so that all students could determine when, how or where they would undertake their training. This means that it was aimed at enabling students to progress at their own rate through a course of study, and delivering training programs customised to the needs and abilities of individual student clients, and where applicable, to their employers. Its importance was based on the premise that modern workplaces required workers who would be responsible for their own learning and able to work independently or in groups on the tasks allocated to them. In addition, the focus on flexibility also meant an increased
emphasis on resource-based training, including print media, online learning and video-conferencing.

5) A national system for the recognition of training

In 1992 a national approach for the recognition of training was implemented. This framework included mechanisms for the recognition of prior learning, credit transfer, articulation, accreditation of courses, registration of private providers, and mutual recognition of credentialling of qualifications. It was introduced to enable qualifications to be transported across state borders. Today this has become part of the Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF). The AQTF identifies the standards for the registration of training organisations and accredited bodies, and standards for those agencies which have responsibility for registration of training providers. These standards include explicit requirements for the monitoring and auditing of RTOs and accrediting bodies for quality assurance purposes. The AQTF also defines principles for the mutual recognition of training, requiring RTOs to recognise the qualifications awarded by other RTOs.

6) A national qualifications framework

The Australian Qualifications Framework was introduced in 1994 to increase the range of VET qualifications, and to establish linkages between school and higher education sectors. In addition, it was also possible for students to attain a statement of attainment, which although not in itself a qualification, meant that students could use this as a record of studies completed which could be added to in further years to gain qualifications.

7) Improving access and equity

The agenda for reform was also focused on improving access to and equity in training for marginalised or equity groups which had traditionally not benefited from entry-level training. Today these equity groups include women, people of Indigenous background, those of non-English speaking background (if they do not have English language proficiency), people with a disability, and those living in remote and rural Australia. The VET system is also evaluated in terms of performance measures related to these different groups.

C. School-to-work transition category I: School-for-work programs

School-for-work programs provide instruction with the express purpose of preparing students for work. Although all VET programs have this aim in mind, these ‘school-for-work’ programs deal with those programs that provide training for and in a specific occupation. These refer to post-school apprenticeships and traineeships.

1) Post-school apprenticeships and traineeships

According to Robinson and Misko ‘apprenticeships are the oldest and most resilient form of post-school vocational education and training in Australia’ (Robinson & Misko 2001). Although the apprenticeship system dates back to Egyptian and Babylonian times, the Australian apprenticeship system is based on the system of apprenticeship operating in the medieval craft guilds of Britain and Western Europe in the middle ages. Here skilled craftsmen formed organisations (craft guilds) to decide who could or could not practise the craft. They took on apprentices (even as young as nine or 10 years) who were bound to them and trained them in the craft until they had finished their indentures. The length of these indentures varied and often involved the young person living with the craftsman or master until they had developed the skills and knowledge to become a skilled artisan, generally known as a journeyman. When the journeyman felt he could start up his own business he would have to apply to the guild and when accepted he, too, could become a master craftsman and take on apprentices.
Today, the apprenticeship arrangement involves young people (and increasingly those in older age groups) entering a contract of training (formerly called indentures) with an employer. Under the terms of the contract, the employer agrees to provide employment and on-the-job training and release the apprentice to attend formal off-the-job training. The apprentice or trainee agrees to complete the training which is appropriate for the trade. There is generally a three-month probationary period for apprentices and a one-month probationary period for trainees.

Contracts can be cancelled by mutual consent if the apprentice is found to lack the aptitude to cope with the program or other people, has an unsatisfactory work record, and is dissatisfied with the income, working conditions, or technical course. Contracts can also be cancelled through mutual consent for apprentice misconduct, financial problems, or health conditions not related to work. Alternatively, contracts can be cancelled through mutual consent due to the employer being unable to provide the work or training, business closure, work-related health conditions or death, and dissatisfaction with the training provided by the employer. Cancellations that are not mutually agreed can also occur through a disputes resolution process.

As already noted, the apprenticeship involves training and instruction in the workplace, with skilled workers passing on their knowledge and skills to novices, so that after an adequate indenture period, these novices might also become skilled artisans. The central idea is to provide structured, work-based learning in a specific trade or occupation.

Traditionally, all apprentices were trained on the job. However, since the mid-20th century, Australian apprenticeships have required apprentices to attend a trade or technical college to learn the theory and practice of the occupation. This knowledge and skill was to be further developed on the job by the employer through experience and on-the-job training. Until recent years, apprenticeships in Australia were mainly focused on the skilled trades and related occupations. In addition, they were limited to young people (generally school leavers). In the mid-1980s the apprenticeship system was extended to include a wider group of occupations, particularly in the retail, clerical and service occupation, and to a broader group of young Australians, especially young females. Traineeships provided structured training (for example, a combination of on-and-off-the-job instruction) in these occupations, where prior to this no such formal training existed. In their original form, the focus of traineeships was on school leavers entering the labour market.

Traditionally, apprenticeships took three to four years to complete and traineeships lasted for one to two years. However, this specification of the exact length of time required to complete a contract of training was criticised on the grounds that this was merely ‘time serving’. That is, it did not take seriously the concept of competency that was focused on what individuals could do and not how long they had spent in training. Although in theory the new CBT system had done away with the concept of ‘time-serving’, apprentices and trainees are still, in practice, required to complete the contract of training in terms of length of time specified in the contract. However, the off-the-job training can be completed at the apprentice’s own pace.

In 1992, age restrictions in apprenticeships and traineeships were abandoned, allowing adults to enter such contracts of training for the first time. In 1995 only 7% of apprenticeships and traineeships were taken up by people aged 25 years or over. By March 2003 just over a third (33.7%) of all apprenticeship and traineeship commencements were over the age of 25 years (NCVER 2003). At the same time there were 44.3% of these mature apprentices and trainees in training.

In 1998 the government introduced the term New Apprenticeships which encompassed these traditional apprenticeships and traineeships. However, there remains a tendency in industry to continue to use terms like ‘apprentices’ and ‘trainees’ to distinguish between the two arrangements.

Nationwide, New Apprenticeships are now available in more than 500 occupations, in both emerging and well-established industries, from agriculture to telecommunications and tourism. Wages vary according to certain characteristics of the New Apprentice (for example, years of school completed, years of training), the type of New Apprenticeship and the industry or
occupation. A new apprentice is usually paid a training wage, reflecting the fact that the apprentice spends time in training. However, there are cases where older-age apprentices (especially existing workers) may be paid higher wages if the company is prepared to do so (Saunders & Saunders 2002).

Since March 1998 ‘traditional apprenticeships’ increased by over 17%, from 105 100 to 123 000. Where in March 1998 they represented just over half (55%) of all apprenticeships and traineeships, today they represent 31% of the total group. This reflects the increased uptake of traineeships in 1998 when user choice funds became available for employers to employ trainees. These traineeships were in industries like computing, hospitality, sport and recreation, tourism, childcare, retail, multi-media and others.

By May 2003 growth in apprenticeships and traineeships was strongest at AQF certificate III and above, with growth at AQF certificate IV or above increasing dramatically from 1998 to 2003. At the same time growth in AQF III apprenticeships and traineeships more than doubled, while AQF certificate II contracts increased by 28%.

In order to provide information and services relating to New Apprenticeships to employers and people interested in becoming a New Apprentice, New Apprenticeships centres (NACs) have been established and are located in over 300 sites across Australia with some 200 sites in rural and regional locations.

(1) **User choice**

Accredited training for New Apprenticeships comprises on-the-job, off-the-job, or a combination of both on-the-job and off-the-job training. The off-the-job training is delivered by a training provider who is registered in the state to provide accredited training (that is, a registered training organisation). This may include public TAFE colleges and any private training providers which have been granted RTO status for a particular scope of training. Under user choice arrangements employers can select the private or public training provider of their choice and this allows them to negotiate the timing, location and nature of the training. This makes it easier in a number of ways. Employers who operate in more than one state or territory may be able to choose one provider who can meet all their training needs, and to negotiate with providers on aspects of the timing, location and mode of delivery, and about the trainer or facilitator who conducts the assessment. With the introduction of training packages there is also scope to negotiate aspects of the selection and sequencing of units of competence and to negotiate the purchase of flexible training over and above what is publicly funded.

The details of policies governing user choice of training provider differ from state to state, and within states where training markets vary.

(2) **Group training**

Group training is an arrangement whereby a group training company employs apprentices and trainees and hires them to other businesses, called host employers, while they are undertaking their training. It enables small and medium-sized businesses unable to offer a New Apprentice a permanent position to participate in apprenticeship training. Such firms may not be able to offer a permanent position to a New Apprentice because they can not guarantee ongoing work, or might not have the range of work to enable an apprentice or trainee to gain all the necessary job skills for that industry. They may also be unable to undertake all employment and training functions.

Group training enables small-to-medium sized businesses to hire apprentices or trainees when this might otherwise not be possible. It also creates employment and training opportunities for young people and provides a breadth of experience gained in a number of different enterprises. Group training organisations operate in all Australian states. Some specialise in servicing a particular industry, while others may cater for an entire region, covering many industries. Although group training companies provide a pivotal role in the employment of apprentices and trainees, they can only survive if the industries they service can afford the placements.
In 1995 group training companies employed 17,000 apprentices and trainees. By 2000 this number had grown to 38,000, a growth of more than 155% over the course of five years. There are also almost 200 group training companies currently employing apprentices and trainees, with almost 60% employing 100 employees, and 20% employing 20 employees or fewer. In addition, 90% of host employers are companies employing 50 people or fewer and over 50% of host employers are companies employing five people or fewer. Just a small percentage (6%) of host employers using group training companies employed over 100 people (NCVER 2001b).

(3) Technical and further education (TAFE) providers

TAFE institutes and colleges are relatively unique in the world, although they do have something in common with junior colleges in Korea and community colleges in Canada and the United States. TAFE colleges play a very significant role in the provision of vocational education and training, and in enabling effective school-to-work transition for young people. They also play a central role in the training of apprentices and trainees. In 2002 they provided training for 78.2% of all VET students, and 85.4% of all subject enrolments (NCVER 2002).

Each state and territory has its own TAFE institutions, with most of their budgets funded by the government. TAFE New South Wales, for example, comprises 12 institutes, and is Australia’s largest educational institution and perhaps among the largest in the world. TAFE delivers flexible study programs and services to meet the needs of students, industry and the community. TAFE NSW institutes offer more than 1000 courses at over 120 locations across the state of New South Wales. These ‘strategically placed locations’ are one of the most distinctive features of TAFE, which means that many of the campuses specialise in study areas aligned with the work skills needs of local industry. Thus, TAFE institutes and colleges work closely with employers to give students the skills to make them productive and competitive.

One of the most important features of TAFE is its focus on access and equity. That is, it believes in providing access to training for all. For the unemployed, the college conducts many courses to help them get into or return to the workforce. All institutes have departments devoted to providing counselling, advice, and learning support for students, including those from specific equity groups, including women.

TAFE plays a crucial role in providing training for apprentices and trainees either in day release arrangements or block training. Day release programs require apprentices or trainees to attend off-the-job training usually for one day a week. Block training is provided in various arrangements of weekly blocks at different times throughout the year.

Probably, the most important features of TAFE are its flexible study options, which enable students to design study schedules to suit their particular needs. Students are considered to be in part-time study if they attend college for 11 hours per week or less, or in short full-time blocks. Classes are offered during the day and/or in the evenings. Some courses can also be offered through learning in blocks of time, and some can be scheduled over weekends. TAFE is also producing increasing numbers of course modules (and in some cases whole courses) available for study in various forms via the internet. In addition, TAFE offers courses that allow study from home, which are conducted through institutes and the Open Training and Education Network-Distance Education (OTEN–DE).

Today there are 85 TAFE colleges or other government institutes (such as agricultural colleges providing VET programs) operating in 1461 separate locations.
D. School-to-work transition category II: School-and-work programs

Schools across Australia are increasingly offering a greater number of industry-based units of competency within the school curriculum allowing students to combine general and vocational studies and to gain practical business and industry experience. Undertaking industry-based training while at school can also help students to gain a dual qualification, their senior secondary certificate of education and credits towards a vocational certificate, diploma or degree qualification if they decide to go on to study at a TAFE, a university or with another private provider. These are school-and-work programs, and allow students to work and attend school to complete their studies. VET allows students to acquire VET qualifications or part qualifications in addition to their senior secondary school certificate. Sometimes existing VET curriculum is linked to a broad range of VET certificates, modules or units of competence. This is called embedded VET as opposed to stand-alone VET that refers to VET certificates being gained apart from the normal school curriculum.

In 2002 there were 1996 schools offering VET in Schools programs, and 2083 schools offering VET in Schools programs in their senior secondary programs. In addition, the number of students who have taken up one or more units of competence through these programs has also dramatically increased, from 60,000 students in 1996 to 185,520 students in 2002. This represents an increase from about 16% of all senior secondary students undertaking some VET in their secondary school certificates in 1996 to 44% in 2002. (Ministerial Council for Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs 2003).

1) School-based part-time apprenticeships and traineeships

It is also possible for students to start an apprenticeship or traineeship before they leave school and to complete their senior secondary certificate of education at the same time. These school-based part-time apprenticeships and traineeships also comprise work and training arrangements where students are engaged in paid work (generally averaging about 10 hours a week) with an employer while simultaneously completing a nationally recognised VET qualification and their senior secondary school certificate while they are still at school. While acquiring qualifications is the main aim, students are able to use their work-based training to confirm their career choice or to decide if it is not suitable for them, while still at secondary school.

Most students in school-based part-time apprenticeships are trainees in training contracts aimed at achieving a certificate II or III qualification. About half are currently employed in retail and fast food enterprises.

Students in school-based part-time apprenticeships and traineeships are employed either directly by an employer, or by a group training company. Where there is direct employment by an employer, the employer is responsible for all the costs associated with the trainee (for example, trainee wages, holiday pay, sick pay, superannuation, workers’ compensation). Where apprentices and trainees are employed by a group training company, the group training company takes care of all employment-related costs, and hires the trainee out to host employers. The group training company is generally responsible for coordinating the off-the-job training (undertaken with a registered training organisation); the host employer is responsible for providing the on-the-job training and employment.

Part-time, school-based New Apprenticeships are offering opportunities to students who might otherwise have difficulty in starting their careers, such as students from outside capital cities, lower socio-economic backgrounds and those who may be less motivated to seek direct university entrance on completion of secondary schooling (NCVER 2002). A small group of university-bound students are also undertaking these New Apprenticeships to get a qualification that may help them to gain a part-time job to support them during their university studies.

The numbers in school-based New Apprenticeships have grown rapidly from just over 100 in the mid-1990s to over 6000 by 2000. Thus, the proportion of school-based New Apprenticeships grew...
from 0.6% to 2.2% of all New Apprenticeships from 1998 to 2000 (NCVER 2001a). The interesting feature of school-based New Apprenticeships in 2000 was the take-up in one state of Australia, Queensland. In the 12 months ending 31 March 2003, the National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2003) reports that there were a total of 10 900 apprentice and trainee commencements which were school-based contracts. This represented 4% of apprenticeship and traineeship commencements for that year (NCVER 2003).

More than 75% of these school-based apprentices in government schools were employed in sales and personal services, tourism and hospitality, business and clerical, and primary industry sectors. These trends are also observed for all school-based New Apprenticeships commenced in all schools.

2) Stand-alone programs

A stand-alone vocational education and training program is a program, generally delivering training package qualifications, that is available to students in a secondary school which has become a registered training organisation (RTO) in its own right. For example, a secondary school which is in a wine-producing district (for example, a high school in a wine growing region in South Australia) may decide to deliver a viticulture program to its students. The school obtains registration as an RTO to deliver the training package qualifications. This means that it does not have to deliver the training under the auspices of a TAFE college or another RTO. It is itself an RTO and can deliver training and qualifications in its own right.

In 2000 about 65 schools in Queensland were delivering stand-alone programs and about 1600 students were enrolled in these. The term ‘stand-alone VET’ is used in Queensland to differentiate it from embedded VET which includes subjects that incorporate general and VET components in their curricula. Embedded VET subjects can be used to contribute to senior secondary certificate qualifications, other AQF qualifications and, in some cases, tertiary entrance scores. At the time of writing there were only a few embedded VET programs in South Australia (one is information technology).

In Queensland all senior secondary schools have RTO status delegated to them through the Queensland Studies Authority (now incorporating the former Queensland Board of Senior Secondary School Studies). This means they can deliver embedded VET subjects which lead to AQF qualifications. This RTO status has been delegated to them and it is the Queensland Studies Authority which has the RTO status. However, in stand-alone VET the school has RTO status in its own right, and does not have to be auspiced by any other RTO.

3) Structured workplace training

In its pure form structured workplace training enables students to learn about the workplace in a way which is systematic, monitored, regulated and assessed. It can take place in a workplace or simulated workplace. Although there is no requirement for all VET in Schools programs leading to qualifications to involve workplace placements, the closer these are linked to training package qualifications the more likely is the demand for a structured workplace for training and for assessment. In 2002 there were 112 403 students who had undertaken a structured workplace. This represented just 61% of students in a VET in Schools program, compared with 44% in 2000 and 55% in 2001 (Ministerial Council for Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs 2003).

4) Enrolments in industry group areas

The types of programs undertaken by students in secondary school VET programs can be categorised according to industry groupings. These indicate that the most popular programs were in tourism and hospitality, followed by business and clerical and computing. About a tenth of students were in general education and training programs aimed at training students in job-seeking
skills, personal development areas, workplace communications and occupational health and safety. A summary of these industry groupings appear in table 1.

Table 1: Percentage of VET in Schools enrolments by industry groupings in government and Catholic schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourism and hospitality</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business and clerical</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General education and training (job-seeking skills, personal development, workplace communications and occupational health and safety)</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, entertainment, sport and recreation</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and mining</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building and construction</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCF &amp; furnishings</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community services, health and education</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and personal services</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary industry</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science, technical and other</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process manufacturing</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food processing</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance, banking and insurance</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and storage</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not classified</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NCVER (2002)

E. Supporting structures for school-to-work transition

1) The Australian Qualification Framework (AQF)

Qualifications in any society certify the knowledge and skills a person has achieved through study, training, work and life experience. They are a measure of the intellectual capital and are increasingly important in a society where unskilled jobs have disappeared and continuous upskilling is required in all forms of work and in day-to-day life.

The Australian Qualifications Framework (commonly known as the AQF), which was introduced Australia-wide on 1 January 1995, is a unified system of 12 national qualifications in schools, vocational education and training (TAFEs and private providers) and the higher education sector (mainly universities). The qualifications are as shown in table 2.

In addition, students are able to gain a statement of attainment which provides a record of the competencies they have achieved. They may add to these competencies to acquire a qualification.

The framework links together all these qualifications and is a highly visible, quality-assured national system of educational recognition which promotes lifelong learning and a seamless and diverse education and training system. The AQF helps all learners, employers and education and training providers to participate and navigate the qualifications system. Under the AQF, people can start at the level which suits them and then build up as their needs and interests develop and change over time. The framework assists learners to plan their career progression, at whatever stage they are within their lives and when they are moving interstate and overseas.
Table 2: Qualifications by education sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School sector</th>
<th>Vocational education and training sector</th>
<th>Higher education sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Doctoral degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Masters degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Associate degree, advanced diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Advanced diploma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate of Education</td>
<td>Certificate IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate III</td>
<td>Certificate II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate I</td>
<td>Certificate I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Australian Qualifications Framework Advisory Board (2002)

Vocational qualifications under the AQF are industry-based, with specified combinations of units of competency required by each industry for each qualification. These qualifications are designed in a sequence, allowing learners to move steadily from one qualification to the next.

In 2002 just over two-thirds (68.4%) of students were undertaking an AQF qualification. This trend has continued for previous years. Table 3 summarises the number of enrolments by qualification levels for 2002. It shows that the most frequent qualifications occur at certificate III level.

Table 3: Students by qualification level 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of students</th>
<th>% of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diploma or higher</td>
<td>199 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate IV</td>
<td>195 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate III</td>
<td>384 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate II</td>
<td>288 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate I</td>
<td>88 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other recognised courses</td>
<td>342 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non award courses</td>
<td>91 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject only</td>
<td>100 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>1 690 200</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NCVER (2002)

2) Training packages

Training packages are sets of nationally endorsed competency standards and qualifications for recognising and assessing people’s skills. Training packages describe the skills and knowledge needed to perform effectively in the workplace. They do not prescribe how an individual should be trained. Teachers and trainers are responsible for developing learning strategies, that is the ‘how’ of training, according to learners’ needs, abilities and circumstances.

Training packages are developed by industry through national industry training advisory bodies (ITABs), recognised bodies, or by enterprises to meet the identified training needs of specific industries or industry sectors. To gain national endorsement, developers must provide evidence of extensive consultation and support within the industry area or enterprise.

Training packages complete a quality assurance process and are then endorsed by the National Training Quality Council (NTQC) and placed on the National Training Information Service (NTIS). Training packages have a set date for review, which is usually around three years after they are endorsed. However, they must begin the review process within 18 months of formal endorsement.
Reviews ensure training packages remain current to meet industry needs and allow issues which arise during their implementation to be addressed. By 2003, there were 102 training packages endorsed by the government. This included 20 training packages which had been superseded and modified after review processes had taken place (NCVER 2003). In 2002 there were 716 600 or 43% of students who were enrolled in training package qualifications. In addition, training packages accounted for just over half (51.1%) of all VET hours of training (NCVER 2002).

3) Registered training organisations (RTOs)

A registered training organisation (or RTO) is an organisation registered by a state or territory recognition authority to deliver training and/or conduct assessments and issue nationally recognised qualifications in accordance with the Australian Quality Training Framework. Thus, as long as a provider is a registered training organisation (RTO), it can deliver nationally recognised qualifications. It can also get access to public funds for certain programs.

Registered training organisations include TAFE colleges and institutes, adult and community education providers, private providers, community organisations, schools, higher education institutions, commercial and enterprise training providers, industry bodies and other organisations meeting the registration requirements of the Australian Quality Training Framework.

4) The Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF)

The AQTF is a nationally agreed quality framework for the Australian VET system. It comprises standards for registered training organisations, and standards for state and territory registering and course accreditation bodies. In order to maintain their registration status RTOs must be audited and found compliant by state and territory registering and course accreditation bodies according to specific standards.

5) Individualised transition plans

In general, students in secondary schools in all Australian states have access to counselling services, including career counselling. The Government of South Australia has in place a strategy (futures connect) for every secondary school student in the state to have his or her own individual transition plan for moving through school, to work, to further training, or to further training and work. The plan will include a learning plan, a transition portfolio, and an exit map. The learning plan will be developed in middle schooling and is aimed at helping students identify a pathway that is suitable for them. The transition portfolio will enable the student to provide documentation of skills and knowledge, and the exit map will outline the pathway they intend to take once they leave school. There will be a joint approach between schools and local agencies to provide students and their parents with the support required to enable students make a transition to work and to adulthood. This strategy also aims to help students complete their Year 12 studies. It is based on a recognition that every young person should receive education and training for skills and knowledge of value to the community. This will reinforce their status as effective community members, and give them a greater connection with their local community, and the workforce needs of local industries. They will have better access to non-school services which will help them make this transition. This is aimed at improving retention rates (especially in disadvantaged areas) and helping students to set realistic career objectives and access transition assistance and support.
2. Korea

A. Specialised vocational high schools

In essence, the specialised high school program is an attempt to adapt vocational high school education to labour market shifts by incorporating specialised courses throughout or in some departments of the vocational high school.

In February 1996, the Presidential Commission on Educational Reform proposed the Act, *Educational Reform for New Education System II*. The specialised high school program was part of the proposal, and was later legislated and modified for implementation. Two years later in March 1998, the Busan Design High School, the first of these specialised high schools, was established (Kang & Ok 2000). As of 2002 the number of schools which offer specialised courses has increased to 48.

The specialised high school program was first conceived when it became apparent that the large high schools providing standardised education could not effectively serve the diverse needs and aptitudes of their students. Moreover, it also became evident that the standardised high school curriculum could not be counted on to develop the competitiveness required by an increasingly globalised and knowledge-based economy. In facilitating the establishment of small-scale high schools with distinct and specialised educational objectives, it was felt that viable alternatives would become available for students who did not wish to pursue mainstream education which confined them to a limited set of subject choices directed at passing the college entrance exam. There was also a view that students would certainly benefit from the more varied choice of curriculum to satisfy their interests and aptitudes (Ok 1999, pp.38–39). At the same time, it was felt that the new initiative could provide an alternative to the vocational high school, which was finding it increasingly difficult to meet the needs of an industrial society currently in transition to becoming a knowledge-based economy. It was also finding it difficult to meet the needs of emerging industries and occupations (Kang et al. 2000, p.3).

In sum, the specialised high school program was an innovative effort to meet the demands of both industry and the students by providing diversified and specialised education within the existing high school framework and policies for levelling high school education (Kang & Ok 2000). Table 4 summarises details on the number of specialised high schools and student participants between 1998 and 2002.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of schools</th>
<th>Number of students*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>9217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Number of students was calculated by adding the number of students being recruited by each school. Source: KRIVET (2002 internal document)

A list of subjects offered by the specialised high schools is provided in figure 1.
Figure 1: Fields of study and subjects offered in Korean specialised high schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronics/Electrical Machinery and Appliances/Mechanical Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronics, Auto-mechanics, Construction machinery, Mechanical engineering, Moulding, Electrical machinery and appliances, Automatic control, Industrial machinery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet and Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet, Internet communications, Multi-internet, E-commerce, Network system, E-business, Business information, Information processing, Cyber information processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer and Multimedia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web management, Web programming, Web design, Multimedia, Animation, Computer games production, Computer graphics, Musical instrument digital interface, Digital contents development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film/Music/Broadcasting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media/Publication design, Media production, Media design, Internet broadcasting, Media directing, Wind instrumental music</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design, Graphic design, Computer design, Ceramic design, Interior design, Crafts design, Multimedia design, Ceramic arts design.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tourism and Linguistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cooking/Food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooking, Food industry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fashion/Skin Care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fashion, Skin care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horticulture &amp; Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gardening, Landscape gardening, Biotechnology, Animal resources, Ocean industry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoemaking, Animation character design, Animation production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. 2+1 program in technical high schools

The 2+1 program in technical high schools is similar to the dual system in Germany. Usually implemented in the technical high schools, the 2+1 program allows students to study for two years in the school and spend their last year of high school in industry, where the student can work and learn under a contract for OJT.

The Korean Government has been grappling with the issue of strengthening global competitiveness of domestic industries and the chronic shortage of a skilled workforce. In July 1993, the government finalised the 5-Year Plan for the New Economy, which included a reform of institutions for skilled workforce development. Part of this reform launched in 1994 was the 2+1 program. As of 2002, there are 30 technical high schools participating in this initiative.

Amidst increasing global competition, Korea recognised that its pool of skilled manpower was lacking in number as well as in quality. The 2+1 system for technical high schools was designed to train students to acquire the skills needed in the industrial sector and to make a smooth transition to the work environment.

Central to the 2+1 system is the active participation of enterprises in school–industry partnerships for the delivery of education and training. The enterprises assist schools, on the one hand, to make efficient use of material and human resources in the delivery of education, and on the other, to move away from theory-centered education to more practical and workplace-oriented education.
There is a global trend towards promoting the linkage between learning and work, and between the school and the workplace as a response to changing economic and industrial environments. The 2+1 system is in line with this global trend (Shin et al. 1997, p.25; Lee 1998, p.1).

The 2+1 system, in essence, gives students the opportunity for both school education and work experience, and uses the existing resources of the school and the most up-to-date facilities and equipment available to industry, for training. Ultimately, the system aims to train young students to become highly skilled workers capable of adapting to the real world of work (Lee 1998, p.3). Table 5 summarises the number of students and technical high schools participating in the 2+1 program between 1994 and 2002.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of schools</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>10 470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>13 745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>12 922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12 862</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development (2002 internal document)

C. Articulation pathways between vocational high schools and vocational colleges

The articulation program is a modified version of the already discussed American Tech-Prep program. It is essentially a 2+2 system, linking the last two years of the vocational high school curriculum with the two-year curriculum of the vocational colleges.

The faculties of partner institutions jointly develop and administer the program which is aimed at students wishing to acquire professional knowledge and skills. The programs are designed to meet the needs of industry and to ensure that vocational high school education leads smoothly onto tertiary education in the vocational colleges.

The articulation program was first announced on 9 February 1996 as part of Educational reform for a new education system (II), and strongly promoted by the Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development since that time. It proposed a reform of Korean vocational education, and in August 1996, passed an education law supporting the establishment of articulation arrangements between vocational high schools and vocational colleges. This legal foundation ensured the practical implementation of the articulation program which has been in operation since 1997 (Ahn et al. 1997, p.55).

The need for the articulation program may be supported on two grounds. The first relates to the need to address the changes that have taken place in industrial and educational sectors, where it is generally agreed that there will be a major expansion of employment in the new high-tech industries during the course of the twenty-first century. This shift in the industrial sector is expected to create greater demands for workers to have a higher level of work competency and ability to solve complex problems, necessitating a change in vocational education. To adapt to these changes, it was felt that educational institutions delivering vocational pathways would need to provide their students with more extensive and in-depth education and training. The formal articulation program enabled them to do this. The second ground for supporting the introduction of articulation programs is that education at varying levels needed to be streamlined for greater efficiency. Often education in the vocational colleges overlapped with what students had already learned in the vocational high schools. An articulation program jointly developed by the faculty of both secondary and tertiary level vocational institutions was also felt to be a means for effectively eliminating this unnecessary repetition, and would help students participate in learning appropriate to their capacity (Jang et al. 1999, pp.9–13). Table 6 provides details on the institutions and academic departments offering the articulation program.
Table 6: Number of institutions and academic departments offering the articulation program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Vocational colleges</th>
<th>Vocational high schools</th>
<th>Departments</th>
<th>Types of departments articulated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identical depts.</td>
<td>Depts. in the same study area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 to 1998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st trial operation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd trial operation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary participation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999 With government subsidy</td>
<td>(40)*</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>121(40)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>121(40)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Number in parentheses refers to the number of vocational colleges subsidised by the government.
Source: Jang et al. (1999, p.42). Byon et al. (2001, pp.37, 58, 135–6)

D. The customised education program

The customised education program in Korea was originally adapted from the customised training implemented in the western world. Today, it is provided by vocational colleges seeking to provide curriculum which reflects the real demands of industry.

Customised education in Korea began in 1995, but a more concerted effort to incorporate this into the education sector did not begin until 1999, when the Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development launched its financial support initiative to assist vocational colleges to participate in the program.

The customised education program encourages the development of new courses geared to training students to become workers able to compete effectively in the labour market. It is based on active dialogue with industry to identify distinct manpower demands. The program is designed to provide the vocational education required for effective performance in the workplace, and to provide a foundation for better school–industry cooperation. Moreover, it will also help to reaffirm the distinct role and function of vocational colleges as educational institutions.

Its ultimate purpose is to establish a sound system of school–industry linkages, and through these means develop a labour force capable of meeting the changing demands of the industries and workplaces. Table 7 summarises details on the numbers of students, schools and enterprises participating in the customised education program between 1999 and 2001.

Table 7: Number of students, schools and enterprises participating in the customised education program (1999–2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects available in the program</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>80(60)*</td>
<td>112(60)*</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>29,928</td>
<td>42,924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprises</td>
<td>10,806</td>
<td>16,204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Number in parentheses is the number of vocational colleges subsidised by the government.
Source: Kim (2001, p.47)
IV. Needs assessment is the key to effective school-to-work transition

1. Australia

A. Overview of the survey

The aim of this study was to evaluate the success of transition-to-work strategies currently being implemented in Australia for students in vocational pathways. A secondary aim was to provide some suggestions for improvement.

Information was collected via questionnaire surveys of lecturers in TAFE institutes, and VET coordinators and teachers of industry-specific programs in secondary schools in South Australia. Interviews were conducted with representatives of group training companies. TAFE respondents consisted of lecturers of post-school apprentices and trainees, school-based part-time apprentices and trainees, and students in post-school institution-based pathways, or VET programs in secondary schools. Responses to questionnaires were received from 67 lecturers involved in apprenticeship and traineeship programs, 105 lecturers involved in post-school institution-based programs, and 49 VET coordinators and teachers in secondary schools. Representatives from all group training companies in South Australia (18) were contacted by telephone and agreed to respond to the structured interview questions.

Questionnaires to be completed by TAFE lecturers in metropolitan and country South Australia were distributed by educational managers or faculty heads within institutes who agreed to be part of the study and to distribute questionnaires. All metropolitan and country principals in government secondary schools were sent a letter asking for their schools to participate in the study, a letter confirming approval to conduct research from the state education department, and three questionnaires with reply-paid envelopes. Principals who decided that they would participate in the study were then asked to forward the questionnaires to school VET coordinators and industry-specific VET teachers. For these reasons it does not make sense to talk about response rates in traditional terms.

B. Findings and implications

Individuals follow unique pathways on their transition from school to work. For some these include pathways that lead from school to work without any intervening or associated training, and for others the pathway to work is directly connected to major training pathways. For a small minority the transition to work may be delayed well past the time that their schooling ceases. In this study we are concerned with those major routes which either combine training with paid work, training with workplace experience, or up-front training with or without workplace experience. We concentrate on:

✧ apprenticeship and traineeship pathways followed by individuals once they leave school
school-based part-time apprenticeship and traineeship pathways followed by individuals while they are still in school

institution-based post-school pathways which may or may not have requirements for students to be in employment to undertake training

the VET in Schools pathway which is followed by students while they are still in school.

In particular, we consider the effectiveness and adequacy of these arrangements based on the information and insights of those involved in facilitating the training experiences of students. These include lecturers in TAFE colleges providing training for post-school apprentices and trainees and other students, and teachers and VET coordinators in schools. They also include field placement officers from group training companies which, in the main, employ post-school apprentices and trainees, although some are also involved with school-based apprentices and trainees.

1) Apprenticeship and traineeship pathways

Information on post-school and school-based apprenticeship and traineeship pathways is provided by lecturers, field placement officers in group training companies, and school-based vocational coordinators.

(1) Educational objectives

TAFE institutes were reported by between 80% and 93% of TAFE lecturers to be strongly dedicated to the goals of preparing full-time apprentices and trainees to obtain trade and vocational qualifications, meet the skill needs of industry, and enhance graduate opportunities for future employment.

In the main, coordinators and teachers believed that part-time school-based apprenticeship and traineeship programs should prepare students for work in general and related fields and for further VET training. There were just a few respondents who believed that these programs should prepare students only for work in a related field or only for further VET studies in a related field. There were just over a quarter (28.5%) of lecturers who believed that programs should prepare students for employment in a related or general field for VET and university studies. However, almost half (48.4%) chose to combine the goal of obtaining employment in a related field with the opportunity for students to gain a VET qualification, and 40% chose to focus on both gaining employment in a related field and further VET studies. In the main, these programs are perceived to prepare students with the industry skills and knowledge required for employment and further training. They are also perceived by school VET coordinators and teachers to provide students with a headstart in an apprenticeship and traineeship program once they leave school, acquiring dual qualifications, meeting their interests and developing personal and interpersonal skills and attributes (for example, maturity, self-discipline, sense of purpose). This means they see these programs as providing both vocational and personal development for students. In addition, they perceive these programs to provide access to a training pathway for non-academic students.

Although stated objectives for both types of programs are not identical, they are, in the main, focused on smoothing student transition from school to work, by providing students with relevant skills and qualifications or training leading to qualifications in a specific vocational area. However, in terms of school-based pathways, there is more of an emphasis on students developing a basic understanding of the world of work, and in some cases providing students at risk of leaving school early, with a purpose for staying on at school. These arrangements are also seen as providing an opportunity for country students to stay in their local environments.

These findings show that these apprenticeship pathways are seen by providers as supporting espoused government policies for improving transition-to-work pathways by combining paid work with training. They also indicate that secondary teachers and VET coordinators see these programs
as providing a starting point for students to move from school to VET and on to university if they so desire.

The extent to which TAFE and school VET providers are able to achieve these employment and training-related objectives is as dependent on the adequacy of resources and time available for training as it is on the knowledge and experience of teachers and the attributes of students. This means that goal achievement is heavily dependent on the extent to which lecturers, teachers and workplace supervisors have the necessary expertise, currency of knowledge, administrative support and time allocation to deliver the training to identified industry standards. Furthermore, adequate time for lecturers, teachers and workplace supervisors to provide the guidance and assistance required by students, and for students to practise skills in real workplaces or appropriate simulations is imperative to the achievement of these educational goals. However, student ability, general proficiency with basic literacy and numeracy skills, maturity, self-discipline and willingness to abide by expectations of the TAFE or school classroom, and of the real or simulated workplace, are other central ingredients to competency development.

(2) Developing the technical competencies of students

It is clear that, in preparing workers for industry, full-time apprenticeship and traineeship pathways are, in the main, believed to be highly effective in developing in students the skills required by industry, and the ability to apply these skills in their specialist areas. These programs are also seen to be highly effective in enabling students to obtain jobs in their specialist fields, and to plan and organise tasks.

Although they are also seen as effective in similar ways for school-based apprentices and trainees, TAFE and group training providers have expressed reservations about the ability of these school-based programs to deliver desired outcomes to defined standards for all industry sectors. This is true especially for the majority of the traditional trade areas. In spite of these reservations it is also true that, in the main, TAFE institutes and group training companies are in part trying to expand their involvement in these school-based programs, presumably because it may mean extra clients which may mean increased funding. However, a small number of representatives from group training companies do not agree with these school-based arrangements.

Reasons related to the adequacy of human resources and logistical arrangements mainly explain why TAFE lecturers and field placement officers (or their equivalents) from group training companies prefer the full-time post-school apprenticeships and traineeships to the school-based arrangements for preparing students to make the transition to the world of work. There is concern among lecturers in TAFE institutes, that in some cases, teachers who are delivering off-the-job training for school-based apprentices and trainees do not have the necessary expertise, awareness of the competency standards involved and/or industry experience to deliver the training. There is also an acceptance among teachers and coordinators in schools that teachers of these programs require more highly developed industry skills and knowledge, and extra time and administrative assistance to help them to deliver, coordinate and administer programs.

For group training companies and especially those servicing specific industry sectors (for example, building and construction and engineering trades), the concerns relate to their ability to encourage employers to take on school-based apprentices and trainees. Often employer reluctance to take on these apprentices is due to the limited amount of continuous time that students have to spend in the workplace to learn and practise required skills and to enable them to work on and complete specific tasks or projects. Because group training companies are in the business of hiring out their apprentices and trainees to host employers, the decision to include school-based apprenticeships and traineeships into their normal operations also becomes a business decision. Among those respondents who are not very supportive of school-based arrangements, there is also a view that school-based apprenticeships and traineeships may have a place in industry sectors like retail or hospitality.
Inflexibility of school timetabling training arrangements is cited frequently by TAFE and group training company providers as contributing to their lack of or limited acceptance among employers and among providers. This inflexibility of timetabling arrangements is also cited as problematic by VET coordinators in schools.

Students who are university bound are also encouraged to undertake these programs if they so desire, and if they have the time. However, the major objective of government policy in introducing opportunities for students to engage in relevant paid workplace learning and employment is to retain students who are not university bound in school to complete secondary school education. These courses are also intended to encourage them to begin to think about possible vocations and careers by formalising their gradual exposure to the world of work through a structured training arrangement. However, if these programs are not resourced appropriately in terms of providing adequate preparation for teachers to deliver the programs, time for students to spend in workplaces, and flexibility of timetables to fit in with the needs of employers, then they will continue to be regarded as second-rate arrangements. This will then affect the extent to which teachers, parents and students support the programs, and the extent to which they will be supported by employers.

The introduction of flexible timetabling arrangements to enable students to jointly undertake general school subjects, VET subjects in school or at TAFE (or other RTO), and participate in paid work also transforms VET into a mainstream program. If VET becomes an accepted part of the mainstream timetable and has its own timetable line, students in these programs will not have to miss lessons (which they will often have to catch up on at a later date), because of conflicting timetabling arrangements. It will also enable them to be better able to balance TAFE, school, and work commitments without feeling unduly pressured. In addition, the integration of programs into normal school schedules will also mean that students do not have to attend work during their school holidays and that teachers do not have to be on duty during school holiday times to monitor these placements.

The idea of combining paid employment with post-school VET training, or secondary school VET and general studies, provides a structure which allows students to gradually move into the adult world and into the world of full-time work. However, if providers and employers continue to be skeptical about the ability of providers to deliver quality training, then they will not be supported. It seems that the problems of school-based programs are not related to any philosophical objections to allowing students to complete secondary schooling and undertake VET studies and paid employment while they are still in the safe and nurturing environment of the school. It has more to do with ensuring that these programs have access to adequate financial and material resources, specialist staff and time to practise on-the-job skills. These are not insurmountable problems and can be managed if parties to the contract of training are able to discuss requirements and then put in place structures to enable these to operate effectively.

(3) Developing and maintaining the specialist competencies of lecturers and teachers

The competency of teachers and trainers is paramount to effective training and role modelling for students, and especially for students who are being introduced to new skills and knowledge. A substantial group (about 20%) of TAFE lecturers believe that their institutes do not provide opportunities for lecturers to keep current with what is happening in the field. When teachers and vocational coordinators in schools are asked for the type of assistance they require, almost 90% request more professional development opportunities, and 50% of those who have difficulties ensuring that students gained required skills believe this is because teachers involved in these programs lack specific expert knowledge. Substantial proportions of group training company field placement officers also report that they do not have access to professional development opportunities. When teachers are asked to indicate what type of assistance would help improve their programs, they frequently request increased opportunities for engaging in professional development.
This lack of major emphasis on professional development and continuing updating of skills and knowledge of lecturers and teachers and others engaged in facilitating the training and workplace experience of apprentices and trainees, will also affect the quality of training provided to students. This in turn will decrease the ability of these programs to develop workers able to meet the skill needs of different industry sectors. Continued lack of funding and other resources for professional development programs will also affect the reputation of TAFE and school providers among employers. If employers see TAFE and schools as providing training that is not up to date, and therefore unable to meet their needs, they may not select certain providers to deliver these programs. This in turn will affect the ability of RTOs to access user choice funding (funding made available to those RTOs which have been selected by employers to deliver training to their apprentices and trainees). It will also affect their ability to allocate resources to maintain the currency of knowledge and skill among their lecturers.

(4) Developing generic competencies of students

The extent to which students are able to make a smooth transition to the world of work is also dependent on their abilities to apply certain generic competencies. There is general acceptance among the majority (58%) of TAFE lecturers that full-time programs are highly effective in developing the ability of apprentices and trainees to plan and organise tasks. Although substantial groups of lecturers also believe that these programs are highly effective in developing the ability of students to work in teams, apply creative problem-solving strategies, and analyse and make decisions (47%, 46%, and 50% respectively), the remainder are of the opinion that they are only moderately or slightly effective in these areas. The majority of lecturers believe that these programs are only moderately or slightly effective in developing student abilities to use basic computer skills, and negotiate and make decisions.

Although four-fifths of the group training company providers concede that school-based programs increase student opportunities to get a job in their specialist fields, they are generally of the opinion that post-school programs are better than school-based programs in developing almost all of the already mentioned competencies. School-based programs are judged to be better at developing in students the ability to use computers. This is partly because schools have increased their use of computers in normal school studies, and also because computer skills are not always an important competency for students in trade-specific full-time apprenticeship and traineeship programs.

As far as TAFE lecturers are concerned, full-time programs enable apprentices to experience full-time employment, gain workplace experience, qualifications for chosen careers and develop real workplace skills and knowledge. For group training providers these pathways allow students to start a career, form the networks they will require to help them continue in the career, earn a wage while they are learning, obtain practical skills and knowledge, and enjoy a specific amount of time in full-time employment. Such arrangements are also used for individuals in non-traditional trade areas. For example, individuals who already have high time commitments to elite sports programs (for example, those in national or state league football, soccer, athletics, basketball or other sports programs) are able to enter a traineeship to obtain other industry-specific vocational experience, skills and qualifications. They will then have vocations to return to once their elite sports careers are over, or if they do not make the grade.

In addition, there are also psychological and personal benefits from participation in these programs. Students develop self-esteem and an acceptable work ethic, and a direction and purpose in life. School students also get to try out a specific vocation before they commit to a full-time program when they leave school.

Notwithstanding the success of these programs in developing certain generic and specialist competencies in students, there is also a view among TAFE lecturers and group training company officers, that students are often found to be under-skilled in mathematics. This is especially the case for those apprentices entering the mechanical, electrical, electronic, plumbing, and metal fabrication trades. In addition, it is also felt they are often not aware of the long and irregular hours associated with hospitality trades and occupations, or of the monotony that may be associated with some
routine components of trade work. Unrealistic expectations of what benefits they will derive from certain career selections are also perceived to provide difficulties for students once they are in jobs.

Furthermore, there are difficulties for both students and employers if students do not develop the appropriate work habits of getting to work on time, getting on well with workmates, accepting discipline, and becoming a productive member of the team. Lack of respect for authority, being over-confident of their abilities when it is not warranted, wanting to be the boss, and inability to modify behaviours and habits that had been acceptable in school, also provide problems for students when they move from school to work.

Ensuring that apprentices and trainees have appropriate awareness of acceptable workplace behaviour and protocols of the workplace can be solved in part through appropriate induction or orientation programs for apprentices, employers and training providers. Such sessions would focus on the formal responsibility employers and apprentices and trainees commit to when they sign a contract of training. They would enable employers to fully understand their specific roles in training and enabling trainees to get first-hand advice from employers of the behaviours that they will and will not accept in their companies. Such sessions also enable training providers to detail the time commitments that are required if apprentices and trainees are to complete off-the-job training programs. It seems to be counter-productive to the spirit of the contract of training if all parties are not made sufficiently aware of their specific responsibilities.

The issue of insufficient time allocation, however, is a recurring theme both for full-time and school-based apprenticeship and traineeship pathways. TAFE lecturers and school teachers and VET coordinators are all concerned about insufficient time for concentrated practical training and opportunities for students to put this training into practice. Insufficient time for focused learning, practice of skills, and appropriate guidance, directly impacts on the adequate development of both specialist and generic skills. For school students, insufficient time also affects their physical stamina to balance work, and TAFE and general school studies. These pressures in turn affect their learning.

If school students do not have the time to devote to training either because school timetables, work pressures, and conflicting demands make it difficult for them to balance school, work and TAFE obligations, then it will be difficult for them to develop competencies required to acceptable standards.

If governments are serious about providing students with pathways to facilitate their school-to-work transition through a gradual exposure to the world of paid work and workplace training, then they may have to review the adequacy of resources available to providers. If schools are to provide appropriate skills practice to students before they enter the workplace, then they require access to equipment and facilities, and expertise to deliver these programs.

It is also important that schools structure school timetables to enable students to spend sufficient time in the workplace without having to sacrifice holiday or favourite lessons (for example, sport, electives) to attend work. If these changes are not made, then students, employers, parents, and TAFE providers may not support such pathways and they will cease to be a viable transition pathway. Although the part-time approach makes good sense in introducing students to a specific vocation, and providing them with a headstart to qualifications and to further training, it needs to be reviewed so that adequate staffing and resources enable its efficient operation.

(5) Improving implementation strategies

Although TAFE lecturers identified a variety of strategies for improving full-time apprenticeship and traineeship pathways, the majority (about 60%) identified improvements to off-the-job training components which would enable students to develop appropriate practical skills and knowledge. These included extending the amount of time spent in off-the-job training, reviewing delivery approaches and learning materials, and ensuring that students had access to appropriate equipment and materials. Respondents also suggested changes to the insurance provisions for school-based
part-time apprenticeships and traineeships, and to incentives to employees to take on these apprentices and trainees.

Formalising articulation and credit transfer arrangements between schools and specific further training institutions was identified by VET coordinators and teachers in schools to be one of the most effective strategies for ensuring that school-based apprenticeships and traineeships lead smoothly into post-school apprentice and traineeship pathways. In addition, schools made suggestions for the strong involvement of external RTOs (generally TAFE institutes) with the provision of off-the-job training, learning resources, curriculum materials and equipment and facilities. This indicates that schools are aware of their need to develop partnerships with those institutions which already have the expertise and experience to deliver the required training.

Duplicating the resources required for skill development in places with already well-developed infrastructure for training is a waste of government resources. It is for this reason that both VET providers and schools need to identify strategies to ensure the effective deployment of resources. The fact that schools acknowledge the need to join with providers who already have the resources for training is good starting point.

(6) Analysing industry needs

If students are to acquire the skills and competencies required by industry, then effective methods for identifying these skills, and effective arrangements for students to acquire these skills need to be put in place. Industry training packages that guide direction for the development of competencies are based on the identification of competencies and standards by industry. This means that, in terms of apprenticeship and traineeship pathways, the majority of industry sectors (through their training advisory structures) have already had a major say in what they require from training.

To date, industry has had a major role in the formal identification of the competencies and standards and assessment guidelines which will give direction to training providers on the types of skills and knowledge required for the trades and vocations in their sectors. These are the components of the training packages that are formally endorsed by government. Industry involvement in the development and production of curriculum, learning materials and the delivery of off-the-job instruction has been at the discretion of providers. In addition, there is no formal obligation to have these learning resources endorsed.

Mandatory government endorsement of industry competency standards and guidelines for assessment only means that the development of learning and curriculum resources to be used in training is left to the discretion of providers, and often to the discretion of individual lecturers. This means that there is no formal venue or legal requirement for industry to influence how competencies are developed in classrooms. Although increasing the amount of industry input at this level can be beneficial to some extent, it also raises a variety of issues, in terms of cost and resources to be considered by providers and employers. Keeping in mind that, although employers may be in a position to assist in the delivery of training by providing opportunities for practical on-the-job training, and practical training during off-the-job training, they may not have the required skills and abilities to assist in the production of learning and curriculum materials. They may also believe that off-the-job training should be what the training organisations are paid to do, and would prefer to leave all matters dealing with off-job training to them.

Whether or not industry is also involved in the production of learning and curriculum materials should be determined at the institutional level by individual institutes or departments within institutes. However, government financial incentives made available to employers who are also prepared to provide expertise for off-the-job training programs may be one way to encourage employers to be involved also at this level should they so desire.

Although, in the main, respondents in TAFE institutes and schools report that they find it easy to follow training package requirements, they report problems with the way the competencies in the packages have been written. In particular, they are of the opinion that these competencies and
standards are at times too general and may lead to broadness of interpretation. Although training packages were introduced to avoid prescriptive directives and to enable workplaces to customise training to their particular requirements, they may become meaningless as a tool for training and for assessment if they are too broad. If students are to obtain advanced standing in further training based on their prior learning, providers must also be sure that they have achieved the necessary competencies to enable them to progress to more advanced qualifications. If competencies are written in formats which allow for individual interpretation, then they do not provide a clear direction on the standards that are expected.

Notwithstanding the extensive role played by industry in developing the training packages, there is still a role for training providers to analyse the skill needs of their local industries to better customise offerings to local employers. For group training companies, the customising of training programs for apprentices and trainees is often relatively uncomplicated since they interact with host employers on a regular basis through regular workplace visits, and regular interaction with potential host employers in negotiating placements for their apprentices and trainees. Nevertheless, almost all companies providing information to the study also undertook a formal needs analysis process, or canvassed views through client feedback surveys.

(7) Improving school–industry cooperation

Apprenticeship and traineeship pathways, whether they be post-school or school-based, by their very nature are tightly linked to industry. In the first place industry provides paid employment which enables students to be involved in operational processes. In the second place, it provides practical experience and guidance for on-the-job training. This means that employers play a major part in assisting the student to move from the world of school to the world of work. However, if this employment and training experience of students is to have maximum impact on the development of skills, knowledge, appropriate work habits and attributes, then they must be committed to increasing the amount of time and resources they or their workplace supervisors allocate to on-the-job training. This means ensuring that time during the day or week is allocated for workplace supervisors to work closely with students.

Adequate time, training places and resources for practical skill development for apprentices and trainees is pivotal to the success of apprenticeship and traineeship arrangements. It is telling that schools continue to be frustrated by the limited availability of jobs for students in some areas and structured time in workplaces to enable workplace supervisors to work individually with students when they are in workplaces.

Although employers may be willing and able to do all these things, they may not be aware exactly of what is really expected of them when they decide to take on an apprentice or trainee. In addition, it may also be true that apprentices themselves, and training organisations which have been selected by employers to deliver the training, may also be fully aware of the extent of their specific roles in the process. It is for this reason that government agencies charged with signing off on contracts (that is, New Apprenticeship Centres) establish a formal process for induction of all parties when a contract of training is signed. Such induction processes can take place in the initial stages of an apprenticeship or traineeship and should deal with the roles of employers and the commitments they have made under the contract of training, the role of apprentices and trainees and the role of the training organisation.

(8) Accessing government assistance

Keeping in mind that individuals, when asked, are likely to agree to any augmentation of government financial assistance for the improvement of programs, respondents’ requests for assistance provides extra confirmation of resourcing difficulties experienced in schools and TAFE colleges. In the main, extra financial assistance is requested for the purchasing of equipment, materials and facilities, and increased incentives for employers to keep on apprentices and trainees once contracts are over. There are also requests for improving the wages of apprentices and trainees.
It is clear that, if apprentices and trainees are to effectively make the transition from the world of the child (school) to the world of the adult (work), then they must also be able to pay their way. The training wage as it stands puts extra pressure on this transition, and makes these young adults dependent on parents for longer periods of time. In addition, if apprentices and trainees see that their friends who are doing less skilled work are getting more pay, then they may be less likely to persevere with the apprenticeship and traineeship arrangement, and opt for the short-term goal of higher income. It is often the case that casual workers of similar age to these apprentices and trainees will get far higher wages for doing less skilled work because of the wage structures for casual employment.

2) Institution-based post-school pathways

(1) Educational objectives

Findings from lecturers from a broad range of institution-based post-school pathways and with a broad range of experience, indicate that the major objective of these programs is to prepare workers to meet the skill needs of industry (76%) and to provide enhanced opportunities for future employment (86%). These major objectives indicate that the pathway is also intent on helping students make the transition from further training to work.

However, although these objectives are generally perceived to be strongly supported by institutes, practitioners report some difficulties in the educational arrangements established to achieve these goals. In particular, there are difficulties for school leavers entering these programs if they do not have the necessary underpinning knowledge for certain subjects, basic standards of literacy and numeracy, or industry-specific skills required to enable them to progress to higher levels of training.

(2) Developing the competencies

Substantial numbers of RTOs are involved in providing training for secondary school students undertaking VET in Schools programs either within secondary schools or at the TAFE institute. There is a clear preference for such students to be taught by teachers (preferably lecturers from TAFE) with the required industry experience and expertise to deliver the competencies.

Like all other pathways focused on providing skills for students, either to make the direct transition from school or training to work, or to prepare students to acquire necessary prerequisites to enter training programs which lead to work, these programs aim to develop generic abilities in addition to industry-specific skills. There is a clear belief among the great majority (between 75% and 80%) of lecturers that these programs are effective in developing the ability of students to apply skills and knowledge in their specialist areas and work in teams. There is also agreement among 70% of lecturers that programs are effective in developing students’ competencies in planning and organising tasks, applying creative problem-solving skills, negotiating and making decisions and getting a job in their specialist areas.

Well over half of the respondents are of the opinion that students derive personal skills and knowledge from their involvement in these programs. This is especially the case for school leavers and school students involved in TAFE training who are believed to benefit from interacting with students with more maturity than themselves. However, lecturers report problems encountered in these programs by some students. These relate to the difficulties they have in making the transition from classroom teacher-directed learning to independent or adult learning. Also posing difficulties for students and lecturers in these programs are students’ limited numeracy and writing skills, lack of maturity, and lack of knowledge of what is really entailed in the courses and careers they have chosen. There is also a view that students are not aware of the rigour attached to TAFE training and standards of behaviour expected of them in the TAFE classroom.
In addition, lecturers report that school leavers often have to undergo additional work to achieve competencies to certain standards, even though they may have been assessed as competent in programs completed at school.

Keeping in mind that a substantial proportion of these programs are aimed at improving the literacy and numeracy skills of students and pitched at groups with traditionally low levels of educational achievement, it is not surprising that lecturers will identify literacy and numeracy issues as problems. The issue of deficient literacy and numeracy skills in school leavers is a recurring theme for many TAFE lecturers. However, this deficiency may also be explained in terms of the individual natural abilities of the students who have chosen or been encouraged to undertake a TAFE pathway.

If TAFE pathways are used to channel students who have not been focused on, or able to succeed in academic pathways, then it stands to reason that their literacy and numeracy skills will require further development and attention. However, if TAFE institutes are needing to revisit basic literacy skills that should have been acquired in primary, junior secondary and secondary education, the issue of how to resource these extra functions needs attention.

The extent to which resources are made available for lecturers to provide appropriate training and practice will, in part, affect the extent to which students are able to develop required competencies. About half of the lecturers in this study request financial assistance and extra support in buying equipment and resources, developing learning materials, and developing assessment materials for their programs. These are issues that need to be addressed by governments either through direct grants, or by providing incentives to industries for the provision of material and technical assistance. In view of the fact that about 50% of lecturers believe that financial and other assistance derived from industries for the performance of these functions areas is inadequate, there is also room for industries to increase their involvement in providing assistance at this level.

(3) Improving institute and industry cooperation

Almost two-thirds of the respondents were following a training package for the delivery of their programs. Although training packages have been developed through extensive consultations with industry stakeholders, almost half of the respondents indicate that their institutes had conducted industry needs analyses or research into the skills required by industries. However, those who have not been able to do so frequently cite lack of time, money or staff to conduct the research.

This lack of time and financial and human resources to conduct important tasks is a recurring theme which has arisen during the course of this project. If institution-based pathways are to be able to provide school leavers with appropriate skills and knowledge to make an effective transition from school to work, then it is important that they be able to identify the skill needs of local industries and the jobs that are available for students. Although formal surveys of local industries are often the preferred approach to canvassing opinion and evaluations, they take time and energy to conduct, and may not be completed by employers. There are however, other approaches that can be used. Regular environmental scanning which can occur either through regular teacher placements in industry, visits to workplaces, and regular involvement in courses of industry specialists, may be other worthwhile approaches for keeping institutions current with the demands of the market place and local employers.

Collaboration with industry can also take other forms. Industry can sponsor training programs by donating equipment and facilities and/or materials for training. This is especially important in country areas where such resources may be limited. Industry, through its peak bodies (for example, chambers of commerce, and industry training advisory boards) can also make available better information on labour market and employment trends and provide practitioners with specialist assistance in the development of learning, curriculum and assessment materials. It can also provide industry specialists to help in the delivery of training, and in the administration of assessments.
(4) Improving industry training packages

As has already been noted, training packages are developed and reviewed by industry training advisory bodies (ITABs) and constitute the main venue for industry to identify competencies and requirements, and for training providers to understand industry skill requirements. Although the majority of lecturers reported finding training packages not difficult to follow, there were about a quarter who experienced difficulties. Difficulties related to the lack of specific details on what to teach, and to the fact that competencies were written in such a way that left too much room for individual and broad interpretation, or used ambiguous and complicated language.

Keeping in mind that a major aim of the training package is to provide sufficient room for training programs to be customised to the particular needs of employers, it stands to reason that they are not overly prescriptive in their description of competencies and standards. However, if lecturers are finding these packages not useful for skill development in particular sectors or occupations within sectors, then this increased flexibility and lack of prescription is not at all helpful.

A formal review process for training packages commences 18 months after government endorsement of the package. The extent to which lecturers have input into this review process varies. However, unless the opinions of those who are to interpret and implement requirements are also formally canvassed in such reviews, attempts to keep current and streamline units of competency so that they keep abreast of changes in workplaces and occupations, avoid duplication, and provide appropriate direction, will not be meaningful. The solution, however, is not to introduce prescription at the expense of flexibility but to find an appropriate balance between the two which will ensure that flexibility remains a pivotal part of training packages, but that there is enough prescription to provide meaningful direction for skill development. Professional development activities focused on explanations of competencies and standards for each of the industry sectors is one approach to ensuring that lecturers in TAFE colleges have a clear understanding of industry requirements.

3) The industry-specific VET in Schools pathway

Industry-specific VET programs include those courses where VET is embedded into normal secondary school subjects, and stand-alone courses.

There are two major ways in which schools provide these industry-specific VET in Schools programs. The first is for schools to become registered training organisations in their own right and deliver all off-the-job training in schools, with on-the-job training delivered in workplaces or simulated workplace environments. In these cases on-the-job training can also be delivered by industry specialists or teachers with appropriate training in school facilities (for example, commercial kitchens, vineyards, restaurants, information technology centres etc.)

The other way is for schools to work in conjunction with or, under the auspices of RTOs. This might mean that students may attend classes at TAFE or private RTO campuses, and undertake practical experience either with local employers, or in simulated situations, or combinations of both. It may also mean that TAFE lecturers come to the school to conduct off-the-job training and practical training, combined with employer-provided workplace experience. Schools may enter cluster arrangements with other schools so that they can pool their resources to deliver VET programs.

(1) Educational objectives

The major objectives for these programs (identified by well over half of secondary school respondents) were to prepare students to gain employment in fields which were related to their studies, undertake further VET training in a related field of study, and gain a VET qualification. However, other frequently identified objectives (identified by well over a third of these respondents) were for programs to prepare students to combine work and further training in
related and non-related fields. That these programs also prepared students to combine work with further VET and university studies in a related field was identified by just under a third of respondents.

TAFE lecturers see these VET in Schools programs as providing an effective pathway linking school programs with further training, and providing students with a smoother transition pathway from school to work. They are also seen as providing training for non-academic students. TAFE lecturers are also concerned about the perceived lack of quality assurance processes to maintain quality and consistency of training provided to students. In particular, this relates to their belief that teachers in schools lack the expertise and industry experience to deliver the training to the competency standards required. It also relates to the fact that some students exiting these programs and progressing to further VET studies do not demonstrate that they have achieved the competencies to the standards required.

Underpinning the introduction of the VET in Schools pathway has been the notion of coming up with alternatives for those students who are not university bound. It is clear that teachers in schools and lecturers in TAFE also see this as one of the major benefits for students. However, the policy of providing options for these non-academic students also provides its own set of problems. These are associated with the preparedness and capacity of these students to undertake TAFE programs designed for adults.

However, these concerns may actually mask more serious concerns about the types of very basic literacy and numeracy skills that students do not appear to have sufficiently mastered, even though they have spent a substantial part of their life in schools. There are also concerns about the attitudes of students to their studies and of their inability to adapt to behavioural standards which are expected in an adult environment typical of the TAFE classroom.

(2) Developing specialist and generic competencies

Over three-quarters of lecturers in institution-based post-school programs believe that VET in Schools programs demonstrate above-average performance in developing the ability of students to apply skills to and obtain jobs in their specialist areas, and to work in teams. Almost the same proportion believe the same about the effectiveness of programs to develop students’ abilities to plan and organise tasks, analyse information, and negotiate and make decisions. However, fewer of them believe the same of the effectiveness of programs in developing students’ abilities to use basic computer skills, and apply creative problem-solving strategies. Teachers and VET coordinators also see program benefits in terms of increased student motivation for learning, and providing students with a sense of purpose. Although not competencies in their own right, these are attributes that increase the willingness of students to engage in learning. This in turn may lead to the development of specialist and generic competencies.

As we have already noted, students in VET in Schools programs gain practical skills, knowledge and experience in industry workplaces. It is interesting to note that, where almost two-thirds of these respondents believe that school-based apprenticeship and traineeship programs are highly successful in developing industry-specific skills, less than half are willing to say the same about VET in Schools programs. This may, in part, be related to the tighter connection between apprenticeship and traineeship programs to specific occupations, and specific employers. However, it may also be related to other structural difficulties dealing with the amount of workplace training received by students to develop these industry-specific skills. In addition, variability within workplaces and the motivation and capacity of individual students for learning also means that not all students will benefit to the same extent from their workplace experience and industry training.

The concept of providing training pathways that will assist secondary school students to combine VET studies with work and general school studies, seems to be make good sense in theory. It ensures that students complete their secondary schooling, and acquire relevant qualifications and experience to enable them to make the transition from school to work or further training which will lead to work. However, a number of major, but not insurmountable, difficulties are
encountered during practical implementation of these programs. These concerns relate to the amount of time available for students to develop workplace competencies, and complete their school and VET off-the-job studies.

The amount of time allocated by workplace supervisors to the on-the-job training of students in their care, and by students to their off-the-job studies, must be considered when determining the extent to which students are able to develop underpinning knowledge and the hands-on, practical, industry-specific skills and competencies. Nevertheless, teachers are concerned about the lack of sufficient workplace training which occurs during workplacements, the difficulties experienced by students in trying to manage their obligations to work, to TAFE and to general school studies, and lack of flexibility in school timetables. In country areas they are concerned about the difficulties experienced by students in getting to and from TAFE, and to and from workplacements. For students in remote and rural areas, the lack of available workplaces to provide workplace experience for students is another concern.

Unless schools are prepared to restructure school timetables so that VET studies and workplace training become mainstream programs, and schedules do not preclude students from also participating fully in their other general study programs, then students who undertake VET programs will continue to be penalised. They will continue to experience conflicting timetable demands, and will be expected to catch up on lessons they miss while they are attending TAFE or participating in workplace training. They may miss out on more fun lessons like sport or electives, or school holidays in cases where workplacements are scheduled during holiday times. Moreover, if a major proportion of students in these programs has experienced difficulties in the past with academic programs, then it seems unreasonable and naive to expect that they have the capacity, maturity, motivation and time-management skills to be able to juggle three different sets of time commitments.

There is also a concern among TAFE lecturers and teachers in schools that, in many cases, schools do not have the necessary expertise and industry experience to teach the off-the-job components of these programs. There is also a concern that students are channelled into programs for which they are not suited, and that schools may be using these programs to get problem students out of school.

As already noted, lack of teacher expertise will affect the extent to which students are able to acquire the industry-specific competencies to defined industry standards. Resource limitations in terms of appropriate facilities and equipment for learning will also affect the practical implementation of these VET programs.

(3) Improving school–industry cooperation

These VET in Schools programs have been established to enable students to combine industry-specific studies with practical experience in real or simulated workplaces. In this way they will be able to develop required industry-specific competence and knowledge to enable them to make a successful transition from school to work, or to further training and then to work. As such, they require schools to develop close connections with local industries to identify skills required, and to secure appropriate workplacements to provide students with the real-life practical experience.

The locating of industry workplacements may seem straightforward, but in actual fact this is one of the most time-consuming parts of the process, and not all schools are able to readily acquire this experience for their students when it is required. This difficulty is confirmed by VET coordinators who request extra resources and funding to help them with this task.

Although just over half of the respondents in this study report that they find it easy to ensure that students in these programs are able to develop industry-specific competencies, there is still a substantial group who report that this is not an easy task. They experience difficulties in locating sufficient and appropriate companies willing to provide experience for students, and believe that the amount of time allocated to the practical component of programs by schools is insufficient.
They are also concerned with the limited amount of time for workplace supervisors to work closely with students.

Opinion is also almost evenly divided about the success of these workplacements in developing required industry skills, with just under half of respondents reporting that this experience is only successful to some extent. Variability in the quality of the workplace experience available in different companies, and the limited amount of time spent by students in workplaces, are frequently cited as reducing the success of workplace experience for students. In addition, the lack of teachers with industry-specific experience, and equipment and materials available to students to practise skills prior to entering the workplace, are also believed to affect the ability of students to develop the skills they require.

These difficulties indicate the continuing struggle faced by schools in coordinating the industry experience of students, and ensuring that adequate time and resources are allocated to practical training. They are dependent on the capacity and the willingness of local employers to provide placements for this on-the-job training. They are also dependent on the goodwill of workplace supervisors to devote time and attention to students once they are on these placements.

However, it is also the case that the growth of these programs may also place a burden on local employers which they may not be able or willing carry. It is for this reason that schools should synchronise their demands for work placements. This can be done by having VET coordinators of schools in local districts attend regular meetings where they decide the times at which they will require placements from local employers. (TAFE institutes which also require placements in the same industry sector, could also be invited.) Although such a strategy may address this problem for schools in the same district, it may not prevent schools from other city or metropolitan areas also making requests for placements, or overcome the lack of placements available to students in remote and rural locations.

Schools must also be prepared to establish networks with local employers that will encourage their continued goodwill. Such goodwill can be eroded if students who attend workplacements are not respectful of workplace protocols and are not willing to learn. Information from group training companies indicates that, in some cases, secondary school students who enter their programs do not always behave appropriately and respectfully in the workplace. If this is also the case for students in VET in Schools programs, then schools risk harming their image in the general community, and their reputation with employers. Furthermore, they are setting up for failure those students who are not aware of the importance of appropriate behaviour in the workplace. It is not enough to associate bad work habits just with the individual attributes of students. There must also be a concerted effort to provide information and training to all students which will instil appropriate work habits, and the knowledge that it is in their own interests to respect the expectations of the workplace.

Such problems are not insurmountable. Pre-workplacement sessions can be established to inform and impress upon students the importance of showing employers that they are prepared to learn, and have respect for rules and regulations, and for workplace norms. This includes coming to work on time, dressing appropriately, being courteous and respectful and showing interest in workplace tasks they are required to do. Implementing a selection process in which employers select the students who are best matched to individual workplaces may be one way to ensure that students do not experience problems in the workplace. However, the question of what happens to those students who are not selected by employers will need to be addressed.
2. Korea

A. Overview of the survey

A direct mail questionnaire survey of teachers and professors in institutions providing vocational education was conducted to learn about the effectiveness of existing school-to-work transition processes. It included teachers in technical high schools operating the 2+1 system, specialised high schools, and vocational high schools offering 2+2 articulation programs, and professors in vocational colleges. The survey was carried out from 25 June to 17 July in 2002 for the high schools, and from 26 August to 13 September of the same year for colleges. Table 8 summarises details on responses from each of the sample groups.

Table 8: Number of sample groups and response rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special programs</th>
<th>Number of schools in the population</th>
<th>Sample group</th>
<th>Respondents (Response rate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocational high schools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+1 system for technical high schools</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised high school program</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+2 articulation program</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational colleges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+2 articulation program</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customised educational program</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the secondary level, vocational high schools were divided into different populations by the special program they offered in 2001. The population of technical high schools running the 2+1 system consisted of 27 schools, all of which were asked to participate in the survey. Ten teachers from each school were randomly sampled, forming a sample group of 270 teachers. From a total of 56 specialised high schools, 23 schools and 10 teachers from each school were randomly sampled, to form a group of 230 teachers. Again through random sampling, 60 among 406 vocational high schools offering 2+2 articulation programs were given survey questionnaires which were randomly distributed to 5 teachers in each school, totalling 300.

From the sample group of technical schools offering the 2+1 program, 184 instructors in 24 schools returned completed questionnaires, recording a 68.14% response rate. The response rate was slightly lower at 61.74% in the specialised high schools sample, with 142 teachers from 19 schools sending back their answers. Finally, the third sample of high schools offering 2+2 articulation programs recorded a response rate of 63.00%, with 178 teachers from 38 schools participating in the survey.
The survey of vocational colleges was also conducted in a similar manner. Two populations were identified, namely the colleges offering the 2+2 articulation program and those offering customised educational programs as of 2001. There were 121 schools belonging to the first category, from which 50 were randomly selected. Ten professors from each of the sample colleges formed a sample group of 500 professors. In the latter category comprising 121 colleges, 70 were randomly selected, from which 350 professors, or 5 professors from each college, were sampled. From the first sample group, 192 professors from 31 colleges provided completed questionnaires, recording a 38.4% response rate. In the second sample group, 173 professors from 43 colleges returned their answers, reaching 44.82% response rate.

The responses were analysed on the basis that the sample size was statistically adequate to represent the population. Methods used were frequency analysis and percentage analysis with an aim to observing a general tendency or trend in the responses.

B. Findings and implications

The survey results are a direct reflection of the opinions of teachers and professors who provide instruction to students in vocational institutes, and as such serve as important references in the search for ways to assist these students make the transition to the world of work. In addition, the views of teachers and professors are also especially important because it is they who will lead the implementation of educational reform in the field. It is therefore necessary to refer to their insight in developing policies for fostering effective school-to-work transition. The following section will be devoted to the discussion of the survey results and their practical implications.

1) Specialised high schools
   
   (1) Educational goals

   The survey found that the majority of teachers in specialised high schools sought to assist students in their pursuit of both employment and further education as the primary goal of the specialised program. As much as 78.2% of the sample indicated that the specialised educational program should simultaneously pursue these two objectives.

   Concerning the support required for students in vocational tracks to advance to higher educational institutions, 56.0% preferred widening the special screening opportunity for students applying for entrance to vocational colleges or four-year universities to enable them to continue their specialised secondary studies. This shows that instructors have relatively little interest in the articulation programs as a pathway for students to move into tertiary education. As already noted, articulation programs are currently promoted by the government as part of the plan for educational reform, and are offered jointly by vocational high schools and vocational colleges. These programs were originally intended to provide a pathway between secondary and the tertiary vocational institutions in order to increase the pool of professional workers in occupations that were either already in great demand, or would be increasingly demanded by industry. The initiative, however, seems to have failed to serve this purpose as only a relatively small number of instructors believed it to be a means of helping students pursue higher education. The discrepancy between the government’s intention to promote the articulation program as a pathway to vocational colleges, and the instructors’ preference for it to provide special screening opportunities raises doubts about whether the articulation program will serve its original purpose. At present, the government would do well to first reaffirm its policy on the articulation program and then put in place strategies to obtain the consent and support of teachers to ensure its success.

   (2) Students’ choice of specialised programs and their future plans

   The survey included a question on what motivated students to choose specialised high schools or programs over others. The results were rather negative as nearly half, or 49.3%, of the respondents replied that students made these choices based on their previous academic records. A smaller
group, or 30.3%, answered that students chose the specialised education option because the program seemed to be suited to their aptitude, interest, and learning capacity. The figures imply that the choice of the specialised program is based less on a careful consideration of one’s specific educational needs and interests and the options that can satisfy them, and more on previous academic results. This means that the specialised program is often taken up by students whose poor academic records in the junior high school leave them few other alternatives. It is necessary to identify ways to encourage those students whose aptitudes and interests make them suitable for specialised education to choose this option. It should also be noted that this problem is not unique to specialised high schools but prevalent in all secondary schools in the vocational pathway. The search for an effective solution to this problem, therefore, is a task of great significance for the Korean vocational education sector.

The survey results raised another critical issue, that is, whether specialised programs are effectively training students to become the kind of workforce currently demanded by industry. It seems likely that this is not the case. When asked to identify the future plans of students currently in specialised high schools, 66.9% of the sample indicated that most students hope to move on to tertiary education after completing their high school program. It is therefore necessary either to reaffirm or modify the purpose of the specialised education program.

(3) Work competency of students

The most important part of helping students in vocational pathways to make the transition to work is to teach them the skills demanded by the workplace. To find out whether or not the specialised education program has been effective in this regard, teachers in the sample were asked to compare the work competency of students in the regular program with that of students in the specialised program. In respect to competencies like developing creative problem-solving, planning and organising tasks, negotiating and making decisions, and living in harmony with others, the majority of teachers believed that there were no major differences between the two groups. However, a greater proportion of teachers rated students in the specialised program as superior in ability to apply knowledge related to one’s area of specialisation, apply basic computer skills, and analyse information. Students in specialised programs were also rated as being superior in their readiness to meet occupational challenges, and in effort and commitment to gaining vocational qualifications to improve competencies. It can be implied from these findings that specialised high schools have been successful in achieving some of the outcomes they set out to achieve. The findings also indicated that when the specialised program is implemented as it was originally intended, it is able to make a significant contribution to enhancing the work competency of students, and can be used as a formal mechanism for supporting the school-to-work transition of students. What is required is for the government to implement measures to resolve some of the problems that obstruct its effective operation.

(4) Implementation of the specialised education program and suggestions for improvement

Assisting the school-to-work transition of students requires prior assessment of the specific skills and workforce needs of industry, and the development of curriculum which reflects these needs. However, only 10.1% of the sample indicated that their school had conducted a detailed analysis of the manpower and skills needs of industry. This suggests that the programs offered in the specialised high schools do not adequately reflect the real needs of the workplace. The top two obstacles identified by the respondents were lack of reference material (41.7%) on industry needs and limited expertise of the faculty (25.0%) to conduct such needs assessments, and to reflect these needs in the curriculum. The government needs to remove these obstacles by making the data on industry needs available to schools and creating opportunities for teachers to acquire the expertise needed to reflect these needs in the curriculum.

The goal of vocational education is to enhance the workplace competency of students. A critical component is the practical training which enables students to practise and experiment with skills specific to different areas of specialisation. The survey sought to find out how effectively the practical element of vocational education is being implemented in the school, and found a number
of impediments. These include the difficulty of purchasing the necessary equipment due to budget constraints (37.0%), the limitation in the teacher’s ability to give practical instruction (21.7%), and the lack of reference material and guidelines which teachers may consult in preparing practical instruction (21.0%). Presently, the most effective way to foster practical education seems to be in supporting schools with funds to cover the costs of equipment and materials.

In Korea, the government has responsibility for the development and dissemination of textbooks used in the vocational high school. In developing these learning materials it is hoped that the content will facilitate the students’ school-to-work transition. However, just over half of the sample (50.7%) believed that the textbooks currently in use are inadequate, that is, that they do not take account of the actual demands and conditions in industry. Revising the textbooks to increase their relevance to the needs of the industry is an urgent task. The Korean Government is trying to implement the National Skill Standard (NSS) based on similar arrangements in the United Kingdom and Australia. It is also aiming to design curricula and textbooks appropriate for the NSS system. These are steps in the right direction.

A policy for improving school-to-work transition for students should promote the establishment of an overarching framework to link school curriculum to National Technical Qualifications (NTQs). This would include among others the identification and development of distinct educational content for particular qualifications, mechanisms for credit transfer and recognition of prior learning, and guidelines for reliable and valid assessments for qualifications. The benefits of qualification testing should also be promoted. This concept of linking school curriculum with national technical qualifications was supported by an overwhelming majority (75.2%) of teachers in specialised high schools; however, they also expressed doubt about the benefits of linking curriculum with existing NTQs if these did not sufficiently reflect the needs of industry.

This problem can be solved by regular assessments of industry needs, reflecting these needs in the development of NTQs, and encouraging increased industry participation in vocational education. The implementation of recognition of prior learning assessment processes will also help students to avoid the repetition of already acquired skills and knowledge.

(5) Suggestions for school–industry cooperation

Students in vocational pathways in Korea must participate in OJT as specified in the Vocational Education Promotion Act. Almost three-quarters (72.5%) of the teachers in the survey sample indicated that the quality of OJT could be improved if enterprises employed specialists to conduct the training. Enterprises providing OJT for students should take note of the demands of teachers and make every effort to improve the quality of OJT. To do so they may seek assistance from leading industrial organisations such as the Chamber of Commerce and other associations representing the needs of different industry sectors.

Over 95% of teachers believed that enterprises could help to improve the success of specialist education by providing OJT opportunities and upgrading the quality of training (99.3%), providing information on industry trends and changes in work responsibilities and employment conditions (96.5%), and providing employment opportunities for graduates (95.8%).

(6) Suggestions for the government

When teacher respondents were asked to indicate what actions could be taken by the government to invigorate OJT for students, the majority (77.5%) asserted that the government could help schools select and access information on potential OJT providers. This confirms the need for government to assist schools to locate appropriate enterprises to provide OJT and to build mutual linkages. To do this the government could enact legislation that provides guidelines on the ratification of agreements and on monitoring the extent to which the terms of the agreement are applied. Such legal institutions should then be carefully and continuously managed.

Teachers suggested four major government initiatives to ensure the success of specialised education. These included: the provision of financial support to cover the costs of facilities and
equipment for practical education (97.2%), provision of information on industry trends, changes in work responsibilities and employment opportunities (95.7%). They also suggested an expansion of the school's autonomy in management (94.4%). Translating these suggestions into practical policy should be placed on the educational agenda of the government.

2) The 2+1 program in technical high schools

(1) Educational goals

When asked to indicate what was the main educational goal of the 2+1 system, well over half of the teachers (59.2%) indicated that they believed the program aims to help students in both their academic and career pursuits in sectors relevant to their study areas. The second most frequently reported aim was to assist students to find employment related to their educational background (35.3%). These results indicate that, although teachers believe that the 2+1 program aims to prepare students for both employment and higher education, there was a tendency to emphasise preparation for employment over preparation for higher education. This conclusion becomes more plausible when results are compared with findings from survey responses of teachers in specialised high schools. Here, as much as 78.2% of the specialised school sample indicates that assisting both employment and academic pursuits of students was the prime educational goal, with just 11.3% indicating that the preparing students for employment was the primary goal.

Teachers were asked to select the ideal policy for enabling the progression of students in the 2+1 program to tertiary institutions. Nearly half (48.9%) of the teachers chose the option of expanding special screening opportunities for vocational college or four-year university applicants to continue their study in the same area. The figure is comparable to 56.0% of teachers in specialised high schools who chose this response to a similar question. However, the two sample groups varied in their preference for the option of ‘offering greater tertiary education opportunities for students who have worked in an enterprise for a set period of time after graduation’. While 35.3% of the teachers in the 2+1 program felt this was an ideal policy, only 8.5% of the teachers in specialised high schools preferred this over other options. It appears that instructors in the 2+1 program generally recognise the importance of helping students advance to tertiary education immediately following graduation, but also believe there is value in giving students further educational opportunities after they have gained some experience of work. In view of these findings it would make good sense to consider providing opportunities for graduates of the 2+1 program who are in employment the chance to continue education at the tertiary level. In fact, such a policy has been proposed a number of times as an ideal way to satisfy the needs for tertiary education of students in the vocational pathway.

(2) Students’ reasons for choosing the 2+1 program and plans for the future

The survey results indicate, that in general, students who chose to take up the 2+1 program in 2002 tended to have based their decision on their previous academic record in the junior high school. Over half of the teachers in technical high schools offering the 2+1 program felt that the students’ choice of the program was influenced by their junior high school grades (54.0%). Only 30.7% believed that students had chosen the program to increase their chances of finding employment. A similar discrepancy between what the program sought to achieve and what actually motivated students to choose it, is also evident in the 2+1 programs in technical high schools. These findings highlight the necessity for finding effective ways to attract to the 2+1 program those students who see it as a way to fulfil their interests and aptitudes, rather than those students whose poor academic records leave them no alternatives but to settle for the 2+1 option.

The survey also found that students participating in the 2+1 program planned to seek employment after graduation and then pursue tertiary education at a later time. About half of the teachers in the sample group (50.5%) identified this as the typical plan for students in their school. In contrast, the survey of specialised high schools produced a different outcome, as just over two-thirds of the teacher sample (66.9%) indicated that most students aspired to enter tertiary institution after
graduation. Keeping this in mind, the key issue relates to providing support to students who would like to resume education after acquiring some experience in the workforce. Currently, existing workers with vocational high school backgrounds and a certain amount of work experience have a number of alternatives if they want to pursue tertiary education while still in work. They may enter an advanced program in a vocational college, or enter a cyber university program administered under the *Lifelong Education Act*. They may also choose to commence an evening program offered in a vocational college or four-year university. Despite the existence of these options, workers have a difficult time in finding sufficient financial support to enable them to return to education and enter one of these programs. This is because there are only a few enterprises that provide financial assistance to help workers meet tuition costs, and available assistance from government sources is limited to low-interest loans. In developing a viable policy for enabling existing workers to return to education, consideration should be given to using part of the employment insurance funds to provide support to working students.

(3) *Work competency of students*

Teachers in the sample technical high schools were asked to compare the work competency of students in the 2+1 program with that of students in the regular program. There was a tendency to rate the competency of students in the 2+1 program as similar to that of students in the regular program in all competencies apart from the *effort applied to acquire vocational qualifications for the specific purpose of developing one’s competency*. In this respect students in the regular program were believed to outmatch their cohorts in the 2+1 program. However students in the 2+1 program were rated as superior to regular students in terms of employment rate (69.5%), rate of employment in a sector relevant to one’s specialisation (63.4%), and the readiness to meet challenges in one’s occupation (61.0%). These outcomes provide evidence of the positive functions of the 2+1 program in technical high schools and its effectiveness in preparing students to enter the labour market.

(4) *Implementation of the 2+1 system in technical high schools and suggestions for improvement*

When teachers were asked whether or not their school had carried out an assessment of manpower or skills demands of industry to develop the 2+1 program, the response was generally disappointing. Only 5.5% of the teachers confirmed that a thorough needs assessment had been conducted, indicating that current industry needs are not being adequately reflected in the 2+1 curriculum. The obstacles to conducting a thorough needs assessment identified by teachers in the technical high school sample were similar to those identified by teachers in the specialised high schools. The greatest difficulty for both groups related to the lack of adequate reference materials. About 45% of technical high school teachers reported this as the main reason for their school not undertaking a needs assessment. If schools are to be able to reflect in their curriculum the current skills and knowledge required by industry, then it is important that they be given the necessary data and information resources that will enable them to develop a curriculum responsive to industry needs. The government may help schools by providing them with access to the data and information resources that they require.

Despite its importance, practical education in the 2+1 program is limited. The greatest obstacle to providing this education was the lack of facilities and equipment due to budget constraints. This was selected as a main problem by 53.6% of the sample. Second to this was the lack of references or guidelines for practical instruction, which 24.6% of the teachers pointed to as the main problem. It seems that if practical education is to become a reality for 2+1 students, there will need to be extra financial assistance available to schools for the purchase of facilities and equipment. Increased government subsidy, indeed, would help schools acquire the necessary material and equipment for conducting educational programs to enable students to engage in practice and experimentation.

The teachers in the 2+1 program evaluated the adequacy of existing textbooks in a similar way to teachers in specialised high schools. Here 54.1% of the sample identified as the greatest problem the discrepancy between textbook content and the knowledge required to meet the demands and conditions existing in the real workplace. One of the key tasks to ensure the program’s success is to
increase the relevance of textbooks used in the 2+1 program to reflect the knowledge and skill required by industry.

The survey also found that a greater proportion of teachers assessed the 2+1 curriculum as bearing some relevance to the NTQs in its content and the advantage it gives students in qualifications testing and other processes. There were 53.8% of who believed this to be so compared with 26.1% who felt that the curriculum had no relevance to the NTQs. These findings imply that, although the 2+1 curriculum is somewhat connected to the NTQs, this may not be adequate to guarantee effectiveness of the program. Similar efforts that are demanded in the case of specialised high schools should also be made for the 2+1 program; that is, regular assessments of industry needs, and the reflection of these needs in the curriculum, and a strengthening of the relationship between the curriculum and the NTQs.

(5) Suggestions for school–industry cooperation

Almost three-quarters (70.1%) of the respondents to the survey were of the opinion that there was a major problem with OJT. It was often provided by enterprises which lacked experienced and expert trainers, was limited in substance and was used only as a means of recruiting new workers. This raises the need for institutionalising OJT as well as improving its effectiveness. When asked for reasons for students failing to complete OJT, nearly half (45.3%) explained that the tasks given to the trainees were often too demanding. Others attributed this to the fact that students in OJT were disappointed when they realised the limited career prospects available to them (16.9%). The survey results confirmed the common criticism of OJT that enterprises more often than not take advantage of their trainees by assigning them to menial tasks and neglecting to provide them with the promised training. This means that, on the one hand, enterprises should pay more attention to and concentrate on delivering the original purpose of OJT and on the other hand, the government should strengthen its involvement in the supervision of workplace practice in OJT.

Another problem that has frequently been raised regarding the 2+1 system is that a considerable number of graduates choose not to stay in the job they have found. Some teachers explained this to be a result of dissatisfaction with the working environment (34.2%), others indicated that students leave their jobs to prepare for entrance into tertiary education (31.5%), and still others felt students were too disillusioned about their career prospects to stay in the job (24.5%). The survey shows that there are multiple factors moving graduates of 2+1 programs to abandon their jobs. Some factors appear more personal, while others seem to be embedded in the conditions of the workplace. However, even the ostensibly personal objective of seeking tertiary education may be in fact a response to unsatisfying employment conditions. The key to reducing this problem may be held by enterprises. In fact, enterprises could improve working conditions by increasing remuneration and improving the work environment. Furthermore, they may also provide their employees with the opportunity to continue their education.

Given a list of changes enterprises can make to improve OJT in the 2+1 program, the sample’s most popular choice was for enterprises to employ training specialists and improve the quality of training (41.3%). A substantial number of respondents also asked enterprises to refrain from expecting trainees to participate overly in production (29.9%). Therefore, the two priority tasks for enterprises are to enhance the quality of training on the one hand, and significantly reduce the involvement of trainees in actual production.

The teachers also evaluated the importance of possible contributions that enterprises can make to the promotion of the 2+1 program. There was most support for providing OJT opportunities for students and enhancing the quality of training (95.1%), providing employment opportunities for graduates (94.6%), and providing information on industrial trends, shifts in work responsibilities and employment opportunities (93.5%). The results reconfirmed the need for enterprises to provide students with adequate opportunities for OJT, improve the effectiveness of training, increase employment opportunities for graduates of 2+1 programs and make available information on labour market trends.
(6) Suggestions for the government

Teachers in 2+1 programs were asked to identify the primary form of assistance that the government could provide to foster OJT of students. The majority (63.1%) responded that the government could assist schools to select appropriate OJT providers and give them adequate information about these enterprises. Others requested that the government monitor the actual training provided in the workplace and demand the correction of irregular practices (16.3%).

There was general support for the government implementation of a variety of practical strategies to improve the effectiveness of the 2+1 program. These related to improving the quality of information on industry and workplace trends, texts, training and supply of trainers. It also included the provision of financial assistance for the purchasing of facilities, equipment and materials for practical training, and opportunities for graduates to participate in tertiary education. There was also support for expanding school autonomy in the management of the 2+1 program, assisting schools to select OJT enterprises, monitoring the actual training provided in OJT, providing graduates with preferential treatment in military service, and awarding students certificates which recognise the particular specialisation on completion of OJT. There was most support for the concept of exempting graduates from military service duties if they were employed by their OJT provider (90.8%), issuing certificates which recognise the students’ achievement of competency on completion of OJT (89.7%), and expanding schools’ autonomy in management (85.9%). Providing graduates with preferential treatment during military service duties, licensing without requiring students to undertake separate skills testing, and ensuring that schools are given the required management autonomy. These were all confirmed as priority tasks for the government.

3) Articulation programs in vocational high schools and vocational colleges

(1) Educational goals

When asked to identify what they believed to be the prime objective of the articulation program, professors in vocational colleges were divided between two important goals. One of the identified goals was to provide tertiary-level education that follows continuously from the secondary education in the vocational high schools, but without any repetition of unnecessary content (44.3%). The other was to recruit enough students to meet the school’s quota (42.7%) for first year students. These findings provide some indication that the articulation program is achieving its intended function of providing continuing vocational education. They also indicate that the program serves as a means to meet student quotas in vocational colleges that are finding it increasingly difficult to recruit students.

When the same question was addressed to instructors in vocational high schools, 51.1% of the sample replied that, in the main, the articulation program seeks to train students to become specialists through continuing education; 28.4% responded that it aims to fulfil student aspirations for tertiary education. This information provides evidence of the high level of teacher understanding about the main espoused aim of the articulation program which is to enhance students’ professionalism through continuing education.

When the responses of the two sample groups are compared, it appears that, although vocational high school teachers are fully aware of the goals of articulation programs, the same cannot be said of professors in vocational colleges. It is clear that vocational colleges should try to educate their faculty on the ultimate goal of the articulation program, and to organise their component of the program to better achieve this goal.
(2) Problems of student selection

The survey asked both vocational college professors and vocational high school teachers to identify the problems they have encountered in the process of student selection. The dominant concern among professors concerned admission into college of students who did not have the learning ability required, thereby lowering the quality of college education (60.3%). This indicates that there are serious problems with current vocational high school education. However, this problem may be addressed by providing supplementary or bridging classes to help those students who have entered college education via an articulation program, and who may require extra support to participate meaningfully in tertiary education.

When teachers in vocational high schools were asked to identify the main criterion used in selecting participants for the articulation program, the sample group was almost evenly divided between two responses. Almost 40% (39.9%) of the teachers indicated that applicants were screened according to their academic record, and 32.6% responded that they referred to the criteria proposed by their partner vocational college. Neither of these responses indicates that careful account is taken of the students’ aptitudes or wishes. The teachers were also asked to indicate the problems experienced by students participating in the articulation program. That students lacked proper understanding of the program was the response offered by 35.3% of teachers while 26.6% replied that students often dropped out of the program. In view of these responses, it is clear that students need to be better educated about the main purposes and objectives of the articulation program.

(3) Work competency of students

Professors were requested to compare the work competency of students in the regular and the articulation programs. Students in articulation programs were rated as superior to their cohorts in the regular program in terms of the ability to apply knowledge in their specialisation (57.6%), the efforts made to develop one’s competency (53.4%), and the readiness to meet career challenges (49.7%). Overall, students in the regular program were generally given equal or lower rating than articulation students in relation to the ability to use basic computer skills, analyse information, apply creative problem-solving, plan and organise tasks, and negotiate and make decisions. Articulation students were also believed to be superior in obtaining jobs related to their specialisation (51%). Based on these findings, the articulation program can be judged to be providing positive outcomes for students. These results also imply that students in the articulation program have relatively higher employability than those in the regular program.

(4) Implementation of the articulation program and suggestions for improvement

As in other vocational education programs, it was found that not enough effort was made to assess the needs of the industry. Only 19.4% of the professors reported that their college conducted a detailed analysis of these demands. This provides substantial indication that programs probably do not sufficiently reflect the needs of the workplace. Careful research and assessment of manpower and/or skills demands of industry and use of these findings in curriculum development should become the standard practice for promoting school-to-work transition processes for students in the vocational pathway. Professors attribute the neglect of these important tasks mainly to the lack of assistance from enterprises (29.9%), and the school budget constraints (24.5%). Solving these problems requires the support of enterprises as well as increased investment by the schools themselves.

Limited budget is the main cause of another major problem in the articulation program at the tertiary level. As much as 52.1% of the sample indicated that lack of funding and the consequent shortage of facilities and equipment were the key reasons for sufficient practical education not being included in the curriculum. Again, vocational colleges need to expand the financial support provided for articulation programs if effective education is to occur for students in these pathways.

Well over half (59.9%) of professors believed that the content of courses in the articulation program curriculum were relevant to the NTQs, outnumbering the 18.2% who saw little relevance.
between the two. As previously mentioned (for specialised high schools and the 2+1 program in technical high schools), the effectiveness of the articulation program is contingent upon how the government improves the NTQs framework.

The survey also collected information on the development and management of articulation programs. The dominant response among vocational high school teachers was that the existing curriculum for vocational high school students was implemented without significant changes (49.7%); only 24.9% replied that a new curriculum was developed to suit the articulation program. This indicates that there has been limited effort in developing specific curriculum for the articulation program. Regarding the issue of insufficient focus on practice and experimentation in the curriculum, the majority of teachers pointed to the lack of budget to purchase the necessary materials and equipment (64.0%). Another prominent problem was the lack of reference materials or guidelines for use in practical instruction (22.9%). To improve these situations and to encourage increased focus on practical education in the articulation programs requires increased government provision of financial assistance and supply of reference materials.

(5) Cooperation between colleges and high schools in the vocational pathway

The survey asked respondent professors to rate how well vocational colleges were carrying out the responsibilities required for successful implementation of the articulation programs. In general, colleges were perceived to be providing professional development for relevant staff, recruiting extra professors to meet curriculum requirements, promoting collaboration and support from industry, and increasing the scope of participation of high school teachers. Faculties were also seen to be actively involved in the articulation program. However, 43.9% of the sample indicated that vocational colleges were not trying hard enough to offer separate courses for students admitted via the articulation program. Vocational colleges should take note of these responses in promoting their cooperation with high schools.

Instructors in vocational high schools in turn were asked to rate their partner college on each of these responsibilities. Negative responses outnumbered the positive for all of the items, a sharp break from the evaluations given by college professors. High school teachers were of the opinion that the colleges were not trying hard enough to expand the role of high school teachers in the articulation program (54.2%), and that they did not apply enough effort to offer separate courses for students admitted via the articulation program (53.7%). They also believed that vocational colleges applied little effort to promoting cooperation and support from enterprises (50.0%). The discrepancy of opinions between instructors at the secondary and the tertiary levels, highlights the need to improve institutional linkages for fostering shared understanding. Moreover, vocational colleges should try to determine why their partners in the secondary institutions view their efforts in this negative way. This can help to identify the root causes of these problems so that effective solutions can be implemented. Seeking government assistance to identify problems and develop and implement solutions can also be helpful.

The survey made a similar request to both sample groups to understand how hard vocational high schools have tried to ensure the success of the articulation programs. Professors believed that vocational high schools had worked hard in most cases to make the programs work. There was one exception and this related to the limited attempt made to improve the educational curriculum. In this regard, 32.8% of professors believed that the vocational high schools had been deficient. This means that, according to professors in vocational colleges, high schools have been adequately performing their major responsibilities as organisers of the articulation program. Interestingly, teachers in vocational high schools themselves were not as positive about the effort of their own schools and their ratings on all of the items were relatively low. These results may be attributed to schools giving mediocre attention and support for their own articulation programs. The survey found that 35.4% of teachers believed that their schools did not work hard enough to improve the curriculum. This is one area that needs major attention.

With regard to the exchange of staff between partners in the articulation program, the survey also discovered that certain forms of personnel exchange between programs were not practised as much
as they should be, with 54.2% of professors indicating that insufficient numbers of high school teachers were invited by their college to deliver lectures; 39.8% also reported that professors and high school teachers did not collaborate enough to organise special classes during school breaks. These results suggest that there is an opportunity to enrich articulation programs by strengthening collaborative activities between professors and high school teachers. Various forms of staff exchange, including cooperation in organising special programs during vacations, may be fostered for this purpose.

The responses of vocational teachers to the same question supported these findings, with a greater percentage of vocational high school teachers indicating that the various forms of exchange did not take place. The least frequently occurring opportunities for teacher exchange were invitations for lectures to be delivered by high school teachers to college students in the articulation program. Just under two-thirds (66.1%) of the sample indicated this did not happen sufficiently in practice. Nearly as many respondents, 65.4%, noted that vocational high school teachers did not often participate in giving special lectures for college students during the semester; 59.0% indicated that professors and teachers did not collaborate as much as they should to organise special programs for high school students during their school breaks. These responses contrast with the more positive views given by professors on this issue. Faculty in vocational colleges should, therefore, try to find out why teachers have such negative opinions on the current practice of staff exchange. In doing so, they should also develop solutions that can effect significant improvement in this respect.

(6) Suggestions for school–industry cooperation

Given a list of contributions that could be made by enterprises to foster OJT for students in the articulation program, about half (52.1%) of the professors agreed that enterprises could secure more training experts (specialists) to upgrade the quality of their training. This suggests that educators see the need for a more professional delivery of OJT by enterprises.

The survey provided professors with a list of activities that could be performed by enterprises to improve the articulation program. Respondents generally agreed to all of the suggestions. Most eagerly received was the idea that enterprises should provide OJT opportunities for students in the articulation program and upgrade the quality of training (92.2%). Nearly as many professors confirmed the recommendations for offering employment opportunities to graduates of articulation programs (89.6%), and for disseminating information on relevant industrial trends, shift in work responsibilities, and employment opportunities (88.0%). Responses from the vocational teacher group were quite similar: 84.7% agreed that enterprises should provide OJT to students and upgrade its effectiveness; 84.2% said that enterprises should support vocational institutes in accessing facilities and equipment necessary for experimentation and practice. The great majority of teachers would also appreciate information on industrial trends, changes in work responsibilities, and on employment opportunities (79.9%). The results provide strong recommendation for enterprises to: offer students OJT; make training more meaningful and effective; help graduates find jobs; make information on labour market conditions available; and provide schools with access to facilities and equipment for practical education.

(7) Suggestions for the government

Responding professors hoped that the government might offer more active support for improving the quality of OJT. Most requested was government assistance in finding the right OJT provider and providing information on the recommended enterprise. As much as 54.5% indicated that this should be the priority for the government.

Professors generally agreed to all suggestions for improving government support for the overall success of the articulation program. Most widely favoured was financial subsidy for the purchasing of equipment and facilities for practical education supported by 89.6% of the respondents. Second most popular (endorsed by 80.2% of respondents) was the suggestion for the government to disseminate information on industrial trends, shifts in work responsibilities and employment opportunities. Helping colleges find the appropriate OJT provider and monitoring the training
activities in the field was another function that 77.1% of the professors felt the government could perform. Vocational high school teachers gave similar responses. For both vocational colleges and high schools, the government could best support their articulation program by financially supporting experimentation and practice, by providing useful labour market information, helping them find the right OJT provider, and monitoring the training activities conducted in the workplace.

4) Customised education in vocational colleges

(1) Educational goals
To discover how professors involved in customised education perceived the various goals of their program, the survey asked them to rate the emphasis given by their institution to each educational objective. The three most important goals as identified by respondents were: training the workforce demanded by industry (87.9%); strengthening school–industry collaboration (87.8%); and ensuring employment opportunities for graduates (86.1%). These results indicate that the professors’ views on what customised education should achieve coincide with the original intention of the program.

(2) Target group and mode of program management
The two largest groups participating in customised education were identified by just over 90% of respondents as students in vocational colleges (93.8%) and employed workers (91.3%). At present, most of the employed workers in customised programs are those who are supported by their enterprises to obtain an academic degree. However, there is a need to expand the customised education program to encourage and enable the average worker also to participate in training.

The customised educational programs in vocational colleges are organised in different ways: 88.5% of the professors replied that their college had contracts with enterprises to offer a two-year regular program, and in doing so was continually developing and implementing new curriculum (88.5%). Meanwhile, 82.7% of the sample acknowledged that their school had established re-skilling programs under contract with enterprises for their employees. In addition, 72.3% said that their school had contracts with enterprises to conduct two-year regular programs based on existing curricula.

When asked to identify where customised education takes place in their college, the majority of the respondents replied that customised programs are conducted on campus by the most closely relevant department in the college as part of its special program (58.8%). Also commonly found is the practice of dividing the program between the on-campus sessions and field visits to enterprises (32.4%). This indicates that, although the delivery of customised education happens mostly on campus, there are substantial instances of colleges taking the training to the actual work site.

The issue of which organisation funded customised education was also addressed in the survey. The majority, at 60.0%, reported that their college received no financial support for customised programs from the enterprises with which they have signed contracts to deliver training. Nevertheless, 39.4% of the respondents acknowledged that their college had received funding from some but not all of their partner enterprises. This indicates that there is limited sharing of the financial burden on the part of enterprises. The question of why some enterprises are prepared to provide financial support while others do not is a question for further investigation.

(3) Work competency of students
Professors were requested to refer to their teaching experience to compare the competency of students in the customised program and the regular program. They tended to rate students in the customised programs as superior to those in regular programs on a wide range of competencies. These included the ability to: apply knowledge related to their area of specialisation, use computer skills, analyse information, solve problems in a creative manner, plan and organise tasks, negotiate and make decisions, and live in harmony with others. Students in customised programs were also
judged to be superior in readiness to meet career challenges, and the effort they applied to achieving national qualifications to develop their competencies. They also had better rates of employment in general, and employment in a field that was related to their study major. These findings may provide some indicators of the success of the customised education program in terms of specific and generic competencies students require in the workplace.

(4) Implementation of the customised programs and suggestions for improvement

The survey asked the sample group whether, in developing the customised education program, their school had researched the manpower and/or skills demands of industry. More than half of the respondents (59.5%) indicated that, at a general level, this had been done. As much as 37.6% of the sample confirmed that their school had carried out a detailed needs assessment. This is in contrast to other vocational education programs already discussed, and indicates that, in the case of customised educational programs, substantial effort has been made to reflect in the curriculum the actual demands of industry.

The issue of insufficient practical education found across the vocational education sector was also raised with professors involved in customised education, with 62.0% claiming that budget constraints limited the purchase of equipment and materials which in turn prevented the delivery of effective practical education. Others identified as the main obstacle the lack of reference materials and guidelines for practical instruction (15.1%). The best way to foster practical education in customised programs seems to be increased financial support provided by the government and/or the colleges themselves.

Concerning the relevance of the customised curriculum to the NTQ framework, respondents who acknowledged that there was a close relationship between the two (70.9%) far outnumbered those who saw little relevance (16.3%). In view of these results, it may be safe to conclude that the customised programs are closely related to the NTQs.

The sample group was asked to rate how much emphasis their vocational college placed on strategies for enhancing the program’s effectiveness. In general, colleges were perceived to emphasise the importance of: fostering the participation of enterprises; promoting the understanding and participation of faculty; developing and utilising new curriculum and learning materials; securing college funding; and promoting the exchange of staff and material resources and information with enterprises. The strategy most emphasised among them was the effort to develop and implement specific curriculum for customised education (90.7%). The same proportion of respondents emphasised the development and promotion of the use of new textbooks for customised education (90.7%). Other priority actions included promoting the faculty’s understanding of customised education and participation in its delivery (83.2%) and exchange of information with enterprises (82.1%).

(5) Suggestions for school–industry cooperation

The survey results indicated that professors found insufficient cooperation between their college and partner enterprises with regard to financial assistance, provision of facilities and equipment, and involvement of company specialists in program development. For example, 54.4% felt that enterprises could lend more financial assistance to cover the costs of curriculum development and management, and 44.2% suggested that enterprises could provide access to certain facilities and equipment for use in educational delivery. In short, vocational colleges would greatly appreciate material contribution from their partner enterprises, such as funding, and access to facilities and equipment.
(6) Suggestions for the government

Recommendations for the government to advance the customised educational program were generally well received by the sample group. Most enthusiastically endorsed was the recommendation for the government to support colleges in acquiring the facilities and equipment needed for practical education (95.3%). Respondents also favoured the idea that the government provide information on industrial trends, assert a shift in work responsibilities and provide employment opportunities (93.0%). The government should also help colleges find the right OJT provider and monitor their training practices (79.2%). In sum, professors were hoping for the government to take a greater initiative in providing support for their programs. They would especially appreciate the material support for practice and experimentation, up-to-date information on the labour market, assistance in selecting the appropriate OJT provider, and monitoring of training activities in the field.
V. Summary and conclusions

1. Improving institutional arrangements for effective school-to-work transition

A. Australia

This study has focused on the preparation stage of the transition-to-work process. It has examined the operation of training reforms from extant research and available training statistics, and has canvassed information from teachers and vocational education coordinators in secondary schools, lecturers in TAFE colleges and representatives of group training companies.

It is clear that arrangements for ensuring that system reforms are being implemented are in place. Arrangements to ensure that the system adequately reflects the needs of industry can be observed in the increased industry coverage of training packages. Arrangements to ensure that students have access to a national system of qualifications are also in place. This can be observed in the increased uptake of AQF qualifications, and the introduction of more stringent methods for quality assurance. In addition, there has been an opening-up of the apprenticeship pathways to school students and to mature-age students, and an increased uptake of these pathways by these groups. There has also been a dramatic increase in VET in Schools programs which enable students to combine school studies with workplace learning to acquire VET qualifications in addition to completing their senior secondary certificate. These arrangements have been especially dependent on effective linkages between schools and industry. Although the training market has been opened up to enable private providers to provide training for apprentices and trainees, it is clear that the public TAFE system has also examined its practices to make itself more client-sensitive and entrepreneurial. This has been done by the adoption of ‘flexible delivery’ which enables students to decide when, where and how they will undertake their training. This means they can decide the pace at which they complete their training and the methods by which they undertake their training. They may opt for traditional on-campus classroom approaches; distance learning using traditional print resources, e-learning, video conferencing; and self-paced learning on-campus or off-campus. However, in most cases many of these approaches are used in combination.

It is clear from the findings of the survey that the various transition pathways available to Australian secondary school students and school leavers are perceived to provide students with an introduction to skills, knowledge and experience that will give them a headstart in the world of work. However, there continue to be some difficulties related to effective implementation.

1) Adequate time for training and work

If students are to prepare for a successful transition from school to work, they need to be able to spend adequate amounts of time in industry acquiring appropriate industry-specific skills and experience. This is especially the case for school-based part-time apprentices and trainees who need to be engaged in meaningful on-job activities as part of their contract of training. Information from group training company representatives (especially in the traditional trade areas of engineering and construction) indicates that the amount of time available to students to complete work-based
projects is one of the major factors which discourages employers from taking on school-based part-time apprentices.

The issue of insufficient time for all students in VET programs to learn industry-specific skills is not just a school concern. It is also clear that, in some cases, VET secondary school students (including apprentices and trainees) are not getting the attention they require from workplace supervisors. If these pathways are to enable all students to make a successful transition to work, then it is clear that sufficient time within training programs needs to be allocated for the development of workplace skills and experience. It also means that employers must take seriously the responsibility for ensuring that students in their workplaces are given the appropriate attention and guidance that is required. Such an issue can be jointly addressed by schools, other VET providers and employers working together to establish suitable guidelines.

2) **Teachers with appropriate expertise and industry experience**

Access to teachers with appropriate expertise and industry experience is a major factor in the development of skills and knowledge for students in school-based or post-school VET pathways. However, the findings of this study indicate that there is room for increasing the amount of professional development or in-service training available for both teachers in schools and lecturers in TAFE colleges so that they acquire, or further develop, the expertise and experience to provide adequate skills training. Such activities should focus on improving teacher knowledge of current industry practice, effective training and assessment processes and new equipment and materials.

3) **Formal pathways between secondary school and institutions of further education and training**

The establishment of formal inter-linking pathways between secondary schools and institutions of further education and training are essential if the transition to work of students is to be smooth and uncomplicated. Such pathways, however, are dependent on clear dialogue between partner institutions to identify the competency standards to be acquired in initial training. This will help to ensure that unnecessary repetition of training is avoided and prior learning provides the foundation for more advanced studies.

4) **Adequate equipment, facilities and materials**

The development of skills and knowledge is dependent on the practical application of skills during learning. This requires access to adequate and up-to-date facilities, materials and equipment. There are two major ways in which secondary and post-secondary institutions may provide students with adequate access to materials and equipment. One is to have sufficient equipment and materials available within the institutions themselves, the other is to arrange to use the materials and equipment held by partner institutions or industry.

Having sufficient and appropriate equipment and materials in institutions themselves makes sense in terms of providing immediate access to facilities, materials and equipment for students and teachers at the place where the learning occurs. This is especially important for schools in country regions, which may be distant from TAFE, or other post-school VET providers. However, the provision of immediate access to equipment and materials in schools has major resource implications for educational systems and institutions with small budgets or small numbers of students in particular programs. This is why Australian school cluster arrangements for the pooling of resources makes a lot of sense. Before schools or school clusters embark on costly purchases of equipment and materials, however, they should also investigate whether or not there are other ways to access these. There is no need to duplicate in schools, the expertise, equipment, facilities and materials that are already available in TAFE or other post-school VET institutions. Rather, there is a need to consolidate the linkages between schools and other providers, so that best use is made of the considerable expertise, resources and facilities already available. In addition, there is a need to explore how best to develop networks with employers, so that schools, TAFEs and other VET
providers can access the up-to-date facilities and equipment available in industry. Industry sponsorship of certain programs is another way in which access to equipment and materials can be provided.

5) **Flexible school timetables**

In view of the concern with the lack of flexibility in school timetables to enable students to spend sufficient time in the workplace to learn skills and complete tasks to appropriate standards, there is a need for schools to improve the flexibility of their school timetables. This means integrating vocational education programs with normal school activities, either by introducing a separate timetable line, or by introducing a four-day week (or similar arrangement), so that a specific time is set aside to enable VET students to attend to work and other training obligations. Such arrangements may help students to better balance their work, school and training responsibilities so that they can avoid any undue pressures.

Some schools currently schedule time for industry practical experience during school holidays. Although this practice may help to solve problems posed by conflicting timetables during the school term, it also signals to students that there is a penalty for taking up VET programs. Keeping in mind that teachers must also be available to monitor such activities during holiday time, it may also decrease the motivation of teachers to engage in the delivery of VET training programs.

6) **Formal structures to support transition processes**

The establishment of a national qualifications framework like the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) provides a formal structure for recognising the skills students acquire at different stages in preparing to make the transition to work, or to further education and training and then to work. It also provides a formal structure to enable students to move freely along the pathways and between the education sectors.

The smooth operation of such a framework depends on the acceptance of initial qualifications by institutions delivering higher-level qualifications. This means that post-school institutions need to be assured of the integrity of training and assessment processes that take place within the school. One way to increase the confidence of post-school training institutions with training and assessment which has been undertaken in schools is to implement adequate systems for quality assurance. The Australian Quality Training Framework specifies standards for the registration of training organisations or for the accreditation of courses. It also specifies the standards for the registration of course-accrediting bodies. The continued monitoring of the implementation of these standards is crucial to the delivery of quality training.

The establishment of formal credit transfer arrangements between institutions may also be another way to ensure that adequate attention is paid to prior learning gained in initial programs. Although such formal arrangements may not avoid instances of training providers requiring students to undertake more training before they go on with advanced programs, they are a first step to ensuring that unnecessary repetition of content is avoided.

7) **Access to adequate training in appropriate habits for work and training**

Students need to develop appropriate work habits if they are to make a successful transition to work or to further training and then to work. Appropriate work habits in terms of punctuality, courtesy to colleagues and superiors, willingness to learn and to take orders, and respect for others are essential habits for students to acquire and should be emphasised in their training prior to entering the workplace. In addition, it is important to prepare students to take their place in the adult environment of the post-school institution where they must show maturity and self-discipline in their interactions with lecturers and other students.

There may be a number of explanations for why some secondary school students display inappropriate behaviour in the post-school VET classroom. Firstly, they may not be motivated by
the subject matter of the training program itself, and as a result, engage in disruptive and unacceptable behaviour. Secondly, they may not have well-developed literacy and numeracy skills to enable them to effectively engage in training programs that require them to take responsibility for their own learning, and to read instructions, explanations and other text-based forms of underpinning knowledge. Thirdly, they may not have the time-management skills to enable them to complete assignments on time.

If students are to make a successful transition to the world of work or to further training and then to work, it is important for them to have the basic literacy and numeracy skills required for engagement in meaningful learning. Although post-school institutions should have adequate provision of learning support, the provision of literacy and numeracy training should be a major priority of secondary school institutions.

There is also a case for insisting that students undergo study skills training where effective time-management strategies are reinforced and students are made aware of the need to allocate sufficient time to training responsibilities. In addition, there is a need for students to be sufficiently aware of employer expectations before they go into the workplace.

8) Adequate information on industry needs

Although the training packages themselves have been based on close consultation with industry, there is also a need for training institutions to have access to adequate information on the skill needs of local industries. This can be done by institutions either undertaking their own formal industry needs analyses, or developing partnerships with industry bodies to regularly update this information. Information on industry needs can also be collected by providers through regular industry visits, and dialogue with employers and workplace trainers. In canvassing the needs of local industries, training providers can customise training to meet local needs and ensure that their training remains relevant. However, they must also be aware that students require training that is not only attuned to the needs of local industry but also meets the needs of particular occupations regardless of the enterprise in which on-the-job training occurs. A focus on local needs, in addition to general occupational requirements, will ensure that students acquire relevant training, and skills and knowledge that can be easily transferred to other enterprises and locations.

B. Korea

The school-to-work transition of students in VE institutes is an inter-linking three-stage process of school-based preparation for the transition, the process of actual transition to working life, and the outcome achieved at the end of the transition. This study specifically focuses on the preparation stage for two reasons: one, because a substantial portion of Korean secondary and tertiary-level students participate in vocational education; two, because effective strategies or measures for their school-to-work transition can make a significant contribution to the national development of human resources, currently a major concern of government.

Opinions may vary among scholars and nations about what constitutes effective measures for school-to-work transition of students in vocational pathways. The analysis of past research on this topic has indicated that effective measures in the Korean context are varied. These include maintaining the motivation of students in VE institutes to pursue careers as highly skilled workers, and providing educational programs that reflect the needs of industry, and are linked to national technical qualifications. They also include the fostering of school–industry collaboration for the delivery of OJT and the provision of career counselling, and continuing government support for these activities.

The Korean researchers in this joint project adopted the following strategies to identify effective measures for promoting the transition from VE institutes to the world of work. First, they looked at policies and educational systems identified by the Korean Government as important areas for VE reform. At the secondary level, these included the specialised vocational high school and the
2+1 system in technical high schools. At the higher education level, these included articulation programs between vocational colleges and vocational high schools and customised educational programs. Second, they carried out a survey of vocational teachers and professors to examine current operations in VE institutes and identify suggestions for improvement. Teachers and professors were chosen as the sample group because of their extensive field experience as educators and their responsibilities for implementing educational reform policies promoted by the government. Their expertise, researchers believed, would provide meaningful suggestions for improvement. The results of the survey confirmed this. Third, the survey results were then analysed to outline a set of effective measures. Finally, researchers examined findings of research conducted respectively in Korea and Australia, and determined implications for the two countries.

The following section discusses what the government, enterprises, and VE institutes should do to support school-to-work transition in Korea.

1) Motivating students in VE institutions

While it is important to run efficient systems to facilitate the preparation stage of the transition process, just as critical to success is keeping students motivated in pursuing a career as a highly skilled worker. Unfortunately, most students who enter VE institutes choose to do so, not because their aptitude or interest leads them toward a vocational pathway, but because their prior academic record provides them with few alternatives. With such lack of genuine motivation among students, measures to support school-to-work transition are often ineffective. It is thus necessary to build a career development model which promotes to students the employment and career benefits of graduating from a VE institute. For example, the motto ‘graduation from a VE institute leads to diverse employment opportunities and ensures career success’, can be used in government promotional campaigns to market the benefits of vocational education.

Recent changes in the employment structure of the Korean labour market that threaten the status of skilled workers is another factor which discourages intelligent and highly motivated students from choosing to study in VE institutes. A substantial number of students in VE institutes choose to avoid entering the world of work directly after graduation because they perceive that stopping at this point will not ensure them a good social and economic future in the long term. That is, they may not have access to consistent income, increased social status, and a respected position in society. In addition, they will be at the mercy of changes in the labour market structure that may mean instability of employment. They also perceive that they will have to work in dangerous and harmful work environments, and that the employment and social welfare benefits (for example, employment insurance, work hazard insurance, medical insurance, pension, and retirement benefits) will be inadequate.

It may be inferred from these perceptions that improving conditions for workers in terms of raised social status and income (based on work experience) should precede the implementation of programs and systems aimed at preparing students to enter the workplace. The government may achieve this, for example, by awarding tax benefits to companies which provide VE graduates with opportunities for fair appointment and promotion. The government may also provide subsidies to help graduates meet the cost of tuition for their children, and general living expenses. For those who meet a certain requirement for technical qualifications, government subsidies can be used to help start their own businesses. Ultimately, the government should develop a comprehensive plan outlining the benefits for VE students at the various stages of their career development. These include benefits to be derived from starting their military service duty once they have found work, earning a technical qualification, receiving training to upgrade their skills, gaining promotions, or starting their own businesses. There is a danger that, in implementing such a plan at a time when part-time and temporary workers make up an increasing portion of the workforce, the government may further aggravate unstable employment and income. In addressing these problems, the government should review options such as restricting layoffs and supporting employment costs when production is temporarily suspended.
2) Providing needs-sensitive educational programs

One of the key roles VE institutes should play in promoting school-to-work transition is to provide educational programs that reflect the needs of industry. In other words, they should adopt a regular and systematic process to research and analyse the demands in manpower and skills of each industry and integrate these findings in curriculum planning and development. It is clear that this important task is not being effectively carried out in the field as school administrators and educators do not endeavour to conduct a detailed industry needs analysis or assessment. This also relates to the Korean vocational education system in which the development of the vocational curricula at the secondary school level has been driven by government initiatives, and the development of curriculum in vocational colleges has been largely undertaken by professors lacking reference material and relevant expertise. Although this approach was suitable and produced tangible results for the 1970s through to the 1990s, its limitations have become more pronounced in the new millennium.

Improving curriculum in terms of practical relevance and applicability in the workplace requires a system in which industries actively participate in curriculum development by identifying what they want prospective employees to have learned in school. The government is currently trying to develop a National Skill Standard (NSS) similar to the ones in effect in the United Kingdom and Australia. This is a welcome development, as is the attempt to base curriculum and textbook development on the NSS. However, the problem of encouraging existing workers to participate in training needs to be addressed.

There are a number of ways to activate such a system in Korea. The first task is to develop the NSS in the form of competency modules that reflect the skills needed in each occupational category in each industry. The framework may be developed in five stages, beginning with the establishment of committees representative of each industry. This should be followed by a formal assessment of industry needs, which includes analyses of changes in workplace competencies and industrial, technical, and employment structures. The next step is to identify competency elements demanded in each occupation. When these steps are complete, the government can publicise the NSS. Finally, the government should also strongly recommend that the NSS is reflected in the VE curriculum, qualifications testing, and workplace education and training in enterprises. The development of the NSS should initially take no more than three years and the complete set of NSS should be regularly updated and modified. The national committee should be composed of representatives of workers, employers, labour unions, human resources managers, occupational associations, professional organisations, VE experts, and VE institute managers and instructors.

3) Curriculum linked to National Technical Qualifications

In facilitating school-to-work transition of VE students, it is important to establish a comprehensive and effective system which links curriculum with the National Technical Qualifications. The linkage may take the form of distinct content, credit transfer, recognition of prior learning, and articulation pathways. Implementing strategies to link curriculum and NTQs is an important government initiative.

There was a considerable group of survey respondents who believed that the curriculum in VE institutes was relevant to the NTQs. Although this places a positive light on the linkage between the VE curriculum and the NTQs, it fails to acknowledge the fact, confirmed by many experts in Korea, that the NTQs do not generally reflect industry needs. The key to creating a meaningful linkage between curriculum and qualifications is to modify the NTQ system to better reflect industry needs and to make educational curriculum reflect more adequately the NTQs. This will involve regular assessments of industry demands, the updating of NTQs to reflect these needs, and the introduction of recognition of prior learning processes to avoid redundant learning. Active engagement of industry in the identification of industry needs is essential.
Before these actions are taken, it is necessary to first establish the National Qualification Framework (NQF) similar to that of the United Kingdom and Australia, and then to develop the NSS within this framework. The final step, of course, will be to ensure that the NSS is reflected in the VE curriculum. At the same time, the government should keep in mind the need to maintain a close relationship between the educational aim of VE institutes, NTQ testing standards, and vocational training standards.

4) Career counselling system

Career counselling is another essential element of an effective school-to-work transition process. This research, however, did not include a survey on the career counselling system available in VE institutes, primarily because such a system has not been sufficiently developed and because there is little meaningful career guidance being provided to students. At this point, it is more helpful to discuss ways to improve the situation based on a close examination of existing problems.

There are a number of measures that may be used to foster career guidance in VE institutes. One effective way is to link the entire school program to career guidance by strengthening and actively delivering career-related content as part of the regular educational curriculum and in extra-curricula activities. Furthermore, career-related subjects should account for a greater share of the existing curriculum, and include substantial content on career guidance. As a way of helping students understand their capacity and aptitude for specific careers, and to help them prepare for their future career, schools need to strengthen career guidance, in terms of providing opportunities for students to learn more about careers through practical training. Schools should also set up a credible career counselling system and actively promote this system to students. In establishing such a system, schools should make best use of their existing staff and material resources as well as those available in the local community.

Fostering career guidance requires a system that can effectively manage career-related information and can easily be accessed and used by instructors and their students. A career information network comprised of existing databases owned by organisations such as the Chamber of Commerce and labour offices can be established to provide access to relevant information. This will require the formation of collaborative ties with these organisations.

Finally, the implementation of an effective career guidance system in the school also requires the building of a network between schools, families and the local community. Such a network can be used to help all members of the society to develop a sound and rational perception of careers and related issues.

In adopting these strategies, VE institutions will be more successful in facilitating the transition-to-work process. Success will also be guaranteed when the government is also strongly committed to providing career counselling to students.

5) Collaboration between VE institutions for articulated education

There may be some debate on whether articulation between vocational colleges and vocational high schools qualifies as a measure to foster school-to-work transition. In this research, the articulation program is also included as a possibly effective measure based on the perspective of United States’ School-to-Work Opportunities Act (1994).

Many of the past research studies have reported the positive impact of articulation programs on school-to-work transition. These works claim that the required collaboration between institutions fostered by articulation programs generally contributed to the overall success of VE. They also note that students have benefited from increased opportunities for learning without deferring the training required to develop the professional knowledge and skills that are demanded by industry. Contrary to these positive reports by earlier researchers, our survey presents a more negative picture in which no close network has been established between vocational colleges, vocational high schools, industries, and the government. Moreover, as the number of students competing to
enter vocational colleges declines, there is a view among critics that the articulation programs are in fact being misused to increase student enrolments. This criticism does little to foster the uptake of articulation programs. What is required is for stakeholders to establish close collaborative networks, and for vocational high school teachers to play a greater role in the delivery of training for VE institute components. There is also a need to increase financial support for the development of programs and text-books and to provide special summer/winter programs for secondary VE students. To begin with, the government and VE institutions should identify what each will do to accomplish these tasks, and undertake their respective roles in a responsible manner.

6) School–industry collaboration

Students in Korea’s VE institutions must participate in OJT as specified in the Vocational Education Promotion Act. Most secondary teachers and professors in higher VE institutions who responded to our survey felt that enterprises could provide support for the transition process by increasing the number of training experts in the workplace and thereby increasing the quality of OJT. They saw this as a top priority. In other words, companies which accept student trainees should try to provide meaningful and effective training to fulfil the initial purpose of the program. Enlisting the assistance of industry associations, including the Chamber of Commerce and other relevant bodies, can help to ensure that enterprises respect the original intentions of OJT. At present, it is the schools that must locate a company willing to take on student trainees. However, they often find this process to be inefficient in locating suitable placements. To improve the whole process for preparing students for the world of work (including OJT), there is a need for the government to provide support to enterprises to provide students with employment-related information, namely, information on labour market trends, shifts in workplace responsibilities, and employment opportunities. There is also a need to help students with their search for jobs. To encourage enterprises to provide this support, special government incentives (for example, tax benefits, or financial support from the employment insurance fund) can be made available to those enterprises offering OJT.

Aside from fostering OJT, the government has much to do to promote effective school-to-work transition. First, the government should increase its role in fostering school–industry collaboration. In the past, the role of government was limited to enacting legislation and providing evaluation-based financial support to VE institutions. This role should be expanded. Once it is determined how the government should expand its role, the relevant legislation needs to be amended to enable a greater variety of approaches and improved effectiveness. In amending the law, the different types of school–industry collaboration possible should be specified. These include among others, school–industry collaboration in education, joint research and development projects, joint project management, and exchanges of human and material resources, and information. To invigorate these initiatives, the government could consider inserting articles into the legislation to promote ‘the recognition of model school–industry collaboration strategies’ (tentative). Finally, the government could also include provisions for a school–industry collaboration fund, and specify means of regular monitoring and support to be provided by the relevant ministry.

Effective measures for fostering successful school-to-work transition have become an important topic of international discussion, comparison and benchmarking, as most countries try to find solutions to generic issues concerning the process. There is no single solution, as multiple factors (including education, labour market structures, government policy) must inform the career development of students.

It goes without saying that an effective school-to-work transition process needs a variety of enabling policies from the government, industries, and VE institutions. School-to-work initiatives, as Brown (1998) indicates, do not reflect a single model, but rather reflect the conditions of the settings and contexts in which they are introduced. In particular, the role of government is increasingly emphasised in effective youth transition. OECD (2000) member countries, for example, have recently identified a set of goals at the national level for successful transition policies.
It is, therefore, important for the Korean Government and industry to take an active role in developing effective measures for the school-to-work transition and policies aimed to support their implementation.

2. Implications from the Australian–Korean experience

A. Implications of the Australian experience for Korea

Australian school-to-work transition policy has been described as providing a successful and effective model of youth pathways from the end of compulsory schooling to working life. A number of features that are distinctive of the Australian system have currently become a model for international benchmarking.

School-to-work programs in Australia can be divided into two main categories: ‘school-and-work, and school-for-work’ (Stern et al. 1995) programs. School-and-work arrangements allow students to engage in studies for their school certificates in addition to engaging in structured work experience, or school-based apprenticeships and traineeships at the same time. In Australia, industry-specific VET in Schools programs comprising stand-alone VET programs, embedded VET programs, and structured workplace training are major training programs aimed at enabling school students to complete their secondary school studies while they are also preparing themselves for entry into the workforce.

School-for-work programs, including post-school apprenticeships and traineeships, enable students to be in paid employment and to attend training at the same time. National industry-endorsed national training packages, developed by industry bodies and endorsed by government describe the competency standards and associated qualifications and assessment guidelines that are the basis of the Australian VET system. In addition, a system of accredited courses is also in operation.

Prominent among the systems playing a crucial role for both school-and-work, and school-for-work arrangements is the TAFE system. The TAFE system comprises institutes and colleges delivering vocational education and training. Although TAFE institutes and colleges are relatively unique in the world, they do have something in common with junior colleges in Korea, and community colleges in the United States. The major differences between Korean junior colleges and Australian TAFE institutes and colleges, relate to the availability in TAFE of a wide range of courses, increased flexibility in provision and delivery of programs, and the operation of open-access policies (however, there are some courses which require students to complete pre-requisites). There is also a close connection between accredited training and vocational qualifications in the VET system as a whole.

Through these VET programs, Australians are attempting to strengthen the relationship between schools and employers, diversify and expand opportunities to combine learning with workplace experience, and create formal connections or pathways between secondary and post-secondary education.

Australia’s school-to-work transition programs are not without limitations, however. For example, Sweet (2001) argues that the features of Australia’s transition pathways that seem to be associated with its good outcomes for young adults seem to have much to do with those that allow the enterprising, able and qualified to take advantage of opportunity. However, he maintains, this strength of the Australian system needs to be matched by better and more structured support for the less able in order to improve overall transition outcomes.

It should be noted that different cultural, economic and educational contexts explain the different ways for applying school-to-work transition policies and practices in different societies. There are also particular strengths and weaknesses associated with each of the pathways.
There are major differences between the education and labour market contexts of Australia and Korea, which provide different influences on the operation of school-to-work transition practices. However, the strategies used in Australia to encourage existing workers, early school leavers, and citizens, regardless of their age and background, provide an example of a system that enables lifelong learning to become a reality. In addition, the flexibility associated with the VET system enables students to decide when, where and how they will participate in training. The public provider, TAFE, has already been noted as relatively unique in the OECD (Sweet 2001). It provides a wide range of courses at several levels in a highly flexible way to both early school leavers and students after compulsory schooling. The Australian TAFE system has also been described by the OECD as ‘adult friendly’.

The Australian labour market has also some distinctive structural features that affect the nature of Australian youth pathways. For instance, there is a higher incidence of part-time employment (over 26% of Australian jobs) than in Korea. This is related to another key feature that employment protection is not excessively strict. That is, it is relatively easy to fire but also relatively easy to hire. This helps to explain the fact that a high proportion of students have a job. It has also been claimed that young Australians’ post-school pathways are extremely diverse. McKenzie (2000) points out that, in the first seven years after leaving school, almost 500 different activity patterns for students can be identified.

The above-mentioned features of the Australian education and labour market are just some examples of factors which should be considered when comparing the youth pathways available to Korean and Australian students. Nevertheless, the different features of the Australian system can be used to inform the further development of Korean school-to-work transition policies.

First of all, the Korean transition-to-work model should focus, as is the case of Australia, more on apprenticeship-type vocational pathways and increasing access to work-based learning for secondary school students. The traditional school-to-work transition pathway in Korea is typified by late entry into full-time employment of most young people, a relatively weak apprenticeship system, and a large number of entrants to higher education. Preparing students to make the transition to work is normally done through a private enterprise structure. However, in many cases, this system has failed to successfully facilitate the transition of young people into work.

Second, parents’ attitude toward work-based learning should be changed. In other words, many parents are not receptive to work-based learning for their children. They see as a disadvantage the removal of their sons and daughters from a school setting, which is familiar to most parents, into the adult environment of the workplace. In addition, many parents perceive that increased involvement of their children in workplace learning poses a threat to their academic learning which will entice them away from college preparation commitments and attendance. There is a need to increase attempts to dispel the negative perceptions parents have of work-based learning.

Third, Korean high-school-to-working-life transition policy largely depends on students taking the initiative to shape their own transition pathways. However, an increasingly more complex labour market requires students to have access to better structured forms of support and assistance from schools, governments and communities. It is also clear that high schools do not play an effective role in helping students make the transition to working life, and that the development and operation of school–employer networks also fluctuates with changes in economic conditions. Keeping this in mind, it is important for high schools to increase the assistance they provide to their students in preparing for jobs.

Fourth, in line with the third, vocational high schools should give their students a far wider choice of subjects, especially VE subjects. Many research studies have revealed that vocational high school students in Korea are generally not interested in what is offered in their school curriculum. One of the keys to raise the level of interest among students must be to give them wider curriculum choice and to enable them to satisfy a wider range of developing personal and vocational interests. In addition, it goes without saying that another key to increasing student motivation must be to make schools more enjoyable places.
Fifth, there is a need to extend the vocational education and training subjects offered in general high school in Korea. The curriculum in most Korean general high schools is fairly narrow, in that it is designed to prepare the student for university-level tertiary study, which allows students relatively little subject choice. However, in Australia, the overwhelming majority of students (about 80% or more) are in general education programs. They have a wider choice of curriculum, and more options related to work and work-based learning, general citizenship and cultural and recreational pursuits.

Sixth, more specialised advice, guidance and support services should be available in high schools for students. High schools should also provide better careers advice to support the educational pathways of all young people. Support services that seem particularly weak in Korea and need to be improved are programs for the disabled, and re-entry programs for those who have dropped out of school but who wish to return to education.

Seventh, vocational education and training and vocational qualifications should be connected by an overarching framework like the AQF, as is the case in Australia. It is felt that the best outcomes will be achieved for young people if there are formal and structured institutional arrangements linked to coherent qualification pathways.

Eighth, increased efforts should be made to strengthen the relationship between schools and employers. This can be done by introducing some rules or regulations to improve cooperation between school and industry, and to indicate the division of roles between them. In addition, there should be more attention given to diversifying and expanding opportunities for students to combine learning with workplace experience, and to improving their access to credible and effective career guidance.

Finally, there needs to be increased flexibility and diversity of educational programs in Korean junior colleges. Here, Australian TAFE provides an exemplary practice. The beauty of the TAFE system is its flexibility and its focus on increasing access to training for all groups. This is why it allows students to access training in their preferred locations (at home, on campus, online etc.) and to use self-paced or traditional classroom learning.

B. Implication of the Korean experiences for Australia

In a sense, the Australian VET system has already encountered and attempted to respond to the disjunction between vocational curriculum and industry needs currently being experienced in VE institutions in Korea. It has had more than a decade to develop a system responsive to industry needs, and changes in labour market and workplace demands. Substantial funding has been devoted to the development of national industry training packages based on industry competency standards linked to qualifications, and to ensuring incentives for employers to take on apprentices and trainees. In addition, it has established funding for a national body to support structured workplace learning in industry for secondary school students, and career education. This funding is also contingent on schools collaborating in clusters to deliver vocational training.

Notwithstanding these advantages, the system has also had time to experience the difficulties of putting reforms into practice. When government funds are made available to employers to provide training places, and to training providers to provide training, there is also the danger that misuse of funds can occur, or that students may not get adequate or relevant training. This can happen if there are not mechanisms in place to monitor the quality of the on-the-job and the off-the-job training. The recent implementation of the Australian Quality Training Framework, the system’s formal mechanism for quality assurance, is an indication that the system required the further elaboration and definition of specific standards for the operation of registered training organisations and accrediting bodies.

In the Australian context TAFE lecturers and group training company representatives have been concerned about the sometimes inadequate numeracy and literacy skills, and work and study habits of apprentices and trainees, and secondary school students moving into TAFE programs. No such
concerns have been raised about the literacy or numeracy skills or work and study habits of Korean students. The reasons for this are unclear and may have more to do with cultural norms of respect for authority, and obeying superiors with little argument. Keeping in mind that apprentices and trainees have been criticised for sometimes not being willing to take orders, and demonstrating unjustified confidence in skills and knowledge, there may be lessons to be learnt from the Korean experience.

The Korean system of having defined pathways for students (for example, the 2+1 programs) may help to develop more effective pathways for Australian students who are not in formal apprenticeships and traineeships. If the curriculum in these programs reflected industry needs, and was supported by effective on-the-job training, then such a defined pathway could be helpful to Australian students who did not want to take up a formal apprenticeship or traineeship. However, there would also be no guarantee that students in such 2+1 pathways would not be recruited as permanent employees if companies needed them.

In addition, the formal articulation programs between vocational high schools and vocational colleges, if appropriately managed, provide examples of seamless pathways between school and further education. These formal articulation pathways between different educational sectors can also ensure the effective operation of the AQF, and define for students a specific route to follow to acquire advanced qualifications and skills and knowledge. The existence of these formal arrangements will also increase the level of confidence in industry about the ability of the vocational education and training system to enable students to become the highly skilled technicians and associate professionals required in many of today’s workplaces. However, such programs, whether they are based in Korea or Australia, require clear dialogue between partner institutions in the development of objectives, curriculum and assessment procedures. Also essential is continual dialogue with industry.

High retention rates to the end of secondary schooling in Korea are also examples of a system which is concerned with students achieving the knowledge and skills required to engage in further education and to improve eventual labour market success. The Australian system is also especially concerned with ensuring that students complete senior secondary schooling to improve their chances of labour market success. Although retention rates to Year 12 have increased considerably over the last 20 years, and even more dramatically over the last 30 years, there is still a way to go before these retention rates are increased to Korean levels. In this regard there are lessons to be learnt from Korea.

C. Joint concerns

Despite the considerable differences between Korean and Australian culture, youth labour markets and educational systems, this study has found that, in preparing students to make the transition to work, they share some joint concerns.

The Australian vocational programs are perceived to be more closely attuned to the needs of industry, and supported by training and qualifications frameworks that attempt to provide for seamless and flexible pathways for students. These concerns often relate to limited resources in terms of adequate staffing, facilities, and equipment and materials available for students on vocational pathways in secondary schools.

Findings from the Korean study emphasise the need to avoid unnecessary repetition of learning that has gone before. This concern is also shared in Australia, especially in terms of secondary school students who have presumably completed a training program which has led to a VET qualification, and are required by the TAFE college to undergo some additional training related to the same qualification. Lecturers report that this is because the training secondary students have received at school has not always addressed all the skills and knowledge to the appropriate standards. In view of the fact that teachers and vocational coordinators in schools are also
concerned at times about their abilities to deliver appropriate industry-specific knowledge, there is a need here to ensure that schools have access to appropriate expertise.

Ensuring that there is a close connection between the training system and industry has been shown to be as important in Korea as in Australia, as both countries try to meet the demands of globalisation and the knowledge or information economy. Also recognised as important in both countries are matters of quality assurance which can be implemented through regular monitoring by government agencies. The Australian Quality Training Framework provides a mechanism for this quality assurance to be undertaken in Australia. There is a need to implement similar strategies in Korea. However, without sufficient staffing and resources for implementation of the strategy, having a strategy in place does not always lead to the desired outcome.

The Korean and Australian systems will both have to address issues concerned with a rapidly ageing population. This means that, although entry-level training will continue to be important as a supply mechanism, there will also be a need for a focus on providing training for existing workers. In this case both systems will have to adapt to the needs of a constantly changing workplace, and to the needs of adults in transition or preparing to make the transition from existing jobs to new jobs or higher-level jobs.
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